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Whoever sees one thing,
Is said to see all.
That which is the emptiness of one
Is the emptiness of all.
-Āryadeva
Four Hundred Stanzas on the Middle Way
**
Yes, though for many things one needs to know this,
yet first and foremost, for this very thing
that I’m about to discuss, we must assert
that nothing confronts us but matter mixed with void.
-Lucretius
The Nature of Things

Dedicated to
my parents
may we climb the mountains of Vermont together
in this life
and all future lives
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ABSTRACT

Taliesin T. Thomas

ART-VOIDS:
CONTEMPLATING EMPTINESS
IN CONTEMPORARY ART

**

This research emerges from my deep curiosity about the Buddhist concept of emptiness
(śūnyatā) and the ways in which select artworks can express some manner of voidness. How can
artworks embody and explore emptiness, pointing beyond image and language? My study begins
with Ad Reinhardt’s enigmatic Abstract Painting (1963) and the black void in art. My analysis of
Reinhardt’s work draws primarily from the writings of Nāgārjuna and Heidegger. Nāgārjuna’s
understanding of emptiness suggests a complete deconstruction of all possible entities, leaving
“no-thing” in its wake. In Chapter Three I turn to a different account of emptiness as presented in
the Tibetan Buddhist traditions of Dzogchen, or Great Perfection. With Agnes Martin’s The
Islands I-XII (1979) as my focus, I engage the Dzogchen idea of “other emptiness” (shentong) as
distinct from the emptiness of self. In Chapter Four I transition to an exploration of the emptiness
of bodily perception in James Turrell’s installation Aten Reign (2013). This site-specific artwork
is an impermanent, non-material work that is simultaneously indeterminate and incorporeal yet
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existent and perceivable, and here I draw on the phenomenological philosophy of MerleauPonty. The fourth artwork that I explore in Chapter Five is The Century with Mushroom Clouds:
Project for the 20th Century (1996) by Cai Guo-Qiang. With Cai’s art the focus shifts from
conceptual arguments for emptiness (as one finds in the ideas of Nāgārjuna, Heidegger, and
Dölpopa) and the phenomenal experience of emptiness (as one finds in the phenomenological
philosophy of Merleau-Ponty) to a performative gesture that embodies the ephemeral, empty
nature of reality as presented in East Asian traditions. I argue these four art-voids enable an
aesthetic exploration of the experience and understanding of emptiness through reflective
encounters with singular works of art.

KEYWORDS
Emptiness . śūnyatā . Contemporary Art . Aesthetics . Contemplative Practice . Meditation
**
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Figure 1.
PREFACE
Finding Meditation and Emptiness
**
There is one motherland, stranger,
in which we all dwell, and that is the cosmos;
there is one father of whom we are all begotten, and that is the void.
-Meleager of Gadara (McEvilley, Art & Discontent Theory At the Millennium)
**
Years ago one of my professors in graduate school stressed the importance of “scholarly
distance” for our writing assignments. I recall the apprehension that swept over me when he
made that comment—distance with respect to writing? Over time I have come to understand that
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academic writing, even in philosophy, can benefit philosophically from being intertwined with
personal experience. And this project is, in particular, deeply personal to me and highly
connected with my life experience in the arts. Thus in this preface I begin by sharing how this
project started by reflecting on the moments that inspired my abiding interest in the three
prominent themes at the core of this dissertation: art, meditation, and emptiness. These anecdotes
resist the notion of separating my heartfelt intention from the research and writing this work.
I can clearly identity “Act One, Scene One”: the living room of my childhood home in
suburban Long Island, the place where I enjoyed the formative years of my life with my loving
family. My late father—a spiritual seeker and fan of all things esoteric—would occasionally
bring together my three siblings and me to the center of that room for guided meditation. I fondly
recall the soothing tone of his voice as he walked us through visualization practices and
contemplative exercises. He would direct our thoughts toward blessing all living beings while
imagining the Mother Earth wrapped in white light. The serenity of those sessions was
interrupted only if I opened my eyes to catch a glimpse of my older brothers making ridiculous,
contorted faces to lighten the mood. The bouts of laughter would settle and Pops would continue
to walk us further out into the boundless expanse of the universe, encouraging us to develop our
capacity for cosmic consciousness within that emptiness. It was that early exposure to
visualization and contemplative practice that established my interest in the restorative power of
meditation, and later, the visual power of art. And after many years of study and exploration of
these methods, for nearly a decade I have maintained a daily sitting meditation practice.
While the introduction to contemplative practice was a gift from my father, my mother
provided an equally significant and complementary perspective: the philosophic pathway into
emptiness by way of the Dao De Jing (also known as the Tao Te Ching).1 When I was in high
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school she gave me a copy of this ancient book and included a personal note for me to turn to
page forty-five and: “Read your Tao.” I quote the first lines of that section:
True perfection seems imperfect,
yet it is perfectly itself.
True fullness seems empty,
yet it is fully present.
(Mitchell 1988, 45)
The graceful yet profound paradoxes of the Dao were immediately compelling to me, and I have
aimed to cultivate a Daoist understanding of life ever since. I am exceedingly grateful to my
folks for these early inspirational experiences that gave rise to a continuous path of spiritual
cultivation and learning. And over time my interest in these topics was expanded by way of two
distinct occurrences during my adulthood.
First, my inaugural art-void experience. I have been an artist and a devotee of art for as
long as I can remember. It was my encounter with a specific artwork, however, that shattered my
existing ideas about the promise of art as “transformative practice.” This happened during a visit
to the old Whitney Museum on the Upper East Side during my senior year as an undergraduate
student at Bennington College. That was when I first came upon Yayoi Kusama’s now wildly
celebrated installation, Infinity Mirrored Room: The Souls of Millions of Light Years Away (1965
to the present, re-created project).
Kusama’s Infinity Mirrored Room consists of a pitch-black mirror-lined room filled with
LED lights arranged to create the impression of an endless universe, allowing one to see oneself
reflected back to oneself ad infinitum. Visitors entered the installation one by one and were given
less than a minute inside, yet the magnitude of that moment remains with me still. The wizardry
of Kusama’s installation is that it created the impression of an empty space that extended beyond
the room itself, beyond the space of the museum, beyond the confines of the city and the planet,
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stretching outward into the limitless cosmic voidness of a galaxy that defies the imagination.
That encounter afforded me an understanding of art’s potential to be a medium for
“transformative practice”—and contemplative engagement that is itself a kind of meditation.
Years later the true ‘expansion’ experience took place while doing graduate work on
Tibetan Buddhism with Professor Robert Thurman at Columbia University. Known as Buddha
Bob to many of his students and devotees, his course “Topics in Tibetan Philosophy” was a
scholarly-cum-mystical engagement with the philosophical thought of Indo-Tibetan Buddhism,
both in the intellectual settings of ancient India and Tibet and in the context of current global
philosophy, with a focus on Nāgārjuna and his interpreters. My understanding of the dynamic
nature of emptiness that developed during my study with Professor Thurman continues to inform
the meaning and direction of my life. The results of my diverse explorations of these themes are
contained within these pages, and I do not present these at a distance. Rather, I share these
concepts as I share myself—as if we are entering into conversation about some of the ideas that I
have found to be most nourishing, inspiring, and far-reaching into the void.

Taliesin T. Thomas
Troy, NY
August 2021
**

1
INTRODUCTION
**
As the Mādhyamaka insist, Emptiness is not a nothing:
it has a determinate structure, one of pure form.
-Graham Priest
“The Structure of Emptiness”
A genuine emptiness, a pure silence is not feasible—either conceptually or in fact.
If only because the artwork exists in a world furnished with many other things, the
artist who creates silence or emptiness must produce something dialectical:
a full void, an enriching emptiness, a resonating or eloquent silence.
-Susan Sontag
“The Aesthetics of Silence”
**
What is an “art-void”? And what about different types of “art-voids”? This concept is the
underlying focus of this dissertation. Since my earliest days as a student of art I have been drawn
to artworks that push into the realm of the transcendent, and over time I have become
increasingly interested in works of art that specifically express some manner of voidness or “nothing-ness” through aesthetic imagination. This has occurred in tandem with my exploration—in
study and practice—of the ancient Buddhist concept of “emptiness” (śūnyatā). The idea of
encountering emptiness in the materiality of art objects is, of course, an altogether paradoxical
proposition. Indeed, this trajectory of thought and road of research sounds like an absurdity: to
‘see’ emptiness through a concrete object. Yet such artworks do exist, and here I call them artvoids: works of art that explore and expand ideas about emptiness through artistic means as
illustrated by the four works of art that are the focus of this research. I suggest these artworks
give rise to a deepening of awareness that inspires meditative engagement and thus motivates a
transformation of ordinary thinking.
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The four art-voids that are the heart of this project foster a dialogue about emptiness as a
conduit for dynamic forms of contemplative practice that are not removed from society; rather,
they can summon our active engagement in a range of secular settings. Yet the challenge
remains: How do we talk about the elusive nature of emptiness while inextricably engaged with
the corporeality of artistic objects? What kind of fantasy is that? And how does the emptiness
explored in these artworks contribute to our understanding of ontological realities? In the
chapters that follow, I will consider these questions by way of four distinct creative
interpretations of emptiness: the black void in art and a stark monochromatic painting by Ad
Reinhardt (1913 – 1967); the white void in art and a suite of empty canvases by Agnes Martin
(1912 – 2004); a non-physical, experiential, site-specific light installation by James Turrell (b.
1943); and a fleeting dreamlike vision of emptiness as reproduced in a photographic record of a
performance by Cai Guo-Qiang (b. 1957). Each of these artists invites us to consider emptiness
through their singular artistic expressions.
As I embark upon this examination of emptiness in art—grounding the discussion in the
artworks themselves—it is my aim to illuminate how these particular works of art present diverse
interpretations of emptiness in a contemporary context. It is also my aim to demonstrate how
these works of art speak to the foundational teaching of the Madhyamaka branch of the
Mahāyāna Buddhist school of philosophy that can be traced back to the Indian philosopher
Nāgārjuna (second-third century CE), whose ideas will be presented in Chapter Two in
connection with Ad Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting. According to the Madhyamaka perspective,
all phenomena are understood to be empty of any ‘real’ nature, substance, or lasting essence
(svabhāva) of a supposed independent existence, thus all things arise and exist dependent on
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other causes and conditions. In other words, everything exists by way of its dependency on
something else, what Buddhists call dependent origination (pratītyasamutpāda).
According to many schools of Buddhist thought, liberation from suffering can be
achieved by loosening our grip of the world by adjusting our perspective and our thinking. As
such, arguments for emptiness as told through Buddhist literature over the ages are understood as
unmatched resources for making progress along the path to awakening. In his article “Nāgārjuna,
Kant and Wittgenstein: The San-Lun Mādhyamika Exposition of Emptiness,” for example, the
scholar Hsueh Li Cheng states: “Emptiness is regarded as a medicine (yao) for ‘curing the
disease of all sentient beings’” (1981, 70). Cheng goes on to say that according to Sānlùn
Chinese Buddhists, the word “empty” or “emptiness” is: “not a descriptive term but a
soteriological device. The doctrine of emptiness is not a metaphysical theory; rather it is
essentially a way of salvation” (1981, 68). Thus according to countless scholars and practitioners
across Buddhist (and non-Buddhist) traditions, working with the dynamism of emptiness can be
“a way of salvation,” can be a therapeutic tool, and can be a means for personal liberation. 2
Drawing on these Buddhist traditions, my aim herein is to re-frame and re-contextualize
emptiness to suggest that emptiness can be understood through our direct experience with works
of art, not just through metaphysical ideas rooted in explanatory and analytical language. As
such, this project embraces a contemporary method of “cross-cultural philosophy” (Garfield
2015, 3)—as opposed to more traditional methods of “comparative philosophy”—that welcomes
a combination of trans-historical, trans-disciplinary, inter-textual, deconstructive, and
hermeneutical approaches, all while engaging the multidimensional realm of aesthetics as the
backdrop for conversation. Hence my study of emptiness in art is informed by my ongoing
exploration of the theory and philosophy of art, aesthetics, Buddhist philosophy, Continental
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philosophy, spirituality, and meditation—I draw on all of these inspiring fields of insight in this
dissertation. This research thus reflects my own explorations of these themes and I have strived
to present a balance between empirical insights, theory and philosophy, and the singular ways in
which my engagement with the selected artworks by Reinhardt, Martin, Turrell, and Cai have
moved me personally. It is my hope that readers of this dissertation will gain an amplified
understanding of how the knowledge of emptiness can be represented and experienced in
superlative works of art such as the ones I will explore herein.
**
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CHAPTER ONE
Emptiness, Philosophy, Art, Meditation
**
To teach the emptiness and no-production of
things is to teach their realitylessness, and to teach the
nonexistence of living beings, etc., is to teach personal realitylessness;
and such a method of teaching teaches the ultimate.
-Robert A. F. Thurman,
The Central Philosophy of Tibet
Emptiness may be experienced as empty of absolutes, empty of permanence and empty
of independence, yet not empty of existence and meaning. Emptiness as insubstantiality
may provide an alternative to our philosophies of substance; a middle way
between is and is not, and the stark choice between
existence and nothingness.
-Gay Watson
A Philosophy of Emptiness
A canvas is never empty.
-John Cage, Silence
**
Emptiness in Buddhist Traditions
Emptiness is the predominant individual concept of this project, yet emptiness is not
‘one’ thing per say. Emptiness is a central theme running through many areas of Buddhist
literature and it has remained a paramount focus of Buddhist philosophy for more than two
millennia. Although venerable Buddhist teachings expand in numerous directions, the
foundational teaching of emptiness (śūnyatā) remains at the core of this vast doctrine and there
are numerous interpretations of emptiness across varying schools of Buddhist and non-Buddhist
philosophy. Differing schools of Buddhist thought, for example, provide four, sixteen, eighteen
and twenty possible definitions of emptiness. Translator, writer, and Buddhist scholar Robert
Thurman describes the twenty distinct notions of emptiness as:
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1) the internal, 2) the external, 3) both internal and external, 4) emptiness, 5) the ultimate,
6) the created, 7) the uncreated, 8) eternity, 9) non-rejection, 10) the universal, 11) nature,
12) all things, 13) intrinsic identity, 14) non-apprehension, 15) phenomenon, 16)
nothingness, 17) both things and nothings, 18) intrinsic reality, 19) intrinsically real
nothingness, and 20) infinity. (1984, 5)
While this list of differing kinds of emptiness includes the term “nothingness,” I will clarify my
use of the term “no-thing-ness” in lieu of “nothingness” in the section to follow. Nevertheless, in
Buddhist intellection traditions, the Sanskrit term śūnyatā and its many translations into other
classical Buddhist languages—and more recently into English translations as “emptiness,”
“voidness,” “openness,” or “spaciousness”—have distinct meanings or significance depending
on its doctrinal context. Thus the word emptiness—śūnyatā—has been understood as both
emptiness and nothingness. For Buddhist thinkers, there is emptiness on the one hand (the
purported opposite of fullness or totality) and nothingness on the other (the alleged inverse of
something-ness or substantiality). Yet as binary oppositions, emptiness/fullness and
nothingness/something-ness articulate an equivalent ontological reality—they are two sides of
the same coin.
In this project, I am drawing on multiple philosophical traditions and considerations of
emptiness. As with classical Asian Buddhist traditions, Greek and Roman thinkers confronted
the paradox of emptiness long before this concept re-emerged through the Hegelian dialectic, the
Heideggerian hermeneutic, and Sartre’s existentialism. Numerous philosophers have contributed
to our comprehension of emptiness and each of them has articulated an awareness of the
foreboding nature of emptiness in philosophical or literary form. In the early writings of the
Roman philosopher and poet Lucretius (first century BCE), for example, voidness plays a
paramount role in his perception of the universe. To restate his quote (included as an epigraph in
the cover pages of this work):
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Yes, though for many things one needs to know this,
yet first and foremost, for this very thing
that I’m about to discuss, we must assert
that nothing confronts us but matter mixed with void. (168)
Lucretius’ statement is among the most memorable stanzas from the earliest periods of Western
metaphysical thinking. Parmenides was another philosopher in antiquity whose ideas about
emptiness remain pertinent today. For Parmenides the void was impossible and does not exist;
that which does exist—‘the One’—is an unchanging, indestructible, infinite and timeless whole
(Russell 48). While Buddhist conceptions of emptiness resonate deeply with some Western
traditions of skepticism, metaphysics, and apophatic discourse from ancient Greece and Rome
times through to the twentieth century—which did indeed raise questions concerning voidness,
emptiness, nothingness, and the limits of language—I have drawn primarily on Buddhist and
Daoist understandings of emptiness in this project.
Buddhism is a vast and heterogeneous set of different traditions. The former Zen monk
and scholar Mu Soeng reminds us that: “The term ‘Buddhism,’ used generally and rather loosely
in contemporary Western discourses, is best understood as an ever-evolving phenomenon with
three distinct aspects to its history”—those being the original teachings of the historical person
(Buddha), the Buddhist philosophy of developed doctrines including sūtras (sermons) and
śastras (commentaries on the sūtras), and the Buddhist religion (or philosophy), a smorgasbord
of bewildering practices and beliefs that can be found throughout Asia and beyond (2010, 11).
Nevertheless, emptiness is an authoritative aspect of the Buddhist philosophic tradition that
proposes a powerful insight into the nature of reality: “The ultimate truth is that everything is
empty; that nothing is ultimately real, not even emptiness. Emptiness, too, is only conventionally
real; it is only the emptiness of empty things” (Garfield 2014, 49). Thus the core teaching of the
Buddhist Madhyamaka tradition is the fundamental concept of śūnyatā, or the “Doctrine of the
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Void,” and the notion that all things exist by way of dependent arising or dependent coorigination (pratītyasamutpāda). Nothing exists in and of itself and all relative phenomena are
dependent upon causes and conditions (Murti 58). As stated by translator and Buddhist scholar
Jay Garfield, the tradition of Mahāyāna Buddhism “asserts emptiness all the way down:
everything, including the dharmas [as phenomenon], is empty of intrinsic nature and essenceless.
There is no ontological foundation. … Ultimate reality is emptiness” (2015, 18-19).
Hence the Buddhist concept of emptiness invites or inspires an oceanic view of the
universe in which everything is in movement and all phenomena are dependent on other
phenomena. And while the primary focus of this work is aesthetic emptiness and contemplative
practice, this Buddhist conception of emptiness—especially as articulated by Nāgārjuna (ca. 150
– 250 CE) and those who have taken up his account in creative interpretations—is the
intellectual foundation of my research. My dissertation is the exploration of this idea as I have
come to experience it as manifested in works of art.
Emptiness and the “Two Truths”
My research into emptiness in art suggests a glaring paradox: how can we ‘see’ intangible
emptiness when looking at concretized artistic forms? While the Buddhist concept of emptiness
is the intellectual foundation of this project—and differing interpretations of emptiness are
explored through different works of art—the idea of emptiness is intimately intertwined with
another prominent Buddhist idea, namely the distinction between “two truths” or “two realities”
(satyadvaya), a distinction that plays a significant role across the entire Buddhist intellectual
landscape. The Buddhist “two truths” claim concerning existence suggests there are two levels of
reality—or more precisely, two ways of perceiving reality: superficial or conventional reality
(saṃvṛtisatya) and ideal or ultimate reality (paramārtha satya).
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The ancient Indian philosopher Nāgārjuna was instrumental in the development of the
“two truths” doctrine and his ideas will be further considered in the following chapter.
Nāgārjuna’s teachings are the foundation of the Madhyamaka branch of Mahāyāna Buddhism, a
lineage that puts emptiness at the heart of understanding and practice. According to Nāgārjuna,
the effectiveness of emptiness is that it requires an alternative view of our engagement with
reality. That view includes the concept of “dependent arising” or “co-origination”
(pratītyasamutpāda). According to Madhyamaka Buddhist philosophy, all phenomena (dharmas)
are empty (śūnya) of any “nature,” “substance,” or “essence” (svabhāva) which gives them any
kind of solid and independent existence—all things are dependently co-arisen. The ideas of
emptiness, dependent arising, and the “two truths” are fundamentally interpenetrating as pillars
of the Buddhist philosophic worldview.
My consideration of emptiness, dependent arising, and the “two truths” together—not
just emptiness alone—provide the intellectual basis for this research. It is our understanding of
the “two truths” that enables a physical object—such as a work of art—to be interpreted as an
exploration and manifestation of emptiness. In other words, my overall methodology for
addressing emptiness in art is made possible by the distinction between the “two truths.” This
suggests a dynamic approach to experiencing art: on the one hand, we can engage
phenomenologically with the works of art, attending to what is visible (touched or heard) and
thus experienced by the individual. On the other hand, we can attend to the way in which the
work of art points beyond physical phenomena and gestures to that which is unseen—to the
invisible in the visible, and the emptiness of the visible all around us. This approach as informed
by the Buddhist doctrine of the “two truths” can help us make sense of the ways in which works
of art illustrate the enigmatic adage from the Heart Sūtra: form is emptiness, emptiness is form.
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In the chapters that follow, I will explore this enigma of emptiness and form through
engaging with four singular works of art. With these works, I am suggesting their physicality
harbors the ineffable mystery of the absoluteness of emptiness. In other words, the art-void offers
something other than its appearance—it advances beyond itself to its own emptiness. Yet
according to Nāgārjuna, this emptiness is also empty—it does not have an existence on its own,
nor does it refer to a transcendental reality beyond or above phenomenal reality. Here it would
seem that Nāgārjuna’s teachings represent a kind of radical anti-foundationalism. I shall explore
this idea—and select ideas found in European thought that resonate with this concept—in
Chapter Two and my consideration of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting.
For Nāgārjuna, the ultimate truth is that everything is empty of an intrinsic nature,
essence, or substance. Works of art, I believe, are particularly helpful for understanding
Nāgārjuna’s account. As the scholar C. W. Huntington Jr. argues in his discussion of
Madhyamaka thought: “Any attempt to ignore or transcend everyday life in favor of some
metaphysical concept of objectivity is inherently meaningless and doomed to failure” because
“The truth of the highest meaning takes its reality only through being projected onto the screen
(saṁvṛti) of conventional truth” (1989, 39). Hence our encounter with emptiness in singular
works of art enables us to see the “two truths” of emptiness and form, conventional and ultimate.
Nevertheless, the interplay between our meeting with the so-called ‘conventional’ work of art
and the ‘absolute’ emptiness therein allows for an engaging experience with both
simultaneously. It is precisely the voidness of the artwork as an object of sensed, conventional
reality that points beyond itself, revealing the “two truths.” Garfield writes:
The ultimate truth is that everything is empty; that nothing is ultimately real, not even
emptiness. Emptiness, too, is only conventionally real; it is only the emptiness of empty
things. If emptiness were more real than that, then conventional reality would indeed be a
less than full reality, since it would be a second-grade existence contrasting with a
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possible first-grade existence. But with no such contrast, conventional existence is the
only kind of existence that is possible. (2014, 49)
According to Garfield, emptiness may be the ultimate nature of everything, and yet, emptiness
itself is only dependently originated. In other words, emptiness is itself dependent on the other
phenomena and is therefore empty of intrinsic existence. There is no ultimate, empty existence in
this account—rather, all we have is the conventional existence, now understood as conventional
(and not as we may have first understood it). I believe that art is perhaps the most enchanting
medium for realizing this enigma of the “two truths” and for exploring the interplay of emptiness
and form in the most imaginative and unexpected ways. Thus throughout this research I will
delve into emptiness in art while drawing on the framework of the “two truths” as a
philosophical backbone.
Emptiness and No-thing-ness (Not Nothingness)
Throughout my research into the topic of emptiness I often encountered ideas about
“nothingness” as a parallel and sometimes synonymous concept, depending on the scholar and
their use of the word within a given context. In his work on the concept of emptiness, for
example, professor of religion and Buddhist philosophy Douglas Duckworth discusses the
semantic range of emptiness with the goal of appreciating “the linguistic construction of the
ineffable and the consequent problem of delineating its boundaries” (98). Any attempt to
illustrate the boundaries of these boundless topics remains a challenge and I often ask myself
about the significance of emptiness versus nothingness: Are they the same? And can these two
ideas be employed interchangeably with regard to the artworks under analysis?
I aim to be clear about my exploration of emptiness—I am not in a conversation about
nothingness. The terms “nothing” and “nothingness,” however, surface throughout my
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discussion of emptiness in art—especially as it concerns Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting. Thus in
the context of my research, I employ the terms emptiness and “no-thing-ness” (not the term
nothingness) to describe a corresponding ontological paradigm. In this section, I will briefly
address some of the diverse theories that I have encountered throughout my investigation of
these related themes.
On one level, emptiness and nothingness (or “no-thing-ness”) are immanent modes of
reality that contain moral as well as ontological, phenomenological, existential, and spiritual
intelligence. The fundamental themes of emptiness and nothingness have long provoked and
possessed philosophers across the ages. As suggested by contemporary philosopher Arindam
Chakrabarti: “There has been much woolly thinking about ‘nothing’ between the time when
Parmenides cautioned philosophers against diving into that bottomless swamp and when
Heidegger recklessly disregarded the warning” (Liu et al., 3). In the ancient Greek tradition, for
example, Parmenides was among the first to consider the dense topic of nothingness when he
argued nihil fit ex nihilo or “nothing comes from nothing.” It was Parmenides who also:
“condemned the multitude of sensible things as mere illusion. The only true being is ‘the One,’
which is infinite and indivisible” (Russell 48). Indeed, the indivisibility of emptiness is precisely
its ‘oneness’ as wholeness.
Nevertheless, in the modern Western philosophic canon Hegel and Heidegger are among
the leading voices to have raised questions about “emptiness” or “no-thing-ness” as primary
metaphysical themes. Each took their investigations of the empty void (Hegel) or “the nothing”
(Heidegger) to soaring heights, and each has contributed to our ability to tackle the expanse of
“emptiness” or “no-thing-ness” through metaphysical discourse. Hegel’s writings in particular
offer a mystical and quasi-existential explication of the void. He states:
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This complete vacuity, which is even called the holiest of holies, the inner sanctuary,
there may yet be something, we should be driven to fill it up with dreamings,
appearances, produced by consciousness itself. It would have to be content with being
treated so badly, for it would not deserve anything better, since even dreams are
something better that its own barren emptiness. (Hegel 2003, 83)3
Hegel’s outwardly incredulous consideration of “this complete vacuity” reverberates with the
heart of much Buddhist thought, namely the emptiness that infuses all aspects of our lived
reality.
Diverse thinkers throughout history who dared to address these topics have also disclosed
a kind of inescapable circulus vitiosus in which both “the empty” and “the nothing” perpetually
baffle our understanding of real-time ontological paradigms. Heidegger, for one, wrote
extensively about this conundrum. While we respect the function of language as the very channel
by which we can conjure and consider these complex ideas, we must also recognize the
limitations of language and the notion that “what words refer to are other words” (Watson 2014,
129). Speaking of the complications of language to describe “the nothing,” for example,
Heidegger writes:
The nothing is rejected precisely by science, given up as nullity. But when we give up the
nothing in such a way do we not concede it? Can we, however, speak of concession when
we concede nothing? But perhaps our confused talk already degenerates into an empty
squabble over words. Against it science must now reassert its seriousness and soberness
of mind, insisting that it is concerned solely with beings. The nothing—what else can it
be for science but an outrage and a phantasm? If science is right, then only one thing is
sure: science wishes to know nothing of the nothing. Ultimately this is the scientifically
rigorous conception of the nothing. We know it, the nothing, in that we wish to know
nothing about it. (1977, 95-96)
We can appreciate Heidegger’s determined analysis of “the nothing” in relation to the concepts
of being (Dasein) and the “being-in-the-world” (In-der-Welt-Sein)4 that recognizes its place
within the undeniable vacuum of its own existence. Indeed, it would seem that most “wish to
know nothing” about this dreadful nothingness or “no-thing-ness.”
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Personally I have an appreciation and affinity for the existential bent within the Western
canon with respect to philosophical considerations of these themes through literary (and poetic)
imagination. The area of philosophy known as existentialism—an impassioned branch of the
Continental tradition—echoes the emotional gravitas of emptiness, “no-thing-ness,” and
nothingness in diverse and compelling ways. Writings by the likes of Kierkegaard, Dostoyevsky,
Nietzsche, Sartre, and Merleau-Ponty resound with the concerns of the semi-tortured soul that
must confront the empty-nothing. Nietzsche especially is known for having exposed the
nothingness “lurking at the heart of Western civilization” (Kearney 1994, 212). And it is Sartre
who famously declares: “I am my own nothingness” (366).5 Sartre also comments: “the object
must be distinguished from consciousness not by its presence but by its absence, not by its
plentitude but by its nothingness” (Solomon 313). Although I have not included these
philosophers at length in this project, their ideas have made an important contribution to my own
philosophic understanding in ways that inform my work here.
The French philosopher Merleau-Ponty’s writings explore the phenomenological aspects
of experiencing art, where the body encounters both the presence and the absence of the art
“thing” as “no-thing” and the ‘invisible’ as ‘visible’—I will further upon these themes when
drawing on Merleau-Ponty in connection with Turrell’s Aten Reign in Chapter Four. Speaking of
thing-objects in their native sense as identifiable nuclei in his essay “Indirect Language and the
Voices of Silence” (1952) from his work The Visible and the Invisible (1964), for example,
Merleau-Ponty states:
It is by passing through the detour of names, by threatening the things with our nonrecognition of them, that we finally accredit objectivity, self-identity, positivity,
plentitude, if not as their own principle, at least as the condition of their possibility for us.
The thing thus defined is not the thing of experience, it is the image we obtain of it by
projecting it into a universe where experience would not settle on anything, where the
spectator would abandon the spectacle—in short, by confronting it with the possibility
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of nothingness. (1968, 162)
Merleau-Ponty’s idea of “nothingness” thus becomes the basis for the “somethingness” of
objectivity. As we try to escape these binaries, the mystery of the empty “no-thing” is
inextricably bound with the equal mystery of the “something.”
As previously stated, according to many Mahāyāna Buddhist thinkers all things are
united in the totalized plenum of emptiness, and that emptiness is ultimately empty of a
transcendental reality. Hence we do not eclipse this basic precept concerning our human
conditions—emptiness is already here now, it is not some ‘other’ or ‘beyond’ state that is
separate from our current living existence, despite the fact that ultimately there is no
independently existing ‘here and now.’ Nevertheless, despite our sensual engagement with
reality as sentient human beings, there is, according to this view, no permanent substance and no
solid ‘self’ (ātman) or ‘real’ person on which to base our comprehension of the world—it is all
emptiness and “no-thing-ness” masquerading as “thing-ness” and “things.”
Although prevalent theories concerning emptiness and nothingness (“no-thing-ness”) as
encountered across the broad spectrum of cross-cultural philosophy suggest that an extensive
examination of these ideas has already been developed at length, this project explores a distinct
avenue of possibility: works of art that invite us to contemplate emptiness and “no-thing-ness”
through their purported materiality. My exploration of emptiness and “no-thing-ness” in
representative art of our time attempts to provide an original context for considering
interpretations of emptiness and “no-thing-ness” in the contemporary world. As such, I do not
consider the “empty-no-thing-ness” to be a form of nihilism, nor is it the despair of the
existential worldview. I embrace the “empty-no-thing” in art and aesthetics as reflective of the
universal fullness that directs our awareness toward our finite existence within the infinite. In
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this regard, I suggest that our knowledge of emptiness and “no-thing-ness”—and our acceptance
of their all-inclusive substantiality—should be cultivated as a reliable tool to improve the quality
of our life experience.
Acknowledging the limits of language and speech as modes of interpretation, I espouse
works of art as illuminating alternatives to traditional philosophic thinking. Although the
labyrinthine aspect of the metaphysical discourse concerning emptiness and “no-thing-ness” can
seem like a bewilderment, it is my belief that artworks can embody these paradigms and express
these inexpressible themes through visionary means. If we agree that “philosophy has no shallow
end” (Kenny 756), then linguistic terms such as emptiness and nothingness merely buoy our
mental vessel as we maneuver the high seas of philosophical deliberation, yet these terms do not
define themselves unequivocally.
One can argue, however, that we are adrift without these lifelines of conceptual language
to orient our human understanding. And yet hese concepts are employed and interpreted in
various ways and with different meanings and implications, and their significance are invariably
re-ordered by the receiving mind. In his consideration of this relationship between language and
reality, for example, the French philosopher Jean Baudrillard writes:
Any confusion of thought (writing, language) with the order of reality—thought’s
so-called ‘faithfulness to reality’ that alone brought forth reality as a whole—is
hallucinatory. This confusion also relies on a complete misunderstanding of language,
of the fact that language is illusion in its very moment, that it carries the continuity of
the void, the continuity of nothingness in the very heart of what it says, that it is, in its
very materiality, the deconstruction of its signification. (167)
Here Baudrillard speaks directly to what is at the heart of my research: the “continuity of the
void” and its symbolic manifestation in works of art. Thus my exploration of emptiness and “nothing-ness” in art as demonstrated by the four works under consideration intends to illustrate the
ways in which these examples of art can go beyond the attempts of language alone.
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Emptiness, Art, and Representation
With the previous sections I have introduced emptiness in the context of Buddhist
traditions, emptiness and the “two truths,” and emptiness as “no-thing-ness” (not nothingness).
Drawing on the themes as presented thus far, here I introduce the theme of emptiness in art, and
how art can help us to understand emptiness, both conceptually and experientially. I consider
how artworks can be both real, physical objects and how they can also offer an experience of
emptiness by gesturing beyond the physicality of the object itself. Thus works of art such as the
four representative artworks explored in this project embody a kind of “two truths” theory,
simultaneously presenting themselves as objects to be looked at while offering an experience and
insight that transcends the object, that is beyond perception, and that in some way deconstructs
the very perception upon which it depends.
The subject of art can be understood as the physical exemplar of human imagination,
invention, and innovation. Art plays a decisive role in our comprehension of sensuous perception
while emboldening our appreciation of beauty, allowing for nature—and culture—to transpose
itself through our focused senses and passions. Art essentially “celebrates the endless
multiplicity of the world” (Bowie 6) while demonstrating our human capacity and ingenuity
through singular forms of embodiment. The allure of art is precisely that it tends to refuse
concrete definition—the term ‘art’ is protean and suggests a limitless adventure and a way of
experiencing and enjoying the world. Despite attempts to categorize art and aesthetic judgment
as many philosophers and non-philosophers alike have done, these concepts welcome a diverse
range of physical and conceptual manifestations and characterizations: poetry, literature, music,
dance, sculpture, painting, architecture, design, illustration, photography, film, video, digital
formulations, installation, and performance—all of these distinct areas of creation are original
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forms of artistic expression. Thus art provides myriad possibilities for representing, expressing,
or embodying ideas in ways that are different from theoretical and conceptual arguments.
We typically encounter some form of art as a part of our daily life experience through
print media, the Internet, television, advertising, radio, and the like. Accordingly, art plays an
ever-shifting role in our interconnected global society: it presents, expresses, distorts,
antagonizes, influences, stimulates, provokes our thinking, and affects our attitudes about life. As
a preeminent medium for the articulation of human ideas and ideals, art has the power to realize
our highest values—and it also can reveal deeply disturbing aspects of our world. Art can also
conjure outrageous impossibilities through visible means. And sometimes, as Kant and many
other thinkers have noted, art can do things which philosophical argumentation alone cannot
achieve. As I explore the four art-voids by Reinhardt, Martin, Turrell, and Cai, I invoke these
specific examples of art that I believe can teach us about emptiness and also give us an
immediate experience of that emptiness.
How do we talk about this kind of atypical aesthetic—empty art—that simultaneously
presents us with questions about perception while gesturing beyond the artistic object? Even a
cursory encounter with so-called ‘empty artwork’ can provoke a sense of the absurd. My motive
for analyzing emptiness in art is, in part, to emphasis our capacity for working with this
absurdity, and for seeing these select art-voids as opportunities for contemplative practice and as
opportunities for a transformation of awareness through an embodied experience of the “two
truths.” As previously discussed, the “two truths” paradigm is a foundational aspect of my
argument concerning art-voids as illustrative of universal emptiness. It is our understanding of
the “two truths” that enables a physical object—such as a work of art—to be interpreted as an
exploration and manifestation of emptiness. Thus the experience of seeing art—in a museum,
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gallery, institution, or virtual setting within the digital sphere—attunes us to the present moment
through conscious observation while providing an alternative sphere of comprehension. The four
examples of aesthetic emptiness explored in this project invite us to grapple with different
representations of emptiness by way of their representative potential in conjunction with the
“two truths” concept. This exploration and grappling, I believe, can contribute to our
understanding of art, philosophy, and the boundlessness of emptiness in its many manifestations.
It is precisely the living interplay between conceptual emptiness and its objective
realization in art that inspires my research. Nevertheless, I suggest that art can be a form of
philosophy in its own right or a manner of philosophical exploration in its own way. Art can also
be a form of communication and can provide possibilities for learning and wisdom. Through our
focused and imaginative engagement with art—literature and poetry as primary examples of this
inner process of mental creativity but also visual and other forms of art—we are able to discern
more than what our eyes alone can see and feel more than what our senses alone can detect.
Speaking of the power of visualization in relation to Buddhist practices, for example, the scholar
and translator Heidi Köppl writes:
The [Buddhist] sutras and tantras are full … of mysteries, such as universes contained
in a single atom, inconceivable by conventional standards. Contemplating such mysteries
is one of many methods the Buddha taught to help us undo the magical trick our minds
play on us. In Vajrayāna Buddhism, visualization practices are one of the primary tools
employed to demystify these so-called mysteries by deconstructing our rigid concepts
of what is and isn’t possible. (84)
As stated by Köppl, our ability to employ creative visualization to see further—such as the
concept of beholding the cosmos in a single molecule—allows us access to the dynamic
mysteries of reality, and art as the conduit for that insight allows for expanded interpretations of
otherwise “rigid concepts.” Although we abide in a world of concrete objects, such things appear
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“real” because our senses construct a distorted existence—art as an agent for the reconsideration
and re-organization of reality can offer a visionary recasting of that same reality.
With respect to Buddhist visualization techniques and Buddhist traditions of art, there are
many rich areas of Buddhist culture that encourage and support one’s practice. Tibetan Buddhist
art, for example, is a powerful consort of Tibetan Buddhist philosophy. We can see this take
shape in many stunning examples of Tibetan art, which explores the notion of emptiness through
a dazzling and triumphant visual feast.6 A careful study of Buddhist thought as revealed in the
writings of ancient Buddhist scholar-saints such as Nāgārjuna (ca. 150 – 250 CE, whose ideas I
will consider in Chapter Two and throughout this project), Āryadeva (middle of the 2nd – 3rd
centuries CE) and Jey Tsong Khapa (1357 – 1419 CE) suggests that for all its negation and
stripping away of intrinsic identity and inherent existence, these same Buddhist views also
appear in magnificent creative manifestations of blissful states of existence through diverse
imagery. The art of Tibetan Buddhism is more than just a stunning festival for the eyes; it also a
support for practice on the path and it presents itself as method of teaching for the viewer to
achieve greater states of awakened vision.
Tibetan Buddhist art is also closely connected with ritual and meditation and is intended
to provide a basis for concentration or contemplative practice. Meditation and visualization
practices provide entry into deeper layers of the unconscious, which shapes our lived reality
(Kossak et al., 9).7 Serving as the intermediary between the worlds of mortal and divine
existence, how do these unique metaphorical images and representations guide us toward a
greater understanding of the doctrines of Tibetan Buddhist philosophy, and thus, the actuality of
emptiness? They do so by the tremendous power inherent in their manifestation and in their
ability to represent differing aspects of reality through the “two truths.” Our meditative
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engagement with a Buddhist deity in the form of a thangka painting, mandala,8 portrait,
sculpture, or other artistic example is akin to having direct interaction with that divine being.
Tibetan artistic images are not just flat symbols, rather they are thought to represent the locus of
the deity—and emptiness—itself.
While Tibetan paintings, sculptures, and mandalas (as with other examples of art in many
traditional Buddhist cultures) have been understood to be a support for practitioners on the path
in ritual and in meditation practice, I am describing something different in this project. Instead of
representations of deities associated with emptiness, I am exploring works of art that seek to
express, in some sense, emptiness itself. In what follows, I am looking at four art-voids that
represent precisely what is beyond representation. Representing what cannot be represented and
engaging emptiness by way of tangible art objects can seem—as I have already noted herein—
downright nonsensical. And yet, by grounding my analysis of emptiness in select examples of
art, I explore possibilities for engaging emptiness beyond philosophical resources. My effort is to
expand our thinking about emptiness into more imaginative realms than those already provided
by more traditional forms of argumentation. This method thus honors the process of looking,
seeing, and formulating one’s ideas through awareness and contemplative engagement with the
actual works of art presented herein.
It is Heidegger who reminds us that “because the truth of metaphysics dwells in this
groundless ground it stands in closest proximity to the constantly lurking possibility of deepest
error” (1977, 110). Here we encounter one of the outstanding flaws of philosophy itself:
language as the vehicle for expressing the inexpressible. Art, by contrast can represent and reimagine the inexpressibility of things through diverse materials and mediums without the
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constraints of metaphysical measures. In the coming chapters, I turn to the distinct characteristics
of the artworks themselves for a dynamic understanding of emptiness.
Art and Contemplative Practice
As the title of this project suggests, my research explores interpretations of emptiness in
four art-voids that invite us into a contemplative encounter with emptiness. In other words, I am
considering emptiness in art as a means for experiencing art as a form of contemplative practice.
Although my investigation into the topic of art in connection with contemplative practice has
yielded limited scholarly resources, one title in particular has been instrumental to my work: Art
as Contemplative Practice (2017) by Michael A. Franklin, a socially engaged artist, teacher, and
transpersonal art therapist. Franklin draws upon his firsthand experience of art as a creator of art
himself and he writes from the perspective of a practitioner. In harmony with my own argument
for this project, he suggests that we can treat art as a form of meditation that awakens
imaginative intelligence and provokes further insight.
Drawing on Franklin’s work and in preparation for the chapters that follow, this section
will consider the potential for art to be a mode of contemplative engagement and will provide a
brief overview of meditation itself. 9 As described in the previous sections, our embrace of the
“two truths” paradigm allows for art to express something beyond itself, opening up dynamic
avenues for seeing and understanding art on multiple levels. Art can make possible an embodied
experience of wisdom and insight, an experience very different from studying philosophical
arguments. Speaking of the deepening and fine-tuning of our awareness and the possibility of
joining with the fundamental universal pulse of life through our observation of art, Franklin
writes that “art as an awareness practice silently aligns body, mind, and imagination with the
present moment” (11). In accord with Franklin (who brings his own contemplative practice and
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experience into his research), my effort to tease out the contemplative possibilities in aesthetic
experience—interacting with art as a mode of meditation or contemplative practice—is a
significant focus.
If we consider engaging with art as a form of meditation or contemplative practice, let’s
begin with these two terms, which I will treat interchangeably in what follows. What, then, is
meditation or contemplative practice? For my purposes here, we can understand meditation or
meditating to be sustained attention, thought, reflection, contemplation, introspection, or open
awareness. Meditation, as I am thinking about it within the context of this work, is a set of
practices, techniques, or experiments in awareness aimed at acquainting the practitioner with the
quality of his or her own inner life and that ever-changing ocean of consciousness that dwells
within.
The word meditation can thus refer to a vast multiplicity of practices and experiences.10
In classical Buddhist languages, for example, there are numerous terms that are translated into
English as “meditation.” In Sanskrit, for example, the term bhāvanā is often translated as
meditation, however, other related terms include: “concentration” and “focused attention”
(samādhi); “absorption,” “equanimity,” “concentration,” “trance” (samāpatti); “mindfulness”
(smŗti); and “contemplation” (dhyāna). In certain Buddhist traditions, sometimes a distinction is
made between two primary modes of meditation practice: calm abiding meditation (śamatha) as
static or stabilizing meditation (sthāpanabhāvanā); and insight meditation (vipaśyanā) as
analytic or discursive meditation (savicārabhāvanā). Accordingly, one’s meditation practice can
be either absorptive or analytical—or both within a given meditation session. All of these diverse
terms refer to the practice of meditation or contemplation and they can help us expand our
understanding of what meditation can be in secular terms.
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While there are indeed distinctions between various meditative practices and lineages, we
can say that in general, meditation systems and practices are aimed at transforming the inner life
of the self. As Franklin writes: “Transformative technologies like meditation open and unfold
multistate experiences. Reason alone cannot penetrate the essence of these subtle layers of
consciousness” (154). Thus contemplative practices may differ with regard to the particular
capacities of the mind that are developed, such as attention, feeling, reasoning, visualization,
memory, and bodily awareness. The practices may also differ with regard to the way these
faculties are used, for example: effortlessly, forcefully, actively, or passively. And the practice
may differ with regard to the material or conceptual objects they are directed toward, for
example: thoughts, images, concepts, internal energy, breath, subtle aspects of the body, love, a
divine being, or the very absence of an object.
My interest herein is to explore our perception of aesthetic emptiness in a way that can be
understood as a form of meditation or contemplative practice. My own encounter with the artvoids included in this project, I believe, invites reflection on the artistic object as something that
opens up a space for expansive contemplation of an emptiness that is beyond all objectivity. In
this respect, I suggest the four art-voids that are the focus of my project welcome the viewer into
states of contemplation, and, ultimately, an encounter with emptiness found in the artworks
themselves. Instead of certain traditional forms of seated meditation with eyes closed, I am
interested in the possibility that contemplative practice can be attending to art and absorbing the
‘visuality’ of art—with eyes wide open—as a means for achieving insight.
Thus in my exploration of emptiness in select examples of art, I am investigating a
critical approach to works of art that suggests an engagement with art that is simultaneously a
meditative, contemplative practice. The emptiness to be found in the four art examples that are
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the focus of this work—along with other examples of art not included in this research—can
effectively focus our discursive attention. As stated by Franklin, another point of connection
between art and meditation can be understood through our consideration of “active imagination,”
where active imagination and “imaginal work in general become viable avenues for shifting
insight and states of awareness” (158). Franklin states that art and meditation “set up feedback
loops that offer direct pathways to enter the flow state and become absorbed” in the moment of
encounter (161). He suggests that both practices foster intentional focus and together “they forge
concentration, control, and attention” (161), which in turn motivate our capacity for quiet,
spaciousness, and other qualities of meditative absorption.
Thus my aim with this project is to highlight the ways in which these four art-voids can
provide a compelling context for realizing contemplative practice as a form of secular
engagement with art, not a detached practice that requires a particular religious or philosophic
affiliation. Meditative methods can be learned by anyone who is willing to consider the power of
consciousness as the very means by which we experience this human life on emotional,
psychological, and spiritual levels. As a poignant metaphor for how we might acknowledge our
wandering thoughts during meditation, my discussion of Cai Guo-Qiang’s The Century with
Mushroom Clouds: Project for the 20th Century (1996) in Chapter Five aims to show how this
photograph provides an apt artistic embodiment of this concept: through mindfulness practice we
can observe our thoughts and emotions as they arise and pass away like transient clouds.
The four art-voids included in this research offer imaginative perspectives of emptiness,
and it is our contemplative engagement with these artworks that gives us the opportunity to
reformulate our perspective of the world and ourselves. In our search to comprehend emptiness
in art, our ontological being as perpetual becoming must revert to itself—this self-reflexive
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gesture provokes reflection, and this is the basis for genuine meditation practice. Artworks can
serve as forms of support for contemplation and wisdom, as Tibetan Buddhists have long
recognized, bringing our focus back to our singular existence in space and time as to experience
that space and time in a new way.
Literature Review
In this section, I situate my own work in the broader scholarship at the intersection of
contemporary art, philosophy, and emptiness and I draw attention to some of the resources that I
deploy to address the questions that guide my research. As previously stated, my analysis
emerges from engaging four artworks directly as the primary source of insight and then by
selectively introducing classical philosophic resources and contemporary scholarship into the
discussion. These classical resources are, specifically, Buddhist philosophies (especially select
Mahāyāna Buddhist theories of emptiness); Daoism and Daoist theories of emptiness; Western
phenomenological approaches to existence and art (notably Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty); and
select concepts culled from the broad and diverse tradition of meditation and contemplative
practices. In addition, my work draws on and engages with extant scholarship, and here I
consider some of the noteworthy materials that have been most influential to my own
understanding of these themes.
Philosophical studies of emptiness in Eastern and Western metaphysical traditions are
vast and diverse, yet studies of emptiness in art are comparatively rare. There are, of course,
innumerable studies of the sublime in relation to art, and the sublime can be considered closely
related to emptiness, as the sublime is always gesturing to that which is beyond the objectively
perceived artwork.11 In my view, however, some formulations of the sublime may overlap with
some formulations of emptiness, yet they are indeed different concepts and my focus here is
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more precisely on emptiness (not the sublime). In this project, I isolate and explore four distinct
interpretations of emptiness through four distinct works of art. While I am not the first to explore
the ways in which we might understand emptiness, art, and meditation by considering them
together, my investigation into the cross-pollination of these subjects has yielded somewhat
limited resources. Many scholars have addressed the disparate topics of emptiness, art, and
meditation, however, fewer have considered emptiness in art, emptiness as art, aesthetic
interpretations of emptiness, artistic emptiness as an impetus for contemplative practice, and artvoids as opportunities for transformative practice. I believe that the confluence of these topics is
an area of scholarship ripe for continued investigation, and my project aspires to contribute to the
current investigations.
One strand of this research concerns the question of the role of images in Buddhist
traditions. During the first centuries of Buddhism in South Asia—and occasionally at other times
in later Buddhist traditions elsewhere—creators of Buddhist art did not represent the Buddha in
human form rather they used familiar or abstract images such as a wheel (the wheel of the
dharma), footprints, a tree, a seal, and other symbols to invoke his presence. Scholars describe
this work as “aniconic,” and this scholarly consideration of a certain kind of “metaphorical
emptiness” in art as aniconic has been a foundational aspect of my own comprehension of the
diverse ways in which one can think about these topics altogether.
In her essay “Early Buddhist Art and the Theory of Aniconism” (1990) for example, the
scholar Susan L. Huntington states: “The supposed practice of either avoiding images of the
Buddha or using symbolic symbols as substitutes for Buddha images became known as
‘aniconism’” (401). Thus aniconic artworks do not present anthropomorphic representations of
the Buddha, rather they employ symbolic images that hold the place for something else, and the
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allegorical implications of this are significant with respect to my consideration of the ‘symbol’ of
emptiness as embodied by the four art-voids considered in this project. There is a broad range of
academic material on this particular aspect of emptiness in art. In “The Iconography of an
Aniconic Art” (1987), for example, the scholar Paul Mus discusses aniconic works of art that are
meant to exemplify the Buddha in ways that point toward and beyond the Buddha. He writes:
“Leaving the place vacant, representing the Master by his absence, meant setting the stage for
future viewers to attain, beyond the convention of the work of art, the realism of an evocatory
religious act” (13). While my research does not address faith, worship, and ritual in relation to
art, these ideas are persuasive nonetheless with regard to my consideration of aesthetic emptiness
as a mode of depiction that pushes us to ‘see’ beyond what we are ‘seeing’ as to inspire
contemplative engagement.12
Our study of emptiness in art naturally conjures a series of concepts about the qualities of
art that make art what it is, including (but not limited to) form, composition, appearance,
abstraction, and the possibility that art can embody an aspect of the absolute (abstract art in
particular being a poignant example of this). While this research cannot possibly cover the broad
scope of themes related to art and aesthetics, these ideas have been important to the development
of my methodology and my consideration of the ways in which these disparate topics resonate
with each other. Speaking of the “sublimely mute” character of abstract art in his article “The
Illusion of the Absolute in Abstract Art” (1971), for example, the art critic and theorist Donald
B. Kuspit states: “It is this muteness which engages the appreciator of abstract art, this emptiness
which excites consciousness, leading it to self-annihilation” (27). He goes on to discuss the
spiritualism of abstract art forms as “idols of a new intimacy with the absolute, symbols of the
elaborate emptiness of the extensive continuum” (29). While I am not addressing the quasi
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religiosity of art (and abstract art in particular) as part of this project per say—although
Reinhardt’s and Martin’s work most certainly falls into this category—it is statements such this
one by Kuspit that have informed my approach to the artworks that I am exploring herein.
I am particularly glad to reference the work of several women scholars who have been
inspirational to my research. Denise Birkhofer has been influential with respect to my chosen
mode of inquiry, notably her method of grounding her discussion of the void in select works of
art and allowing the work of art to guide the conversation. In her article, “Eva Hesse and Mira
Schendel: Voiding the Body – Embodying the Void” (2010), for example, she considers how
these two women artists employed devices such as empty space, nothingness, transparency,
transitoriness, and ephemerality in their artworks in ways that address the body and the void.
Birkhofer also includes the direct ideas of the artist in her writing on their art. One such notable
example is a quote by Schendel, who speaking of her own work states: “I would say that line,
often, just stimulates the void. … what matters in my work is the void, actively the void” (8).
Birkhofer’s final comments in that particular article resonate with my own thesis, namely that the
paradox that unites the work of two artists—and in my case four artists—is that select works of
theirs “are simultaneously somethings and nothings, corporeal and evanescent” (10). Birkhofer’s
writings, along with the work of other scholars, have given me confidence with respect to the
methodological framework that I have employed throughout my own research, especially with
respect to exploring the ways in which artworks can be simultaneously ‘somethings’ and
‘nothings.’
Other contemporary thinkers have informed my thinking through a range of intriguing
ideas about emptiness and its reverberation in art. Jin Baek, for example, discusses the
philosopher “Kitarō Nishida’s Philosophy of Emptiness and Its Architectural Significance”
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(2008) in an article that expands upon Nishida’s thinking in relation to the implication of
emptiness in art as it pertains to architecture specifically. This and other articles by Baek
consider the ontological ground of nothingness—what I prefer to call “no-thing-ness” throughout
this project—and the interconnected states of exteriority and interiority as a process of negation
that brings them together as one (i.e. self-expression as self-negation, i.e. emptiness as totality).
Another example is the article “The Aesthetics of Emptiness: Sky Art” (2011) by the scholar
Yuriko Saito. Saito considers the aesthetic experience of the sky as an environmental
embodiment of emptiness, a common human experience she deems worthy of greater
philosophical discourse.
Yet another investigation of emptiness and art that informs my work is “Satori, Koan and
Aesthetic Experience: Exploring the ‘Realization of Emptiness’ in Buddhist Enlightenment via
an Empirical Study of Modern Art” (2012) by Matthew Pelowski, et al. In this article the authors
employ a cross-disciplinary method to compare the structural and psychological similarities
between the cognitive basis for the “realization of emptiness” (satori) at the heart of Zen
Buddhist enlightenment and the aesthetic experience of select modern artworks. Their discussion
of “art-induced satori” invokes the realization of emptiness in aesthetics (236). My work on the
intersection of Buddhist approaches to emptiness and contemporary art resonates with all of
these approaches in that my project aims to elevate the work of art to a level of its own, one that
invokes the method of philosophical inquiry but that also stands apart from philosophy. In other
words, I suggest that art provides a unique form of philosophical insight that helps us to explore
and experience the world on its own terms. For this reason, my consideration of emptiness in art
engages the work of art directly as the primary source of discovery and knowledge.
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Notwithstanding, in the work of scholars such as Baek, Saito, and Pelowski, et al., I have
found inspiration in the diversity of ways in which we can philosophically engage differing
expressions of emptiness through examples of art. My own research is also informed by the
importance of seeing the Buddha in classical Buddhist traditions, and this has given me a
framework for considering contemplative practice in the context of contemporary art. The
philosopher Malcolm David Eckel’s To See the Buddha: A Philosophers Quest for the Meaning
of Emptiness (1994), for example, addresses the concept of seeing physical images of the Buddha
(or hearing the life story of the Buddha) and how these images can serve as sources of power,
how they can teach lessons of moral discipline or mental cultivation, and how they can challenge
the viewer to see through layers of illusion in order to encounter the true nature of reality. He
argues for a “re-seeing” and a “re-vision” of a lost intellectual world of classical Buddhist ideas.
Eckel suggests that it remains a struggle “to find an adequate account of the concept of
Emptiness (śūnyatā), a concept that defies simple expression but can be summarized by saying
that everything, in the end, is empty” (2-3). I agree with Eckel’s statement here, however, my
approach to seeing emptiness differs in that I base my findings in the materiality and conceptual
expression of emptiness in four works of contemporary art, not by the method of grounding my
interpretation in historical literature and established philosophic concepts at the outset. As
previously stated, my methodology is the reverse: I first unpack the qualities of the artworks
themselves as to spark the conversation. Those ideas then invite the scholarly resources that,
given my particular background and interests, seem most resonant for that particular artistic
expression.
I am particularly appreciative of Gay Watson’s considerations of emptiness. In her book
A Philosophy of Emptiness (2014), she illuminates a trail of philosophies of emptiness that
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begins with Buddhism and culminates with recent scientific advances concerning mindfulness
and meditation practices and their connections with patterns of neuronal firings in the brain. She
discusses the blurring of boundaries in contemporary arts practice in her exploration of
emptiness and, in doing so, highlights the Romantic notion of the sublime as “A forerunner in the
culture of the imagination that contains echoes of emptiness” (2014, 124). Here we revisit the
connection between the sublime and emptiness. As a description of the incommensurability of
experience, reason, and description, Watson proposes the sublime “stands for the undecidable,
indeterminate and unpresentable” and she advances the idea that “the territory of the
contemporary Sublime concerning the limits of representation overlaps [with] that of emptiness”
(2014, 124-5). Her discussion of emptiness as a kind of “energetic void” (2014, 148) in addition
to how the “intellectual, emotional and embodied understanding of emptiness threads throughout
all aspects of life and knowledge” (2014, 168) are especially inspiring with respect to the way in
which I explore emptiness in contemporary art, even as my own approach focuses more on
particular artworks.
Michael Franklin’s Art as Contemplative Practice (2017) is a sound resource for the
consideration of art and meditation yet his work is mostly focused on art itself and the making
and viewing of art as contemplative practice. Franklin considers a range of ideas and accounts
concerning art as meditation, art’s potential for stimulating a refined perception that can aid in
accessing metaphysical space, and, as he states, how “art was believed to be a way to approach,
research, and enter this mystical domain” of unlimited possibility (55). I see my own research as
an extension of Franklin’s thinking, yet I am developing my interpretation of emptiness by
focusing specifically on the expression of the art-void. As Franklin notes, “from the emptiness, a
soon-to-arrive unborn moment emerges bringing the assurance of manifestation” (7). In accord
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with Franklin’s thesis, my work on emptiness in art and contemplative practice aims to further
identity the ways in which artistic manifestations can bring us closer to understanding creative
emergence, interdependence, and emptiness.
A literary work that does focus on particular artworks and illustrates the range of ways in
which contemporary artists are taking up and exploring traditional Buddhist ideas in novel forms
is Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art (2004), edited by Jacquelynn Bass and Mary Jane Jacob.
This collection contains a wealth of insightful essays by and interviews with some of the
foremost thinkers and creative individuals engaging Buddhism and art, including Mark Epstein,
Arthur C. Danto, Marcia Tucker, Laurie Anderson, Stephen Bachelor, Marina Abramovic, Zhang
Huan, Bill Viola, and Moriko Mori, among others. Taken together, they address concepts of
Buddhist practice in the contemporary arts in a range of creative disciplines and disparate fields
including psychology, literature, and cognitive science. These contributors raise pertinent
questions with respect to the common ground between the creative mind, the perceiving mind,
and the meditative mind.13 The essays and interviews in this book also consider some of the
diverse ways in which Buddhist notions of emptiness offer a powerful creative potential for the
making and experiencing of art.
Methodologically, what distinguishes my approach from the work of most of these
scholars is that I have grounded my interpretation of emptiness in art by way of my empirical
engagement with those works of art as the springboard for conversation. This approach situates
the work of art at the center of the discussion, and draws on the words and thoughts of the artist
as well as relevant philosophical theory. My primary goal is not to suggest emptiness in art as
merely another interpretation of familiar artistic movements such as Minimalism or
Abstraction—there are plenty of critical writings about art that already do this. Rather, I am
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interested in seeing these artistic manifestations of “form as emptiness, emptiness as form” as
distinct modes of discovery into the nature of emptiness. By approaching emptiness in the work
of art in this way, I have attempted to locate our understanding of emptiness through a two-fold
process that involves our conceptual analysis with the works of art on the one hand, and our
consideration of the resultant experience on the other. Emptiness in art, as I explore it in the
pages to come, challenges the viewer to ‘see beyond’ the materiality of the object as a means for
comprehending the non-objective, to see ‘through’ the art-void and to thus have more than just a
conceptual understanding of experience, rather to experience emptiness in art as a creative
expression of the “emptiness of emptiness” (shunyata-shunyatam).
Research Question and Argument | Methodology | Thesis Statement
The core question that motivates this research is: How can works of art express and
explore and thus illuminate the nature of universal emptiness? This fundamental question also
raises other questions: How do select art-voids point beyond image and language? And in turn,
how do philosophical conceptions of emptiness help us to understand voidness in art? In the
spirit of contributing to our collective understanding of emptiness through the kaleidoscopic
realm of art, this project also poses a range of supporting questions with respect to the
significance of emptiness or “no-thing-ness” at the intersection of aesthetics and philosophy:
How do art-voids contribute to our understanding of human existence and reality? How does our
phenomenological experience of voidness in art inspire contemplative practice? How might
contemplative engagement with emptiness in works of art provide a transformation of our preexisting worldview?
I attempt to respond to this range of questioning through my analysis of four distinct
works of art in four chapters. Each chapter will present a unique account of emptiness as
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described in the synopsis of the chapters below. Through my engagement with works of art by
Reinhardt, Martin, Turrell, and Cai, I argue these imaginative art-voids embody and represent
distinct experiences and understandings of emptiness in a contemporary context. These
experiences and understandings of emptiness are accessible, moreover, through engaged
contemplative practice and interpretation on the part of the viewer. I argue that the four artworks
thus demonstrate how different forms of creative media—and distinct representations of
emptiness by way of those artistic mediums—can provide dynamic opportunities for engaging
with emptiness as a singular form of contemplative practice. Hence I suggest the four artists
presented in this project offer original aesthetic approaches to representing, expressing, or
embodying the so-called ‘visible presence’ of emptiness. In other words, the four art-voids
explored herein double as aesthetic exemplifications of the protean dance between voidness and
material manifestation. Each of the four artworks provides a distinct perspective of emptiness
while simultaneously expressing a different interpretation of emptiness, and each of the four
chapters that explore these artworks presents a different account of and way of experiencing that
emptiness.
Thus this investigation is a two-fold (and “two truths”) elucidation of emptiness: on the
one hand, I initiate each chapter by grounding the discussion through an encounter and
participation with the specific work of art under analysis—this observational confrontation
establishes: (1) a distinct iteration of emptiness specific to that work of art; and (2) a foundation
for deploying the scholarly resources specific to that work of art. On the other hand, I present a
trans-historical, inter-cultural, and inter-textual consideration of emptiness that references the
work of select philosophers from Asia, Europe, and North America as to establish the necessary
theoretical scaffolding that allows us to consider multiple interpretations of emptiness. Our
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intellectual understanding of emptiness, however, is distinct from our lived experience of
emptiness, and this is precisely where engaging with art has the capacity to transform our
thinking. Accordingly, I approach these four works of art both as objects of study and as
invitations for transformative practice in that they disrupt our assumed perspectives and rupture
our conventional construction of the world—they effectively introduce a rarified creative portal
that welcomes us to dive in and recalibrate our common views of reality. As such, my
methodological aim is to illustrate how these artworks can be encountered as distinct variations
of an aesthetic ‘materiality’ or ‘visuality’ of emptiness and thus to demonstrate how these
artworks also harbor the sublimity of the void in plain sight.
While the boundless breadth of emptiness proposes manifold interpretations, I have
rooted my analysis in the actual artwork and, where possible, in the ideas of the artist. It has been
my ambition to allow my encounter with these works of art to guide my research and writing, to
allow the works themselves to suggest the pertinent questions and resources that I bring to
interpret them (even as I understand that my own education in the philosophy of art, aesthetics,
and Buddhist thought has conditioned and enabled me to turn to the specific resources that I
draw on here). Our encounter with Reinhardt’s voluminous black canvas or Martin’s radiant
white paintings, for example, solicits complex queries about both the physical mechanics of art
and the overarching philosophical investigations into the nature of existence as a whole.
Through this research, I suggest that our empirical engagement with emptiness in art is a
viable mechanism for understanding diverse interpretations of emptiness in a contemporary
context. Furthermore, I suggest this mode of engagement with emptiness in art can lead the
viewer toward meditative states of insight. In the pages to follow, I propose the distinct visions
of emptiness created by these four works of art effectively double as creative modes for
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expressing the ‘radical openness’ that encompasses the world in which all things interpenetrate.
In other words, each of the four artworks illustrates a unique aspect of emptiness while pointing
to something beyond itself, and, in doing so, functions as an intermediary that makes the
invisibility of emptiness visible. I suggest these artistic representations of the void also provide
the occasion for reflection on emptiness with the possibility of reaching a wider audience
through the diversity and inclusivity of art (arguably more accessible than what more traditional
forms of dense philosophic discourse can offer).
In the case of these select art-voids, I suggest the artistic expression of emptiness affords
another level of metaphysical understanding altogether: the relative process of our moment-tomoment becoming in relation to artistic objectivity—versus a fixed category of being—that
allows us to participate in an expanded realm of active thinking, hence a transformative process
of intellection brought about by seeing these examples of emptiness in art. As the Tibetan
philosopher Jey Tsong Khapa (1357-1419) argues—and is later emphasized by Buddhist scholar
Jay Garfield—our study of emptiness “requires a parameter” (2014, 48). In this project, the work
of art is the parameter. Confined to the ‘space’ and the ‘place’ of these art objects as the
framework for my analysis, my exploration of these four art-voids situates these works of art as
the parameter for further investigation into emptiness. As such, these artworks reveal the
continuity of emptiness across disciplines, cultures, time, mediums, and the cosmos at large.
Chapter Synopsis
With the previous sections I have outlined the principal themes that inform my research,
stated my argument, declared the limitations, suggested my original contribution to the existing
canon, and clarified the exploratory spirit and genuine intention behind this project. Herein I
present the structure and the distinct claim of each chapter as to provide a roadmap for how I
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have incorporated the philosophical resources in relation to these artworks. The four works of art
under discussion are compelling visual statements in their own right: an utterly black canvas; a
series of thoroughly white canvases; a vacant space filled with chromatic light; and a figure with
a transient cloud of gunpowder smoke as captured in a photograph. With these four visual
references of emptiness, I consider the unique artistic properties that in turn conjure the distinct
philosophical references that inform my reading of the artwork. Although each chapter
essentially asks the same question—What can emptiness in art teach us about the ontology of
universal emptiness?—each of the four artworks yields a particular set of queries and responses.
While this project acknowledges the difficulty of producing entirely novel ideas about the
inexhaustible nature of emptiness, I invite the reader to take this journey and to thus engage and
explore these artworks as enchanting catalysts for understanding emptiness in today’s world.
And while this research is a self-declared ‘experimental’ critique of emptiness in art, each
artwork under consideration nonetheless provokes distinct metaphysical questions in relation to
the works themselves. As hitherto discussed, the framework I have employed for developing my
analysis engages the works of art first and foremost, and based on that analysis each artwork then
welcomes a philosophic theory of emptiness that propels us to further develop our understanding
of the void as manifest through art.
The study begins with an interpretation of Ad Reinhardt’s (1913 – 1967) enigmatic
Abstract Painting (1963). This artwork is a solid black square of painted canvas that appears as if
it were—in the words of the artist (emphasis his): “Forces of darkness, formless, unformed;
chaos, Initial, germinal stage of all processes, primal, unconscious” (Rose 96). With its dramatic
presentation as a “content-less” and “imageless” work of art, Abstract Painting raises the
question: What is the deeper implication of this arresting artistic object? In this chapter devoted
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to the “black void in art,” I argue this bold aesthetic portrayal of emptiness or “no-thing-ness”
calls into question the true beginning of knowledge and the very “ground” of existence.
Reinhardt’s black void is both a symbol of the eternal unborn and a glimpse at the profound
ocean of emptiness as “no-thing-ness.” I suggest the blunt blackness of Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting points us toward our deepest questioning of reality, thus epitomizing the radically
deconstructive philosophic methods encountered in writings by Nāgārjuna and Heidegger
specifically. Nāgārjuna states that all phenomena lack inherent existence and that all phenomena
are dependent on causes and conditions—this is the Buddhist doctrine of dependent origination.
Additionally, I suggest Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is an remarkable example of Heidegger’s
“happening of truth” precisely because it arises out of the empty no-thing and unequivocally
portrays the empty no-thing as such—it is a vision of “beyond becoming” (as stated by
Reinhardt) and “the sheer ‘not’ of beings” (as stated by Heidegger) as we shall see. Establishing
my analysis of Abstract Painting as the inaugural artwork for the development of this entire
project, my consideration of Nāgārjuna’s and Heidegger’s scholarly articulations reveals the
ultimate “no-thing” beyond the limits of epistemology and ontology. I argue Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting demands our full and present awareness, allowing us to see further into its
enigmatic presence and to surpass the apparent empty “no-thing-ness” of its appearance. Thus
the empty no-thing as manifested in this work of art is, in fact, representative of the very core of
everything—Abstract Painting effectively illuminates the immeasurability of the void as the
foundation of our entire universe.
The blackest of black then flips to its positive counterpart: the “white void in art” and
Agnes Martin’s (1912 – 2004) stunning suite of twelve paintings collectively known as The
Islands I-XII (1979). As an oceanic, aesthetic amplitude of unscathed empty brilliance, I suggest
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Martin’s The Islands I-XII embody the omnipresent clear light of consciousness that is
simultaneously the fully manifested luminosity of blazing existence. In other words, this painting
is a tangible work of art, yet it is also transcendent in nature. I argue the predominant
characteristics of my lived encounter with the empty appearance of this artwork—affirmative
absence, stillness as openness, and expansive awareness—offer a striking accord with the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition of Dzogchen (rdzogs chen, or Great Perfection). In this chapter, I
consider the Dzogchen interpretation of reality as conceived by the 14th century Tibetan Buddhist
master Dölpopa in relation to The Islands I-XII. In the writings of Dölpopa, there is a distinction
between “self-emptiness” (rangtong) and “other-emptiness,” also known as “extrinsic
emptiness,” or “emptiness as other” (shentong). According to Dölpopa, the things that we behold
in the world—as well as our mental thoughts, perceptions, feelings, etc., and thus most of what
can be analyzed according to Nāgārjuna’s deconstructive method—are all self-empty. In contrast
with Nāgārjuna, however, Dölpopa suggests: “absolute truth is not empty of itself, but is the
basis or ground empty of all other relative phenomena, described as the profound emptiness of
other” (Stearns 88). In Dzogchen practice, ideas about “other emptiness” describe a pure, empty
mind and the pure embodiment of presence and awareness. I suggest Martin’s The Islands I-XII
can be seen as an artistic manifestation of the empty, primordial ground of all “other” reality,
which can be simultaneously understood as the boundless, empty, and open awareness that
underlies human consciousness. Thus the empty “clear light” of Martin’s The Islands I-XII
provides a contemporary visual corollary with the ancient Dzogchen understanding of the
luminous mind as emptiness. Martin’s white void is not a nihilist denial of meaning—as might
be experienced with Reinhardt’s black void—rather, her artistic absence is an affirmation of the
rapturous becoming of conscious awareness.
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From the yin-yang binary of Reinhardt’s black void and Martin’s white void I then
transition to the emptiness of the full spectrum of magnificent color as illustrated by James
Turrell’s (b. 1943) experiential installation Aten Reign (2013). Where Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting and Martin’s The Islands I-XII offer distinct aesthetic manifestations of emptiness by
way of evident art objects that will theoretically exist indefinitely, Turrell’s Aten Reign expands
the artistic expression of color to include an empty, impermanent, non-material, site-specific
artwork. I suggest Aten Reign emphasizes the relationship between empty light and empty space
through the human form—the body provides the necessary channel for these intricate modes of
sensual physicality and formless appearance to converge. As such, Turrell’s Aten Reign is
simultaneously indeterminate and invisible yet empirically existent and perceivable. Without a
concrete artistic object as the source of identification, Turrell’s Aten Reign represents an
exceptional departure from more traditional forms of art and invokes the phenomenological
experience of art. In this chapter, I argue that Turrell’s Aten Reign reconfigures our apprehension
of aesthetic emptiness through a “visible-invisible” paradigm, which resonates in the
phenomenological philosophy of Merleau-Ponty. Merleau-Ponty stresses the centrality of
embodied consciousness and the phenomenon of our embodied consciousness as precisely the
“in-between” (l’entredeux) realm that pre-exists the division between subject and object. I
suggest this Merleau-Pontian “in-between” concept highlights the “visible-invisible” nature of
the reality all around us, and Aten Reign’s emptiness provides a point of entry for the realization
of the invisible as visible. The immersive nature of Aten Reign challenges us to reconsider the
manifold illusory materializations of the somatic universe and helps us to understand the
emptiness in all things, no matter how convincing their dazzling appearance.
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The fourth artwork that I explore as part of this research art-voids is a photograph titled
The Century with Mushroom Clouds: Project for the 20th Century (1996) by Cai Guo-Qiang (b.
1957). This work of art captures an artistic performance; that artistic performance captures the
momentary existence of an object; that fleeting artistic object existed as a potent cultural symbol
of emptiness. In this chapter, the focus shifts from conceptual impressions of emptiness as
demonstrated by art objects (physical paintings by Reinhardt and Martin) and the phenomenal
experience of emptiness (a site-specific installation by Turrell) to a performative gesture that
symbolizes the ephemeral nature of all forms of manifestation. Cai’s The Century portrays a
cloud of white gunpowder smoke moments before its impending disappearance. I suggest this
work echoes with Daoist undertones concerning worldly expression, transformation, and the
dreamlike appearance of reality in connection with primordial emptiness. Cai’s art builds upon a
lineage of Chinese art practices and Daoist ideas concerning the living void as “eternally
present” (Mitchell 1988, 25). This final interpretation of aesthetic emptiness is, perhaps, the one
that lends itself most easily to the imaginative and fantastical qualities of art—aesthetic
emptiness as representative of the transient, floating illusion that is our material world, including
all its pain and suffering. According to this account of emptiness, on the one hand we experience
what feels like the ‘real’ corporeality of existence; and on the other, that material reality is
ultimately elusive and dreamlike in its origin.
In the “Conclusion | Engaging Emptiness Through Art,” I recap the main ideas presented
in the four chapters and pose questions with respect to future intellectual prospects for the
interconnectivity between emptiness, art, and modes of contemplative practice. Lastly, in the
“Coda | Contemplative Practice and Four Art-Voids” I offer a guided meditation on each artwork
as a to further experience the contemplative nature of each. Thus the four examples of art
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included in this project offer innovative visual atmospheres for grappling with the void. They
also embody the thundering paradox as told by the Heart Sūtra that I will recall throughout this
project—emptiness as form and form as emptiness—and this enigma remains at the heart of this
work. I believe that emptiness in art offers an uncommon philosophic opportunity, perhaps most
importantly because “the elusive meaning of shunyata demands that each generation of Buddhist
thinkers and practitioners in each culture come to grips with it though the praxis of experience”
(Mu Soeng 2010, 21). I am confident that even the apparent contradictions of this project can
teach us to encounter emptiness in art as the incentive for a positive transfiguration and
expansion of consciousness. These four artworks also assist us in reconfiguring our worldview in
relation to the abiding void, and they do so with our active participation. Hence the driving
motive of this research is to behold these works of art as distinct creative expressions (and
singular forms of philosophizing) that can push past the enduring intellectual cul-de-sacs,
linguistic tautologies, and timeworn metaphysical conundrums that sometimes appear to keep the
discipline of philosophy stuck in a perpetual impasse.
Accordingly, it can be said that art exists only in relation to us and never in the realm of
the abstract, even when art itself exhibits a supreme form of abstraction, as we shall see, with
artworks that epitomize the metaphorical extremes of emptiness or “no-thing-ness.” These works
of art present us with visual embodiments of emptiness that can effectively encourage our
awareness, our presence, our meditative mind, and our capacity for cultivating greater wisdom
through empirical engagement.
**
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Figure 2.
CHAPTER TWO
The Black Void in Art | Epistemology | Ad Reinhardt
**
For him to whom emptiness is clear,
Everything becomes clear.
For him to whom emptiness is not clear,
Nothing becomes clear.
-Nāgārjuna
The Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way:
Nāgārjuna’s Mūlamadhyamakakārikā
If the nothing itself is to be questioned as we have been
questioning it, then it must be given beforehand.
We must be able to encounter it.
-Martin Heidegger
“What is Metaphysics?”
The nothingness of art is not nothingness.
Negation in art is not negation.
-Ad Reinhardt, Art as Art
**
Encountering the Black Void in Art
We are all familiar with the ominous depth of black, the color that embodies the hint of
death and the unknown. Each of us has, one time or another, peered into the expanse of the night
sky, wondering about the raven-hued composition of the cosmos that harbors an incalculable
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realm of infinite dark space. It is the all-pervading blackness of the empty-nothing that inspires
my engagement with Fredrick Adolph “Ad” Reinhardt’s (1913 – 1967) enigmatic Abstract
Painting (1963) as the primary artwork to initiate this discussion concerning aesthetics,
emptiness, and contemplative practice. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting—one in a group of austere
works by the artist known as the Black Paintings series (1960-66)—is decidedly bereft of
painterly content, figurative elements, compositional details, or design.14 Abstract Painting is a
bold artistic embodiment of boundless emptiness or nothingness as blackness. Speaking of
“black as symbol,” Reinhardt writes (all quoted text spacing his throughout this chapter):
“Black as sin,” evil, ignorance, wickedness …
Black-hearted, black-list, black-mail, black-sheep
Black-death, illness, hatred, morbidity, despair, sorrow
inferior, feminine …
Hell-void, “intolerable ache of absence, chill negation of love”
Heaven-myth, cross-shape, warm shadows of redemption into depths of infinity
Forces of darkness, formless, unformed; chaos
Initial, germinal stage of all processes, primal, unconscious
(Rose 96)
These comments by Reinhardt encapsulate the core of my discussion—the formless void, the
depths of infinity and the primal reality of the unknown—all in total black. The gravitas of these
poetic refrains also reflects the foreboding aspect of this work in no uncertain terms—Abstract
Painting’s grim presence invites us to examine the metaphorical and metaphysical weight of its
beingness as non-being. Reinhardt’s declarations concerning “black-death,” “hatred,” and
“forces of darkness” candidly describe the pathos of this painting, yet his words also point in the
direction of what I aim to analyze in the sections to come: the fundamental understanding that
arises from our encounter with his black void of emptiness. Although his writings invoke
negative conceptions of black, Reinhardt also includes the term “unconscious” to describe
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blackness, thus suggesting that the color black is merely the converse of illuminated awareness—
white—and can be equally enlightening as such.
Throughout my study of art history I had seen images of Reinhardt’s Black Paintings
series in art books, yet my first lived encounter with this work took place at the Smith College
Museum of Art in Northampton, Massachusetts. Several years ago I was there to see a colleague
in the field of Buddhist studies and after our meeting I wandered over to the museum. I was
pleased to discover Reinhardt’s painting there (indeed a serendipitous occasion while at Smith
precisely to discuss my dissertation topic on emptiness in art). My direct experience of
Reinhardt’s piece motivated me to revisit all my previous ideas about this work: How do we
interpret the impenetrable nature of this kind of artwork?15 What does this painting express with
respect to human existence? What can be said about the rendering of ‘formless as form’ as
demonstrated by the black void of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting?
One thing was certain during that moment of encounter: Reinhardt’s artistic
representation was arresting. My experience of Abstract Painting reveals the difficulty in
comprehending an artwork that claims to offer nothing more than a uniform, cheerless domain of
blackened voidness. As such, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is a stark artistic embodiment of the
timeless silent emptiness that encapsulates everything we do not know about our cosmos and
ourselves. Besides its presentation as an artistic object, Abstract Painting provokes a certain
intellectual and spiritual engagement, thus raising the question: What is the deeper implication of
this painting?
As a visually compelling kind of ultimate blackout of emptiness, I argue Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting offers the possibility of ‘seeing’ emptiness incarnate and, as such, provides us
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with a chance to engage with the continuity of human awareness through meditative absorption.
Reinhardt’s personal writings resound with this potential:
Beyond light, limit, the unmixed, the unfettered
the unchangeable, the untrammeled
Intangible, invisible, illimitable
Beyond “seeing,” beyond foul and fair
Of what transcends all affirmation
What is beyond all negation
beyond becoming
Advance toward the formless, what is without contour
Encounter nothingness
Contemplate supreme principle of the one, hold to unity
(Rose 106)
What exactly are these “unmixed” and “unfettered” dimensions that the artist speaks of, and how
does Abstract Painting facilitate our process of realizing these ideas? With these stanzas,
Reinhardt suggests that our contemplation of Abstract Painting—a sober vision of the “supreme
principal of the one” in pure black—takes us to a higher state of comprehension with regard to
the intangible aspect of emptiness. In other words, Reinhardt is asking us to go “beyond light”
and even beyond seeing in order to achieve this insight. While Abstract Painting invites us to
“advance toward the formless”—as described by the artist—to encounter “no-thing-ness,” we
thus consider his idea of “what transcends all affirmation” as encapsulated by this work. Using
Reinhardt’s ideas as a guide for further exploration of this painting, how might his aesthetic
nothingness be the source of that which is “beyond foul and fair” and “beyond all negation”?
How do we understand this ‘no-thing’ as a kind of anti-foundationalist source of epistemology
and ontology?
As previously stated, I propose that my analysis of the artworks included in this project
inspires contemplative practice in connection with these works of art. Although Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting could be deemed an outright nihilistic artistic embodiment, the longer we
examine this piece, the more it reveals layers of complexity. Upon closer inspection, the
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seemingly consistent black coloration of the canvas is actually a pastiche of various shades of
ebony tone and an underlying geometric structure protrudes forth. These subtle distinctions are
made visible only after prolonged viewing, suggesting that our contemplative approach to
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting allows us to see more than what meets the eye, and as such, a
deeper truth to be discovered through mindful presence.16
Yet why would an artist create a work of art defined by its indefinable “no-thing-ness”?
While diverse artistic practices and mediums typically aim to concretize the no-thing into
imaginative and substantive thingness in the form of singular art objects, Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting does the reverse—it solicits our sudden attention and possible exasperation—and
effectively pulls us into meditative absorption as we consider its presence. Abstract Painting asks
us to contemplate non-beingness, and the black void therein demonstrates that, in the words of
the French existentialist philosopher Gabriel Marcel, “even as a non-being or, to use a concrete
image, as an air-pocket in the midst of being-in-itself, is just as inexplicable and much more
deeply unintelligible than the notion of creation” (83). The symbolic “air-pocket” of abstract art
was, in fact, a great preoccupation for Reinhardt and he explored these concepts at length in his
writings. He states: “Abstract painting is not just another school or movement or style but the
first truly unmannered and untrammeled and unentangled, styleless, universal painting. No other
art or painting is detached or empty or immaterial enough” (Reinhardt 823). With this
commentary, we understand Abstract Painting to be an audacious reification of emptiness as this
kind of “stylelessness” as described by Reinhardt.
Nevertheless, Abstract Painting is compelling on its own terms—its appearance is that of
isolation and blankness, a place that is seemingly non-ceased and non-arisen in the Nāgārjunian
sense, as the following section will address. The austere Abstract Painting redirects our thoughts
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toward the realization of, in Reinhardt’s own words, “Undifferentiated unity, oneness, no
divisions, no multiplicity, [n]o consciousness of anything, [n]o consciousness of consciousness”
(Rose 90). This undifferentiated unity is, in fact, exactly the emptiness that we behold in Abstract
Painting. Reinhardt’s artistic blackness acknowledges the possibility of our voidness and our
‘non-consciousness’—in a word, our nonexistence. As suggested by the American science writer
K. C. Cole, there is an undeniable chasm in our lifetime that “is rather a like a hole in the heart,
an amorphous and edgeless void… a large and obvious blind spot in our understanding of the
universe” (1). This so-called “hole in the heart” of our lives is well represented by Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting, however, I suggest this allegorical blackness also functions as precisely the
tool we need to see the presence of infinite voidness as the very fabric of reality and the ocean of
“oneness” that Reinhardt speaks of.17
Opening our minds further to the depth of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, we engage this
work in the spirit of transformative practice and as the method for considering how the nothing
as “no-thing-ness” becomes clear in the most paradoxical sense. Described as an “all-over” idea
in the tradition of painting (Rose 9), Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is expressly contentless and
beyond reasonable measure. Reinhardt’s writings on these matters express the enigma of this
discussion. The artist states:
The mystery of art is not a mystery.
The unfathomable in art is not unfathomable
The unknown in art is not the unknown
The beyond in art is not beyond.
(Rose 67)
Here Reinhardt suggests the beyond is actually right in front of us—Abstract Painting “is not
beyond” precisely because it speaks to us in the moment of awakened presence. Thus the
mystery of Abstract Painting is not a mystery at all—it is exactly the unknown and unfathomable
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realm of Reinhardt’s black emptiness that discloses the true circumstances of our conditioned
existence. Nevertheless, his comment that “the unknown in art is not the unknown” is the
challenge that we encounter to embrace the black void with a sense of graceful understanding
about the ‘real’ conditions of human life, namely the preciousness of our finite conditions.
Despite the solemnity of this work, Abstract Painting also epitomizes Reinhardt’s
musings on the general uniformity of his painting style at this late stage of his artistic career. In
his 1962 manifesto, “Art is Art,” Reinhardt writes:
No lines or imaginings, no shapes or composings or representings, no visions or
sensations or impulses, no symbols or signs or impastos, no decoratings or colorings or
picturings, no pleasures or pains, no accidents or ready-mades, no things, no ideas,
no relations, no attributes, no qualities—nothing that is not of the essence. (824)
With these lines, Reinhardt boldly unpacks the essence of his mystifying painting and his
comments concerning “no lines or imaginings, no shapes or composings or representings” leaves
us with the expanse of the nothing that is at once “no idea” yet a thundering idea simultaneously
loaded with insight—the nothing that is the very essence of everything. Notwithstanding,
Reinhardt’s comment that “nothing that is not of the essence” demonstrates the same tendency to
reduce our thinking to reveal the basic underlying thingness that must be understood as the
essential “no-thing” of existence—the unforgiving blackness of Abstract Painting.
The seriousness of Reinhardt’s philosophical ideas are fully materialized in his Black
Painting series of which Abstract Painting is a part, and his previously unpublished aphoristic
notes on this work aptly express his extensive rumination of these themes. Reinhardt writes:
Negative presence, “darkness,” “a getting rid of,” “blowing out”
Diminishing, beyond shapes, colors, “melting away”
Dematerialization, non-being
“The dark of absolute freedom”
Going from “darkness to darkness deeper yet,” ultimate
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Black, “medium of the mind,” no distractions, no intrusions
Ivory, ebony, pitch, soot, lamp, charcoal, jet, ink
Astronaut, “the sky is hostile, void, and very black”
Emptiness, “time,” “dark wind of the future”
Void vs. myth, image, being, light
Demythologizing
meaninglessness, imagelessness
Lightlessness, spacelessness, formlessness
Dark-flame, dark-fire, coal, charred wood
Night as “mother of all things,” veil of stars
(Rose 97-98)
This litany of concepts as written by the artist firmly enunciates the atmosphere of Abstract
Painting—the negative presence of this painting as a visual metaphor of “going from darkness to
darkness deeper yet” is a perfect summation of this artwork. His comment that black as a
“medium of the mind” with “no distractions” also invokes the importance of meditation as the
method for arriving at this insight. Reinhardt’s ideas concerning the diminishing,
dematerialization, and the “dark of absolute freedom” indicate that this work of art does, in fact,
double as a the vehicle for the “melting away” that he speaks of. With Abstract Painting we must
engage our fear of the unknown as harbored by the black void, and thus consider that “dark wind
of the future” that will eventually sweep us to the other side, to the all-embracing “mother of all
things” as beautifully stated above.
While Reinhardt’s words and writings on his own work provide a window unto his mind
with respect to his focus as an artist, we are, nonetheless, obliged to engage his painterly nihilism
on its own terms. Returning to my assessment of this piece, nowhere in this painting do we
encounter a breach from the symbolic vacancy of the black void. Its square shape contains
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, yet the infinite magnitude therein is a provocation to our thinking.
What do I mean by this? Invoking Reinhardt’s poesy again, I suggest it is precisely the
demythologizing nature of this painting that yields the “spacelessness” of emptiness. In other
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words, the blackness of Abstract Painting is our true home in the universe—without this black,
we would not have our lightness of being. The black is, in fact, life giving. Speaking of the black
of his Black Paintings series, Reinhardt writes:
… dark (lightless) no-contrasting (colorless) colors, brushwork brushed out to remove
brushwork, a matte, flat, free-hand, painted surface (glossless, textureless, non-linear, no
hard-edge, no soft edge) which does not reflect its surroundings—a pure, abstract, nonobjective, timeless, spaceless, changeless, relationless, disinterested painting—an object
that is self-conscious (no unconsciousness) ideal, transcendent, aware of no thing but art
(absolutely no anti-art). (Schoenholz et al., 243)
Here Reinhardt uses the words “relationless” and “disinterested” in connection with his notion
that these paintings are also totally “self-conscious,” which brings me to a paradoxical
interpretation of this work. On the one hand, Abstract Painting can be considered “relationless”
in that it has no equivalent in the canon of art history (except for its counterparts in the series).
On the other, he considers these paintings to be “self-conscious” and thus realized on their own
terms and with their own determined sense of what art is and what art can do. As such, these
paintings are entirely aware of themselves in their relatedness to all that is art or not art.
Nevertheless, Reinhardt’s description of the “changeless” aspect of this work proposes a
conversation to be had entirely within the work itself, despite my interpretations. In any case, we
acknowledge the timeless nature of emptiness as the ongoing challenge.
Notwithstanding, in our attempt to locate a ground in the free-floating state of
Reinhardt’s self-proclaimed aesthetic representation of the “[b]lackest of blasphemies” (Rose
111), we are also reminded of the significance of our necessary participation with this work. The
writer and comparative philosopher Roberto P. Machado writes: “Art’s function as the discloser
of truth will be recovered through an inward movement that results in the understanding and
realization of art as pure experience, an experience that, being possible only within being, is
never metaphysical” (262).18 In other words, we can regard the very act of looking at and
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engaging with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting to be a form of “pure experience” that produces a
singular truth. This ‘truth,’ as Reinhardt suggests, is the “Inevitability of fate, … Inner,
subterranean, caves, grottos … The other side, transcendent” (Rose 97). Hence our
contemplation of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting initiates this journey to the “other side,” toward
the cave of fullness embodied by this work—the blackness of being that brings us to our very
presence.
In the sections that follow, I advance the black “no-thing” voidness of Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting epitomizes the deconstructive philosophic methods demonstrated by
Nāgārjuna’s and Heidegger’s writings specifically. The cross-pollination between Nāgārjuna’s
and Heidegger’s scholarly articulations—combined with our contemplative engagement with this
work of art—offers insight into the epistemological dimensions of art and philosophy.
Subsequently, these epistemological and ontological ideas surface as the main themes with
respect to my analysis of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting. His aesthetic portrayal of emptiness or
“no-thing-ness” calls into question the ‘true beginning’ of knowledge, the sources of knowledge,
the limits of knowledge, and the very nature of existence.
Henceforth we welcome Nāgārjuna and Heidegger as fellow witnesses of Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting—where Nāgārjuna argues: “the ultimate truth cannot be taught without the use
of conventional means” (Kakol 65), in his essay “What is Metaphysics?” Heidegger asks: “How
is it with the nothing?” (1977, 96).19 Thus through a trans-historical re-positioning of their
philosophies in combination with our contemplative engagement with Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting, I suggest the ‘conventional means’ of this artwork as a representation of “the nothing”
offers a creative “how is it?” with respect to what we are actually seeing. The combined
intellectual rigor set forth by Nāgārjuna and Heidegger brings greater insight as we contemplate
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the emptiness of Abstract Painting. Let us now consider the deconstruction of meaning as
proposed by Nāgārjuna and Heidegger through their dismantling of the bedrock of existing
epistemological-ontological conceptions coupled with Reinhardt’s black void—in this way we
discover a new avenue for comprehending emptiness through art.
Ad Reinhardt’s Ultimate Paintings
Having considered our empirical encounter with the black void that is Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting, we now take a brief look at his contributions as a critical thinker. Although
this section will not cover the full scope of Reinhardt’s life and career as an artist, it will address
some of the key points of his philosophical thinking in relation to conceptual emptiness as “nothing-ness.” Reinhardt was drawn to blackness as a metaphysical topic to be explored in word
and in paint, and several of his poems and works of prose consider black as a powerful symbol.
Even Reinhardt’s earliest artworks avoid artistic representation in the traditional sense, and his
writings suggest a steadfast preoccupation with “that which has no dimension, no time …
Beyond essence, inconceivability” (Rose 106). Over the course of his trajectory as a painter,
Reinhardt’s art demonstrates a progression further away from references and objectivity,
eventually manifesting as a “no-thing-ness” aesthetic that is reflected to the extreme in his
Abstract Painting.
Reinhardt was raised in upstate New York and studied art history at Columbia College of
Columbia University and New York University Institute of Fine Arts. He was a teacher during
much of his later career, including professional stints at California School of Fine Arts, San
Francisco, CA; Yale University, CT; and Hunter College, NY. He was a key figure in the
development of abstract expressionism and he worked in an abstract style from the 1930s to the
1960s. Reinhardt wrote and lectured extensively about art and aesthetics and he was a major
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influence on the legacy of conceptual art, minimal art, and monochrome painting. Toward the
end of his life, Reinhardt focused exclusively on his Black Paintings series and these works seem
to fulfill his “art-as-art” manifesto (Rose 81). In a 1955 statement, Reinhardt described these
paintings as: “free, unmanipulated and unmanipulatable, useless, unmarketable, irreducible,
unphotographable, unreproducible, inexplicable icon(s) … [works that] push painting beyond its
thinkable, seeable, graspable, feelable limits” (Rose 81). It is precisely his notion of the
“irreducible” and “inexplicable” in art that resonates so closely with this aim of this project.
Also known as his Ultimate paintings, Reinhardt’s Black Paintings series relate more to
the monotone tradition of ancient Chinese painting rather than the chiaroscuro tradition of the
West. These works also embody the severity of his philosophical thinking—Reinhardt
considered his Black Paintings as representational of the so-called ‘end’ of the Western tradition
of art and the beginning of a new mode of perception that induced a changed state of
consciousness, since they specifically aroused perceptual demands radically different from those
of Western painting (Rose 81-82). Art historian and critic Barbara Rose writes:
Because the cruciform image requires time to focus, and requires an act of focusing so
demanding that it changes the state of the viewers’ consciousness, the black paintings
reflect some of the values of the Eastern cultures Reinhardt became progressively
involved with … The black paintings are icons without iconography. They function
like the … abstract diagrams of tantric Buddhism: they induce a state of contemplation
which may be defined as meditative. (82)
Besides the meditative presence of his Ultimate paintings, Reinhardt always stood apart from his
artistic peers precisely for his outspoken critical analysis of art—his own art especially—and for
the candid wit of his caustic commentaries. His writings include regular references to his study
of Eastern ideas in relation to his painting. Speaking of the history of art and narrative, for
example, Reinhardt comments:
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For thousands of years artists in the Hindu and Buddhist tradition did the same empty
images over and over again. A timeless idea, although it is a curious thing that they all
have a date and they all can be put into a time and place. But I don’t mind that
contradiction. (Rose 17-18)
Reinhardt often speaks of the “timeless” nature of his own work, most likely a direct reference to
his study of Eastern ideas. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting and other examples from his Black
Paintings series exemplify this contradiction concerning the timeless in art—these works are
beyond a specific time, yet they can be identified historically. As previously stated, Reinhardt’s
stark canvases initiate a discussion concerning the utmost epistemological query: From where
does our human existence and human consciousness arise in the first place? And how does the
absolute blackness of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting suggest the elemental foundation of our
primeval understanding?
Indeed, Reinhardt’s austere painting style remains a frustration for some and his critics
considered him to be an undetermined spiritualist of sorts, a veritable “Zen Buddhist, a neoChristian, a Calvinist, a Hindu, and a Muslim, simply because there were people that wanted to
read [his] paintings as symbolic of those religions” (Rose 14). When Reinhardt’s Black Paintings
series was exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York in 1963, for example,
some visitors became so irate with his work that the museum staff decided to rope off the room
displaying his paintings for fear of continued distress among the public. Reinhardt’s candid
response to this specific occurrence reflects his understanding of the inherent conceptual
grasping and longing that keeps humanity trapped in endless rounds of aimless drifting and
mundane existence (also known as saṃsāra in Sanskrit): “there wasn’t anything there for them to
latch on to,” he commented (Rose 15).
Over the course of his lifetime, Reinhardt saw the possibility of his personal and artistic
freedom in Eastern rather than Western terms—liberation from the self and from the flux of
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ordinary reality was for him a discipline, not a manner of subjectivity (Rose xvi). Reinhardt
states: “Become pure by detaching … from everything/[w]ithdraw from sense objects,
multiplicity” (Rose 113). This withdrawal from sensory perception is the very semblance of
Abstract Painting, and its contained presence solicits our total meditative absorption.
Nevertheless, among his strongest ideas about aesthetics Reinhardt’s self-proclaimed statement
is that “art comes from art only, not from anything else” (822). He aimed to separate art from
everything that art is not as to make art: “purer and emptier, more absolute and more exclusive—
non-objective, non-representational, non-figurative, non-imagist, non-expressionist, nonsubjective” (821). These opinions harbor Buddhist undertones and highlight Reinhardt’s artistic
intention with his series of Ultimate paintings: to represent the purest conceivable emptiness—
the veritable color of nothingness—through artistic reification. Rose writes:
Reinhardt proposed a concept of art as a kind of discipline closer to Eastern ideals.
Repelled by the decline of the avant-garde, Reinhardt turned to non-Western models of
purity. The chantlike [sic] repetition of the last “art-as-art” litanies brings to mind the
sutras and mantras of Eastern religions that Reinhardt had studied. (46)
One can consider the purity of Abstract Painting as reminiscent of the blacked-out space of
meditation and the realm of unlimited inner consciousness that is home to all revelation.
Reinhardt was fond of referring to his series of black canvases as Ultimate paintings since “he
felt they took abstraction as far as it could go” (Cotter 2008). So, too, does meditation takes us to
the farthest most place within ourselves, to the darkest realm of our inner abyss—it is there that
we encounter our true emptiness.
Nevertheless, Reinhardt also imagined that his Black Paintings series as would inspire a
“[p]assage from visible to spiritual, temporal to eternal, creature to creation” (Reed 2014). As
such, Reinhardt’s paintings allude to spiritual grandeur while simultaneously demonstrating their
philosophic bent. By drawing on these weighty metaphysical themes as part of his painterly
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process, Reinhardt effectively propels us to consider the very substratum of existence.20 His
barren black landscapes mirror Heidegger’s ideas with respect to our relatedness within
emptiness. As Heidegger states in his “What is Metaphysics?” essay: “Without the original
revelation of the nothing, no selfhood and no freedom” (1977, 103). Our encounter with Abstract
Painting thus provides the impetus to reflect on the empty “no-thing” as to bring us closer to the
realization of our total emancipation within voidness and our engagement with Reinhardt’s
Ultimate paintings reveals the power of our human imagination in the very moment of
confrontation—we thereby become the becoming of self.
By the end of his life, Reinhardt’s style of painting had crossed over into an all-out
affirmation of monochromatic explicitness, which demonstrates his embrace of a new
philosophic system to express the “pure idea” found in the greatest art forms of human
civilization: “in the all-over patterning of Islamic art, in the mysterious abstract space of Chinese
landscape, and in the ascetic discipline of Zen academies of painting” (Rose xv). Throughout his
career, Reinhardt analyzed his own creative style with the sensibility of a trained theoretician,
and he seemed to recognize his own historical context during his lifetime. The meditative,
spiritual character of his art—and his Ultimate paintings in particular—cannot be denied, and
Reinhardt’s contribution to the whole of art as we understand it today—through the unshaken
legacy of his paintings and the integrity of his writings—endures as a testimony to his status as a
modern painter as prophet. We now turn to Nāgārjuna’s and Heidegger’s deconstructionist
methodologies for greater insight into the black void of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting.
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Nāgārjuna’s Deconstructionist Method and Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting
Introduction
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as a bold artistic gesture invites us to contemplate the
veritable color of primeval existence—black as the womb of all creation and the somber tone of
our eventual demise. This painting also represents a creative embodiment of “no-thing-ness.”
What does this mean for our simultaneous understanding of this work of art and our
understanding of existence? In this section, I explore how Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting—
coupled with his personal writings on the meaning and definition(s) of black—consistently puts
us face to face with the overarching question concerning the very substratum of existence: What
is the ‘ground’ of this blackness and how does Abstract Painting compel us to reassess
everything around us? My exploration is informed by the work of the ancient Indian Buddhist
philosopher Nāgārjuna (c. 150 – 250 CE). Nāgārjuna’s philosophy focuses on deconstructing
conventional meanings in an attempt to explore something deeper. Here we recognize a
similarity between Nāgārjuna’s thinking and Reinhardt’s artistic creation and their mutual goal
of re-imagining the foundations of thought and art respectively. Through their distinctive work in
word and paint, both Reinhardt and Nāgārjuna bring us to the fundamental, non-arisen ‘nonentity’ of emptiness.
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is at the heart of this dialogue concerning emptiness in art
precisely because it challenges our familiar ideas about artistic objects, and may even solicit our
distaste or dismissal of art as farce. I suggest Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting demands our present
awareness and thus allows us to see further into its presence, to see beyond the apparent
“nothing” of its appearance. The “no-thing” as manifested in this painting is, in fact,
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representative of the very core of everything. This argument is inspired and informed by
Nāgārjuna’s The Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way (Mūlamadhyamakakārikā).
Nāgārjuna’s Deconstructionist Methodology
Among many scholars Nāgārjuna is often regarded as the most significant Indian
Buddhist philosopher, especially in the Mahāyāna Buddhist thought of Tibet, China, Japan, and
Korea. His notion of the ‘middle way’ (madhyamaka) is rooted in the foundational teaching of
emptiness (śūnyatā). His metaphysical writings present a confounding series of pointed
investigations into the true nature of all phenomena and he ultimately arrives at the concept of
the ‘unceasing’ or ‘unborn’ with respect to our primary reality.
Our encounter with Nāgārjuna’s writing can be experienced as a mental gymnastics of
sorts. His exhaustive deconstruction of the “producer” and the “produced,” for example,
obliterates our habituated understanding of what it means to be, thus calling into question the
very beginnings of our material life, human knowledge, and anything that exists. In the opening
verse of the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā, in a section titled the “Examination of Conditions,”
Nāgārjuna states:
Neither from itself nor from another,
Nor from both,
Nor without a cause,
Does anything whatever, anywhere arise.
(Garfield 1995, 3/I.1)
These inaugural lines reject the idea that anything at all arises. How can that be? Nāgārjuna goes
on to clarify that he dismisses any possibility of anything ever having a categorical autonomy
that is separate from the wholeness of being (and non-being). Thus Nāgārjuna posits that nothing
can exist independently as an essence. In other words, nothing can arise and exist in a way that
we often think physical objects arise and exist: everything everywhere is dependent on causes
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and conditions, also known as dependent co-origination (pratītyasamutpāda). Within
Nāgārjuna’s metaphysical landscape, we experience a metaphorical ‘house of mirrors’ with
respect to ontology—every which way we turn, we must confront the unfeasibility of any arising
in the first place, which brings us to a zero point of manifestation (emptiness or “no-thing-ness”).
According to Nāgārjuna, it is exactly this idea that “Nothing comes to exist from something that
did not exist” (Garfield 1995, 80), hence no self and no other can ever be produced. This
examination deconstructs our habitual concept of an individually created world made of separate
entities and replaces it with an infinite and unlimited interconnectedness.
Although Nāgārjuna’s unique manner of philosophizing may seem maddening to those
unfamiliar with his style of obliterating all conceivable vantage points, his thinking also exposes
the complexity of our multi-layered life experience. His analyses disclose, again and again, that
there is no primary, permanent being and no fundamental reality. If there were so-called real
essences, if objects were indeed independent of causes and conditions, then there would not be
any change of any kind. Nāgārjuna writes:
All things lack entitihood,
Since change is perceived.
But there is nothing without entity
Because all things have emptiness.
(Garfield 1995, 35/XIII.3)
Nāgārjuna’s claim that all phenomena lack inherent existence is based on the argument that all
phenomena are dependent on causes and conditions—this is the Buddhist doctrine of dependent
origination. Everything is always changing, but even change itself is dependent on phenomena
that are changing in relationship to each other over time. Time itself, within which phenomena
undergoes change, is made up of parts that are changing in relationship to each other. And
because phenomenon arise dependent on causes and conditions, it lacks the inherent existence,
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which we typically impute to objects, ideas, and the entire world around us. While we can
distinguish and comprehend objects conventionally, ultimately they lack the nature that we
attribute to them.
According to Nāgārjuna, emptiness is not itself an ultimate ground; rather emptiness is
precisely the emptiness of the essence that we conventionally assign to things. For this reason,
Nāgārjuna distinguishes between a “conventional truth,” known as saṃvṛtisatya (what is true
according to convention) and an “ultimate truth,” known as paramārtha satya (the recognition
that our conventional truths are empty of the essences we impute). Thus when Nāgārjuna claims
that nothing arises (I.1), he is not disputing the obvious fact that trees grow from seeds and tables
offer a solid surface where we can eat, rather he is arguing that ultimately there is no unchanging
essence of trees, tables, and other phenomena, and they thereby lack the kind of ‘real’ and lasting
attribute. Ultimately everything is empty—even emptiness itself is empty, for it is dependent on
the mental attribution of the conventional nature. This is Nāgārjuna’s doctrine concerning the
emptiness of emptiness. The distinction between conventional and ultimate resonates with other
fundamental distinctions familiar to Western thinkers, however, as Garfield notes:
For Western philosophers, it is very tempting to adopt a Kantian understanding of
Nāgārjuna (as offered, for example, by Murti 1955). Identify conventional reality with
the phenomenal realm, and ultimate with the noumenal, and there you have it. But this is
not Nāgārjuna’s view. The emptiness of emptiness means that ultimate reality cannot be
thought of as a Kantian noumenal realm. For ultimate reality is just as empty as
conventional reality. Ultimate reality is hence only conventionally real! (2002, 92)
Thus the difference between superficial reality and absolute reality is merely a matter of shifting
our point of view and perception—and this is, arguably, the fundamental aim of art as a
proponent for our transformation of thinking. As I am suggesting herein, Nāgārjuna’s work is
poignantly illuminating with respect to our consideration of Reinhardt’s black void. Now I will
briefly address the notion of deconstruction in a slightly wider context.
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Deconstruction
In the context of this research, I employ the term “deconstruction” as the method for
upending existing conventions of meaning. Deconstruction is not simply about renunciation—I
am not suggesting that things do not properly exist in their conventional circumstances. The
deconstructionist position aims to, according to historian and writer Ian W. Mabbett, “point to
the impossibility of finding original and ultimate referents for our words; what words succeed in
referring to consists of traces, and these traces are traces of traces” (212). Thus the
deconstructionist method as proposed by Nāgārjuna asks us to consider the original trace of
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as a symbol of emptiness made manifest.
While human beings tend to crave stability, the deconstructionist method purposefully
provokes instability as an opportunity for opening new possibilities of insight and understanding.
According to the theorist Christopher Norris, for example, deconstruction: “starts out by
rigorously suspending [the] assumed correspondence between mind, meaning and the concept of
method which claims to unite them” (3). The theory and practice of deconstruction thus
welcomes, according to Norris, a kind of “positive technique for making trouble” since it works
as a veritable “affront to every normal and comfortable habit of thought” (xi). Accordingly, our
focus on the deconstruction of thought and aesthetics as presented by Nāgārjuna’s philosophy
and Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting respectively suggests that as a method for further insight, the
term deconstruction serves as the very catalyst needed to disassemble our commonplace
understanding as well as the very structures in place that formulate that understanding.
In essence, Nāgārjuna’s and Reinhardt’s efforts both embrace and embody the
deconstructionist method, since philosopher and artist alike have created the means for
“suspending all that we take for granted about language, experience and the ‘normal’
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possibilities of human communication” (Norris xii). Nāgārjuna’s cryptic verses from The
Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way and the unforgiving black of Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting inspire a reconsideration of all that we take for granted about meaning and art.
Consider, for example, how Nāgārjuna has argued that the words we use to describe reality—
which we assume to have traction with the world—are, in fact, meaningful on the basis of social
conventions. According to Mabbett:
Our traditional worldview is said to be ‘logocentric’: words are used as if each one
corresponded to some stable and accessible feature of the real universe. On the contrary
(according to deconstructionist belief), rigorous analysis of the structures and
relationships contained in any representation shows that they are inherently unstable and
contradictory. The ‘presence’ of the things supposed to be designated by words or other
signs always retreats. There is no presence or svabhāva; there is only absence, and the
real nature of things we seek to define must remain forever indeterminate. (212)
Here Mabbett suggests the deconstructionist method revokes the notion of stability through
language, words, and existing meanings—hence there is no real existence on which to plant a
stake in the ground. He is effectively reminding us that absence is the very understructure of
reality.
As we have come to understand, the deconstructionist stance is a vital tool for
overturning existing ideas about how to ‘read’ philosophy and thus how to ‘see’ art. Nāgārjuna’s
deconstructionist method is exemplary of this process. Similarly, we might encounter
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as absurd, since it recasts emptiness or “no-thing-ness” in the form
of a tangible art object. Let us now consider Nāgārjuna’s deconstructionist methodology and its
implications for exploring Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting.
Nāgārjuna’s Non-Arisen Deconstruction and Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting
How does Nāgārjuna’s relentless analysis of phenomena and his revelation concerning
the ‘nonexistence’ of all things that are also ‘conventionally real’ pertain to our comprehension
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of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting? If we follow Nāgārjuna and refute the ultimate existence of all
possible entities, do we effectively arrive at Reinhardt’s unified field of black emptiness? If we
acknowledge emptiness to be the sheer nonexistence of intrinsic nature, then how do we
deliberate—and thus appreciate—artworks that demonstrate emptiness as a kind of artistic
something-ness? How do we describe emptiness as a visible aesthetic formulation while also
acknowledging the counter-argument that nihilistic tendencies demonstrated by this type of
artwork might undermine our attempt to describe emptiness at all? In other words, is Reinhardt’s
black void—or Nāgārjuna’s relentless deconstructionist inquiry—a mockery of sorts?
I suggest the blackness of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is an embodiment of emptiness
that simultaneously discloses the heart of Nāgārjuna’s Mādhyamaka philosophy and his thesis
that everything everywhere is empty. This work of art throws into question the limit—or
limitlessness—of our human knowledge. Accordingly, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is a potent
visual representation of the Nāgārjunian ultimate-as-conventional. Through it’s painterly
emptiness and “no-thing-ness,” Reinhardt’s bottomless black void embodies the origin and true
beginning of knowledge and the experience of generating knowledge in relation to the blackest
absolute in art.
Hence our continued exploration of emptiness in art is motivated by the apparent paradox
of encountering the empty ‘thingness’ that illustrates the impossibility of anything at all—
everything is voidness. In this way, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting re-routes our awareness while
simultaneously fostering a sense of connectedness within the ‘all-ness’ of blackness. The visual
“no-thing-ness” of this artwork reflects the absolute nature of the entire Nāgārjunian unborn,
non-arisen cosmos and the emptiness of all conditioned relatedness everywhere, and Abstract
Painting is a physical expression of these philosophical ideas. As Reinhardt states:
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Darkness in art is not darkness.
Light in art is not light.
Space in art is space.
Time in art is not time.
(Rose 68)
With these lines, Reinhardt suggests that art can be an eye-opening and enlightening eccentricity.
Within the void-space of our human mind, we discover that consciousness queries itself ad
infinitum in an attempt to determine its indeterminable existence, arriving at ‘nothing’ and the
raw semblance of Abstract Painting. Reinhardt’s writings—coupled with the austerity of his
Black Paintings series—reveal this all-out unraveling and resemble Nāgārjuna’s
deconstructionist method of interrogating every angle of our conditioned reality. This, in turn,
yields greater discernment into the undifferentiated unity of the conventional with the ultimate—
the black void as everything, everywhere.
In contrast with Nāgārjuna’s philosophy, however, the major distinction with respect to
our encounter with Reinhardt’s work of art is that our hermeneutical experience of this painting
advocates for our personal understanding of the “two truths” through a contemplative
engagement with this piece in real time.21 Accordingly, Reinhardt’s work presents the ultimate
reality of emptiness through imaginative embodiment—and according to Nāgārjuna, there is no
ultimate apart from this world. Thus there is nothing ‘beyond’ the nothingness or “no-thing-ness”
of the painting, either. As previously suggested by Reinhardt, “The beyond in art is not beyond”
(Rose 67). And Nāgārjuna, too, identifies our ceaseless objectification of reality as our
fundamental problem.
In any event, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting provides the necessary rupture from
normality to re-orient our perspective of reality—it is an aesthetic cessation of worldly
reification and an effective aesthetic realization of Nāgārjuna’s goal. This work of art then
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becomes the opportunity to practice: “how to tolerate the terrifying and fascinating emptiness
that quivers beneath the threshold of common sense” (Batchelor 3). Through our contemplation
of this artistic object, we can determine for ourselves that the ‘dematerialization’ and ‘non-being’
of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting actually occurs through the tangibility, materialization and
being-ness of this work. Our engagement with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting invites us to
consider the atypical purpose of this type of art: there is no stylized artistic content, no thing to
comprehend per say, rather this opaque form contained by four stretcher bars reverberates the
timelessness of emptiness. It is our meditative absorption with Abstract Painting that propels us
to look further into the ‘beyond’ of everything around us.
Final Thoughts
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting yields the basic insight that conventional experience is, in
fact, that which informs our knowledge of the absolute. The corresponding notion of the “two
truths” as realized through emptiness in art suggests two different possibilities for encountering
the same interconnected existence.22 In this way, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting can also be seen
as a tangible synonym for emptiness through a so-called ‘superficial’ scenario. The ‘truth’ of this
artwork is that it expresses the parody of this arrangement: Reinhardt’s black void is a stunning
visual example of Nāgārjuna’s deconstructive philosophical method that radically reduces all
possible conditions to their unborn state—to the totalized black voidness and “no-thing-ness” of
universal all-ness.
In accord with Reinhardt’s and Nāgārjuna’s distinct examinations of these fundamental
epistemological and ontological paradigms, we are drawn deeper into an aesthetic engagement
with emptiness. As Nāgārjuna boldly questions: “[n]ot existing through an essence, [h]ow could
[we] exist through otherness-essence?” (Garfield 1995, 60). Centuries later Heidegger, too,
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reveals his preoccupation with the existential disquiet of undetermined existence in his essay
“What is Metaphysics?” when he candidly states: “Anxiety reveals the nothing” (1977, 101). We
now turn to Heidegger’s ideas for greater insight into “the nothing” of Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting.
Heidegger’s “Nothing” and Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting
Introduction
In this chapter, I am exploring the ways in which Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting invites an
encounter with emptiness and “no-thing-ness” in the form of his painterly black void. This
confrontation—as a contemplative exercise—suggests the possibility of seeing emptiness
through the material artwork. After drawing on Nāgārjuna’s deconstructive philosophic method
in the previous section—that of eliminating all possible ‘arising’ and ‘otherness’ as to realize the
foundational ‘nonarisen’ of the empty—we now turn to Heidegger for additional understanding
with respect to the “nothing,” the “no-thing,” or “no-thing-ness” (Das Nichts) and the work of
art.
Herein I argue that Heidegger’s ideas are significant for interpreting the “empty-nothing” of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting precisely because his black void wholly exemplifies
Heidegger’s distinction between ‘earth’ and ‘world’ in the work of art, thus revealing the ‘truth’
of emptiness as “no-thing-ness.” In this sense, we can consider Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting to
be an embodiment of Heidegger’s philosophy. For Heidegger, each of these terms—‘earth,’
‘world,’ and ‘truth’—possess a specific function in relation to the work of art. According to
Heidegger, art is a clearing and art ‘opens a world’ where ‘truth’ happens. Building on the
Heideggerian dynamic between ‘earth,’ ‘world,’ and ‘truth,’ I suggest that Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting effectively highlights the relationship between “there-being” or “being-ness” (Dasein)
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as a “being-in-the-world” (In-der-Welt-Sein)23 that is simultaneously a “being-towards-death”
(Sein-zum-Tode). In other words, we are beings on a journey toward extinction, and Reinhardt’s
black void discloses our emptiness or “no-thing-ness” in no uncertain terms.
My focus on Abstract Painting and its relentless black void invites an exploration of two
possible ontological directions: on the one hand, we might see this black void as a fateful
reminder of our temporal existence and the eventual emptiness or “no-thing-ness” of our
immanent demise. On the other, we might see this black void as the all-encompassing, timeless,
boundless, nurturing womb—the ‘truth’ of primordial emptiness—that is home to all forms of
Dasein in the universe. Taking up the later, in this section I will explore the black expanse of
Reinhardt’s painterly ‘world’ in relation to the no-thingness of the sheltering ‘earth,’ thus
acknowledging the ‘truth’ of our emptiness. It is precisely the deprivation of the ‘world’ in
Abstract Painting that gives us the ‘earth’ and the “no-thing-ness”—and, consequently,
ourselves.
Informed by Heidegger’s understanding of the work of art by way of his ‘earth-worldtruth’ configuration, we can apply his metaphysical framework toward our effort to
conceptualize Reinhardt’s aesthetic incarnation of the void. By employing select elements of
Heidegger’s two crucial essays, “What is Metaphysics?” (Was ist Metaphysik?, 1929) and “The
Origin of the Work of Art” (Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes, 1935), we consider how
Heidegger’s notion that “earth and world are never separated” manifests in the space of
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting (1977, 174). The insight provided by these two essays brings us
closer to seeing Abstract Painting as a moment of ‘truth’ with respect to the universality of
emptiness.
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Thus we engage Heidegger’s ideas and Reinhardt’s artwork through a meditative
exploration of Abstract Painting.24 We consider Heidegger’s phenomenological method and
fundamental ontology with respect to “the nothing,” which exposes the depth of the matter at
hand. In his “What is Metaphysics?” essay, for example, Heidegger writes:
What is the nothing? Our very first approach to this question has something unusual
about it. In our asking we posit the nothing in advance as something that “is” such and
such; we posit it as a being. But that is exactly what it is distinguished from. Interrogating
the nothing—asking what and how it, the nothing, is—turns what is interrogated into its
opposite. The question deprives itself of its own object. (1977, 96)
Here Heidegger identifies the core ontological (and highly enigmatic) issue at stake—being
versus non-being and positing what is versus what is not. Allow me to repeat Heidegger’s basic
query: What is the nothing? I pose this same question in relation to our interrogation of
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting: What is this artful depiction of the nothing as “no-thing”? What
can this quasi Heideggerian work of art teach us?
Through my analysis of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, I aim to investigate the “emptyno-thing” as to engage its unfathomable depth and thus behold its authentic ‘origin’ and ‘truth’
as to further understand our beingness. Our exploration of Reinhardt’s “empty-no-thing” also
reveals the mysterious nature of our Dasein in the first place. By exploring the expanse of the
“no-thing,” both Heidegger and Reinhardt remind us of our own emptiness. Before I consider the
confluence of their ideas, however, let us briefly address the fundamental Heideggerian concepts
that establish the theoretical scaffolding that allows us to see further into Reinhardt’s black
void—those ideas are ‘earth,’ ‘world,’ and ‘truth.’
Heidegger’s Earth and World
Heidegger begins his investigation of the work of art by questioning the ‘thingly’ nature
of the thing—paintings and sculptures are, after all, merely things. Yet they are things that also
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reveal things in which ‘truth’ happens. “Art,” Heidegger argues in his essay “The Origin of the
Work of Art,” is “truth setting itself to work” (1977, 165). According to this account, there is a
constant tension between the very materiality of the work of art and the coherent meaning that
arises in the work of art, that which Heidegger calls the dynamic between ‘earth’ and ‘world.’
What is Heidegger’s conception of ‘world’? The ‘world,’ as indicated by Heidegger in
his masterwork Being and Time (1927), is the framework, the shared context, and the social
practices that allow us to engage other beings in a meaningful way. The ‘world,’ then, is the
background and the backdrop of our lived reality—it typically goes unnoticed and assumed as
part of our fundamental understanding of what is and what exists as our day-to-day suchness.
Heidegger considers ‘world’ to be the all-governing and open relational context of a “historical
culture, a kind of space” (Young 2001, 22). Thus Heidegger’s concept of ‘world’ assumes the
grounding of reality to be an ontological structure: it is the foundational condition of our
collective life, the condition that makes possible the meaningful ways in which we take things
up, engage with objects and with other people. Heidegger’s ‘world’ is that familiar sphere in
which our lives unfold, thus “the work [of art] erects a world which in turn opens a space for
man and things; but this distinctive openness rests on something more stable and enduring than
any world, i.e., the all-sheltering earth” (1977, 141). In his essay “The Origin of the Work of
Art” Heidegger states:
The world worlds, and is more fully in being than the tangible and perceptible realm in
which we believe ourselves to be at home. World is never an object that stands before us
and can be seen. World is the ever-nonobjective to which we are subject as long as the
paths of birth and death, blessing and curse keep us transported into Being.
(1977, 170)
With this statement, Heidegger reminds us that our everyday ‘world’—and the work of art—is,
in fact, not what it seems. He argues it is precisely the “thingly” character of the artful thing that
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brings forth a certain tension or strife between the remote aspect of the all-sheltering ‘earth’ and
the fanciful ‘world’ as we think it to be. So now we must consider, what does Heidegger mean
by the term ‘earth’? If the ‘world’ dimension of the work of art is the way in which a coherent
meaning arises, then the ‘earth’ dimension is the very material resistance to that coherence. Thus
in “The Origin of the Work of Art” Heidegger writes:
That into which the work sets itself back and which it causes to come forth in this setting
back of itself we called the earth. Earth is that which comes forth and shelters. Earth,
irreducibly spontaneous, is effortless and untiring. Upon the earth and in it, historical man
grounds his dwelling in the world. In setting up a world, the work sets forth the earth.
This setting forth must be thought here in the strict sense of the word. The work moves
the earth itself into the open region of a world and keeps it there. The work lets the earth
be an earth. (1977, 171-2)
With these lines, Heidegger confirms that ‘earth’ is that which abides without struggle, thus the
‘earth’ remains the ‘earth,’ regardless of our worldly activities. He is also suggesting the work of
art reveals the possibility of ‘earth’ without betraying its impenetrable existence. In other words,
the ‘earth’ simultaneously maintains its status as a dynamic entity in which we partake, yet it can
never be fully revealed in the context of the cultural ‘world’ that we have created for ourselves—
therein we encounter the essential strife between Heidegger’s definition of ‘earth’ and ‘world.’
This strife between the concealing activity of ‘earth’ and the revealing activity of ‘world’ is,
according to Heidegger, the very happening of ‘truth’ in the work of art.
Heidegger’s Truth
Having considered Heidegger’s definitions of ‘earth’ and ‘world’ as the condition for
meaning, let us now look at his idea of ‘truth’ in art. Heidegger offers a phenomenological and
ontological account of the grounding of the traditional idea of ‘truth’ as a kind of
correspondence. This primordial understanding recognizes that ‘truth’ is always the unconcealment and the revealing of what has been concealed. Heidegger reconsiders and re-
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contextualizes ‘truth’ in terms of alētheia and “truth as disclosure,” which he sometimes “writes
as ‘a-letheia’ to highlight the idea of the foundation of truth as consisting in a coming-out-ofoblivion” (Young 2001, 23). According to Heidegger, art is a mode of becoming—out of
oblivion or “no-thing-ness”—that opens up a ‘world,’ and is, as such, a “happening of truth”
(Young 2001, 19). Thus artworks function as ontological paradigms and models of and for
reality.
According to Heidegger, the work of art sets up a ‘world’ and holds open that ‘world.’
While the ‘world’ is opened up in the work of art, however, it also rests in the material elements
of the work. In contrast to equipment—for example, a paintbrush or a hammer—we are often
oblivious to the materiality of these tools as we are too focused on the color on the canvas or the
nail that penetrates the wood. In the work of art, the materiality is disclosed on its own terms.
According to Heidegger as written in his essay “The Origin of the Work of Art”, “[t]he work
moves the earth itself into the Open of a world and keeps it there. The work lets the earth be an
earth” (1977, 172). Hence in the work of art, the material—the ‘earth’ element—shines forth.
The work of art, then, sets up a ‘world’ and sets forth the ‘earth.’ The ‘world’ wants to make
everything coherent and meaningful, to bring everything into the open. The ‘earth’ wants to draw
the ‘world’ into itself, concealing everything. This opening as alētheia is thus simultaneously the
revealing of ‘world’ and the concealing of the ‘earth’—and this creates the struggle and the socalled strife within the work of art. The work of art then becomes the place of this contested
encounter and it is within this struggle, Heidegger argues, that ‘truth’ happens. The artwork is
thus the place of ‘clearing’ in which there is both concealing and un-concealing.
Thanks to Heidegger (and many other powerful thinkers), we can consider the pure
efficacy of great forms of art—they allow us to reassess the space-time that they inhabit and, as
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such, they give humanity the opportunity to rethink the cultural ‘world’ (and this, I believe, is the
pure joy of the Dasein experience). The unfolding of that ‘truth’ in art, however, occurs as a kind
of disharmony between the revealing (alētheia) as ‘world’ and the concealing (lêthe) as ‘earth.’
Referencing his essay “The Origin of the Work of Art” once again, Heidegger writes:
Thus art is the creative preserving of truth in the work. Art then is a becoming and
happening of truth. Does truth, then, arise out of nothing? It does indeed if by nothing we
mean the sheer “not” of beings, and if we here think of the being as something at hand in
the ordinary way, which thereafter comes to light and is challenged by the existence of
the work as only presumptively a true being. (1977, 196)
With these lines Heidegger suggests that art’s unique mode of presentation reveals the ‘truth’
through disclosure or revealing in the physical sense—this “arising out of nothing” and “coming
to light” is the very work of the work of art. Let us now revisit Heidegger’s ideas in connection
with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting for greater insight. Through our consideration of the oblivion
and bottomless black of this artwork, we gain an amplified understanding of art’s primordial
arising and activity, which Heidegger considered to be the “original” (Ursprüngliche) intent of
the work. With Abstract Painting, its origin is precisely the ‘truth’ of its empty “no-thing-ness.”
Earth, World, Truth and the Black Void in Art
Few works of art allow the notion of Heidegger’s ‘earth’ to shine forth as boldly as
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, which resists the setting forth of a ‘world.’ Instead, ‘earth’ as
such is set forth, and the ‘truth’ that emerges therein is precisely the ‘truth’ of the emptiness of
world, the black nothingness or “no-thing-ness” as that which we cannot fully comprehend. Thus
Heidegger’s definitions of ‘earth’ and ‘world’ create a structure for understanding arts’ unique
potential to uncover ‘truth.’ Through Heidegger’s ‘setting up’ of these concepts through his
singular use of language, we can interpret Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as revealing an ultimate
foundation for our existence (as ‘earth’) and the moment of lived engagement (as ‘world’). If we
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engage with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting while employing Heidegger’s thinking, we can view
this artwork as a black “earth” that comes forth in an effortless sense. It is within the ‘earth’ of
Abstract Painting that Heidegger’s so-called “historical man”—our society today—discovers a
‘world’ that is at once familiar and strange. It is the power of the “empty-no-thing” found therein
that establishes Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as a purely Heideggerian work of art.
Reinhardt’s sublime blackness allows us to face the sheer “no-thing-ness,” or in the
words of the artist himself, the possibility of that which is: “[e]xtreme, climax, summit,
[s]upreme, culmination … Not a joke, jest, gesture … Invisible, silent, empty” (Rose 104). These
ideas reverberate with a palpable sense of dread as considered by Heidegger in his “What is
Metaphysics?” essay. In that essay Heidegger writes: “In the slipping away of beings only this
‘no hold on things’ comes over us and remains” (1977, 101). Perhaps the apprehension we
experience in relation to Reinhardt’s blackest of black—an “extreme” and “silent” artwork as
stated by the artist himself—alludes to Heidegger’s notion that: “[t]he nothing does not remain
the indeterminate opposite of beings but reveals itself as belonging to the Being of beings”
(1977, 108). In other words, the very Being/being of Abstract Painting reveals the ultimate nonbeing of everything.
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting also presents the unfathomable and the ungraspable: “this
region of ineffability, the, as it were, epistemological ‘depth’ to Being, which Heidegger calls
‘earth’. Earth, he says, is that which is ‘closed … concealed, [conceptually] disconcerting”
(Young 2001, 40). Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting—an immeasurable and “concealed” earthly
darkness—is merely the other side of worldly “clearing” (that which is illuminated) and
therefore demonstrates that “Being is thus ‘world’ and ‘earth’ taken together” (Young 2001, 40).
In other words, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting gives us both a raw ‘earth’ and visual ‘world’ in
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one contained space and thereby bravely illustrates a profound ‘truth’—that of emptiness and
“no-thing-ness.” As such, Abstract Painting is an arresting example of Heidegger’s ‘happening
of truth’ precisely because it arises out of the empty no-thing and unequivocally portrays the
empty nothing as such—it is a vision of both “beyond becoming” (as stated by Reinhardt) and
“the sheer ‘not’ of beings” (as stated by Heidegger).
Heidegger’s philosophy remains ripe for reinterpretation with respect to the re-imagining
of art today—as an aesthetic representation of “the nothing,” Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting can
be understood as the candid disclosure of non-being in a contemporary language. The longer we
focus on Abstract Painting, the further it acknowledges the interrelated concepts of being, life,
death, emptiness, and “no-thing-ness” in one artful breath. If we push further into Heidegger’s
thinking, there is an uncanny echo with respect to the enigma of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as
expressed in the following passage from his “What is Metaphysics?” essay. Heidegger writes:
For the nothing is the negation of the totality of beings; it is nonbeing pure and simple.
But with that we bring the nothing under the higher determination of the negative,
viewing it as the negated. … Do not the “not,” negatedness, and thereby negation too
represent the higher determination under which the nothing falls as a particular kind of
negated matter? Is the nothing given only because the “not,” i.e. negation, is given? Or
is it the other way around? Are negation and the “not” given only because the nothing
is given? (1977, 97)
In this passage, Heidegger exposes the difficulty that the “no-thing” poses with regard to our
comprehension of the basic ontological notions of “no-thingness.” Can Abstract Painting be
considered in this way, as a “nonbeing pure and simple”? As Heidegger puts it in “What is
Metaphysics?”, this glaring issue has everything to do with our fundamental mode of thinking,
which is always creating the something of existence (not the nothing), and thus “must act in a
way contrary to its own essence when it thinks of nothing” (1977, 97). Hence the very question
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of this questionability remains an outstanding challenge for anyone wishing to re-engage these
topics, let alone in connection with the work of art.
Indeed, these ideas bring us round and round with respect to the interplay between
‘earth,’ ‘world,’ ‘truth,’ and the unique agency of art. The Heidegger scholar Julian Young
writes: “art facilitates our grasping our lives as lived ‘in the face of the ungraspable’” (2001, 49).
This is especially true with Abstract Painting, which puts us face-to-face with the jarring reality
of our own non-existence and demonstrates art’s capacity to express what is at once perceivable
and inconceivable through a stretch of the imagination. As suggested by Heidegger in “The
Origin of the Work of Art,” (1935) it is “[t]he temple’s firm towering [that] makes visible the
invisible space of air. The steadfastness of the work contrasts with the surge of the surf, and its
own repose brings out the raging of the sea” (1977, 168). Similarly, Reinhardt’s black void is
both a symbol of the unseen and a glimpse of the profound ocean of emptiness—it is a painting
that possesses itself entirely.
As considered in the previous section on Nāgārjuna, I suggest that Reinhardt’s statements
coupled with his rendering of the sheer black emptiness or “no-thing-ness” through this
particular work of art wholly exemplifies Nāgārjuna’s theory of immortal ‘truth’ as that
“[w]ithout identity, without distinction” (Garfield 1995, 49).25 So, too, does Abstract Painting
reveal the space of the nothing or “no-thing” that is “without distinction” yet that same space
also allows for the simultaneous realization of our being. Heidegger expresses this quiet
beautifully in “What is Metaphysics?” when he states:
In the clear night of the nothing of anxiety the original openness of beings as such arises:
that they are beings—and not nothing. But this “and not nothing” we add in our talk
is not some kind of appended clarification. Rather, it makes possible in advance the
revelation of beings in general. The essence of the originally nihilating nothing lies
in this, that it brings Da-sein for the first time before beings as such. (1977, 103)
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Here Heidegger gestures toward the “original openness,” what we see with Reinhardt’s black
“no-thing,” the revelation of the Heideggerian nothing. By re-visiting Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting and bearing in mind Heidegger’s description of the “clear night of the nothing” as the
formula for actualizing ourselves within that voidness, we understand that our life is, in fact,
entirely infused with and supported by the grandeur of the “no-thing-ness.”
Thus we are not separate from Reinhardt’s painterly black void—its emptiness dwells
within us. In Heidegger’s words from “What is Metaphysics?” he writes: “[i]n the altogether
unsettling experience of this hovering where there is nothing to hold onto, pure Da-sein is all that
is still there” (1977, 103). As such, it is precisely the totalized “all” of Abstract Painting that
imparts its eternal wisdom, reminding us of our finite circumstances. Reinhardt states: “[t]he one
thing to say about art is its breathlessness, lifelessness, deathlessness, contentlessness,
formlessness, and timelessness. This is always the end of art” (824). It would seem the
“contentlessness” nature of Abstract Painting is precisely its content—the conceptual emptiness
of Abstract Painting allows us to understand and to perceive, as does Heidegger in his “What is
Metaphysics?” essay, that: “With regard to the nothing, question and answer alike are inherently
absurd” (1977, 97). It is the outright “absurdity” of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting—a bold, black
unabashedly deadpan black art void—that is its undeniable effectiveness. It is the ‘earth,’ it is a
‘world,’ and it is an impenetrable form of ‘truth’ in the work of art.
Final Thoughts
Among his most poignant statements from the “The Origin of the Work of Art” is
Heidegger’s (very Zen Buddhist sounding) notion of the ‘truth’ of essence as a “conceptual game
or abyss” and that “truth is un-truth, insofar as there belongs to it the reservoir of the not-yetrevealed” (1977, 185). These comments resonate deeply with the appearance of Reinhardt’s
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Abstract Painting, for it is the ominous black abyss of this artwork that declares a revealed
depiction of ‘truth’ in plain sight. The same ‘truth’ of Abstract Painting, however, also harbors
the “reservoir” of the “not-yet-revealed”—the unknown beyond our experience of this world,
non-existence, and the cessation of life as we understand it.
Through our contemplative encounter with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, we
comprehend the crux of Heidegger conviction from “What is Metaphysics?,” that essentially
“Da-sein means: being held out into the nothing” (1977, 103). The power of Abstract Painting is
that it does precisely this—it harbors the boundless emptiness and welcomes us into the sheer
black “no-thing-ness” of its design while providing the necessary pause for us to meditate on this
disclosed ‘truth’ of these arrangements. Heidegger’s description of the “no-thing” should not,
however, be misunderstood as a characterization of our relative insignificance. On the contrary,
the work of art depends on us for conclusive realization expressly for our lived experience of it—
and that is our ‘truth’ of becoming in relation to the work of art.
While Abstract Painting encapsulates the silent expanse of the unknown, it also poses the
basic existential question expressed by Heidegger throughout his consideration of Dasein and the
utter shock “[when suddenly] Dasein finds itself face to face with the nothing of the possible
impossibility of its own existence” (1977, 90). At the same time, Heidegger also brings attention
to the flipside of this encounter:
“The nothing” comes to be a name for the source not only of all that is dark and
riddlesome in existence—which seems to arrive from nowhere and to return to it—but
also of the openness of Being as such and the brilliance surrounding whatever comes to
light. (1977, 91)
It is precisely the “dark and riddlesome” characteristic of Abstract Painting that provides this
“openness of Being as such” through our engaged presence. Although Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting is devoid of light, this work sets up a ‘world’ and thus moves the ‘earth’ into a space for
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encounter, and in the process “[a]rt lets truth originate. … [and] bring[s] something into being
from out of its essential source in a founding leap” as expressed in “The Origin of the Work of
Art” (1977, 202). In this way, Reinhardt’s black void confesses our Dasein by way of our leap
into the empty “no-thing-ness” therein—it is, as such, a life-affirming artwork in which ‘truth’
happens and is revealed. The crux of Heidegger’s message concerning the “nothing” of
metaphysics—namely our awakened presence in the face of our fleeting existence—offers a
pointed transition from this chapter on Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting and the black void in art to
the following chapter and our encounter with Martin’s The Islands I-XII and the white void in
art.
Concluding Comments
The journey into emptiness or “no-thing-ness” in art is a perplexing path, one that
involves the concepts of presence and absence and the visible and the invisible in corresponding
measure. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is a stunning example of this—it is a meditation on
blackness as the wholeness of emptiness. In the words of the artist: “[t]here is just one … art
idea, one art meaning, just one principal, one force” (Rose 70). Our confrontation with
conceptual emptiness in art provides the necessary pause needed to awaken us to this everpresent paradoxical aspect of reality as totalized empty oneness.26
Throughout this analysis I will often return to the over-arching theme of this project: artvoids as the incentive for contemplative engagement and thus a form of transformative practice.
The first example of this has taken us into the abyss of Reinhardt’s black “no-thing-ness.”
Through our consideration of this ‘utmost’ vision of negation by way of aesthetic expression—
the forlorn void of Abstract Painting—I have explored this radically abstract artwork as means
for greater insight into the epistemological and ontological dimensions of our beingness. While
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the fundamental nature of shunyata or the “Doctrine of the Void” (Murti 58)—the apex teaching
of the Buddhist Madhyamaka tradition—remains at the core of this research, Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting effectively embodies this metaphysical maxim through artistic expression. By
developing the skillful means (upaya) for perceiving Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as a
contemporary apparatus for developing our “real-time” cognition of emptiness (shunyata), this
artwork manifests the suchness (tathata) of all things as voidness in physical form. Our
experience of the empty “no-thing-ness” of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting thus illuminates the
immeasurability of the void; we, too, are a direct manifestation of “something” within the eternal
“no-thing.” Our perception of ultimate reality by way of the so-called “superficial” experiences
of this life—and art as a highly stimulating example of this—is most fully experienced through
our consciousness engagement in the moment of meditative absorption.
As we have come to understand, Nāgārjuna’s idea about the “two truths” of reality
naturally manifests through Reinhardt’s “ordinary” art object, and, as such: “[w]ithout a
foundation in the conventional truth, [t]he significance of the ultimate cannot be taught”
(Garfield 1995, 68). Accordingly, Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting is a conventional
materialization that harbors significant meaning, and it is precisely the Nāgārjunian existence of
nonexistence that are one and the same. As stated by Garfield: “If existence were through
essence, [t]hen there would be nonexistence” (1995, 40). In other words, the black hole or
paradoxical “nonexistence” of Abstract Painting makes this same point through aesthetic
manifestation—it is the thing-ness of “no-thing-ness.”
While our ontological being remains the ultimate query of the human experience, the
hope of an incontestable response merely reveals how emptiness haunts us at every turn. As
stated by Heidegger in Being and Time: “The question of the meaning of Being is the most
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universal and the emptiest” (1977, 86). And while the ambiguity of emptiness remains cloaked in
the very fabric of everything around us, the responsibility we have to this knowing implores us to
live with heightened presence. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting imparts a timeless wisdom with
respect to our finite existence within the universal void—this ostensibly “negative” version of
the empty “no-thing” is, in fact, an unlimited expanse of pregnant potential that confirms the
urgency of our journey on earth. Our investigation of the black void meets its reverse as we now
turn to the illuminating white void in art as observed in Martin’s The Islands I-XII (1979).

**
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Figure 3.
CHAPTER THREE
The White Void in Art | Awareness | Agnes Martin
**
This “mind of void, calm, numinous awareness” is always there even when
one is deluded; only when one “traces back the radiance”
of this mind does one attain Buddhahood.
-Jin Y. Park
“The Mind Is Buddha”
… all I want is a greater awareness
of reality – joy and innocence.
-Agnes Martin
Paintings, Writings, Remembrances
**
Encountering the White Void in Art
After our consideration of the ‘negative’ emptiness and the deconstructive-cumepistemological dimensions of Ad Reinhardt’s black void in art, I now consider the flipside: the
white void in art as ‘positive’ presence and the infinite clear light of awareness as demonstrated
by Agnes Martin’s (1912 – 2004) The Islands I-XII (1979).27 Martin was, in fact, close with Ad
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Reinhardt in their lifetime. She met him in New York City in the 1960s, during the era in which
Reinhardt was consumed with creating his ‘black paintings’ series (which includes Abstract
Painting as discussed in the previous chapter). The art critic Holland Cotter writes that Martin
and Reinhardt “shared an interest in the spiritual utility of art, an interest that, in her case, had
distinct, if informal, Buddhist underpinnings” (2016). Indeed, one can observe that both
Reinhardt’s and Martin’s art expresses a profound and spiritually energized aesthetic. Yet unlike
the ominous tone of Reinhardt’s black canvases, the spaciousness and luminosity of Martin’s The
Islands I-XII gives forth a shining sublimity and a sense of exalted existence. What can our
contemplative engagement with Martin’s white void in art teach us about this kind of aesthetic as
representative of affirmative ontological presence?
In this chapter, I focus on Agnes Martin and her masterwork The Islands I-XII, a suite of
twelve separate monumental white paintings created as a complete work of art. After delving
into the somber intensity of the groundless “no-thing-ness” and the radical deconstructive ethos
of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, I now turn our attention to Martin’s painterly wholeness and,
as described by the historian Anna C. Chave, “mood of absolute emptiness” as created by this
work of art (140). As with all the artworks that I analyze in tandem with this exploration of
aesthetic voidness, Martin’s The Islands I-XII invites us to consider the fundamentally empty
nature of the artwork itself as representative of all phenomena, and thus we engage this work of
art as a possibility for realizing freedom from conceptual bondage. How does Martin’s The
Islands I-XII inspire and inform this path of understanding?
My real-time encounter with Martin’s The Islands I-XII took place at the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum in New York on the occasion of a major retrospective of her work there in
2016.28 The twelve uniform paintings under discussion herein were beautifully showcased in the
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gallery wing off the main rotunda as part of that exhibition. Set against the stark white walls of
the Frank Lloyd Wright designed museum, Martin’s The Islands I-XII radiated an air of elegant
grandeur and poise. Upon my arrival, I stood afar to absorb the glowing, quasi-holy energy of the
entire installation before entering into the space that displayed the work. Even from a
considerable distance, the atmosphere of The Islands I-XII was serenely meditative.29
Moving closer to the twelve canvases, my field of vision was overcome with the luster of
Martin’s expanse of radiant white and the combined resplendence of the paintings heightened the
environment with a sense of the sacred, as if one were in a temple devoted to pure luminous
presence. An amplitude of unscathed brilliance, The Islands I-XII embodied the possibility of the
Buddhist ‘non-arising’ state as made manifest in art. In other words, this painting was
simultaneously a tangible work of art yet also transcendent in nature, thus pointing to something
beyond what could be grasped by language alone. During that encounter with Martin’s The
Islands I-XII, I viewed the work both as a whole and as individuated parts. When I remained
focused on a single panel, however, my attention was consistently drawn to the lambent energy
of the full group. The dozen pearly paintings pulsed with a vibrational hum and the seemingly
flush appearance of the works began to morph into various shades of white. Similar to my
experience of seeing the protean shades of black in Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, a longer
viewing of Martin’s The Islands I-XII revealed deeper layers of color and complexity. It was a
noticeable visual transition to see them initially as distinct objects from each other before they
rather magically transmuted into a domain of unified alabaster. As stated by Cotter, these dozen
paintings “are all white. Or so they look. But if you spend concentrated time with them, looking
and looking, you start to see color emerging: faint mirages of blue, like glimpses of sky in an
ocean fog” (2016). It was indeed an optical experience that each painting in the series of
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twelve—although ostensibly equivalent with the others—communicated its own uniquely white
landscape.
My closest proximity to The Islands I-XII divulged an unexpected aspect of the work: the
presence of a delicate grid within the whole of each painting. With this detail in place, I suggest
Martin’s The Islands I-XII presents us with an impression of ‘pure absence’ that is, in fact,
supported by an ordered framework within the formless ambiance of this work. Having read
about this particular series, I was familiar with the critical tendencies to consider Martin’s art as
both Abstract and Minimalist—especially with respect to her grid pattern, which is considered a
predominant aspect of Minimalism. My candid impression was that Martin’s The Islands I-XII
exhibited elements of both, yet her combination of minimalist and abstract qualities seemed to
point to something greater, something that reflected a sense of sanctified being.
The art critic and writer Rosalind Krauss considered, for example, the distinct kinds of
understanding that Martin’s artwork provided from different viewing distances. She explained
three such scenarios: “the close reading of ‘facture and drawing’; the crucial middle-distance
view from which ‘the paintings go atmospheric’; and the last, most distant one in which they
become opaque shapes—proceeding from these positions to the formulation” of a bracketed term
known as “/cloud/,” a concept coined by the critical theorist Hubert Damisch (Princenthal 230).
Krauss considered this /cloud/ concept to be “an entity that doesn’t fit into any given system, but
defines it nonetheless” (Princenthal 230). I suggest it is precisely Martin’s non-conforming
blanket of whiteness that embodies Damish’s /cloud/ theory so eloquently: The Islands I-XII
float weightlessly like a formless nebula gracefully suspended in time, one that invites the viewer
in without producing a sense of disorientation.
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As I contemplated the exquisite voidness of The Islands I-XII during that warm spring
morning, passing thoughts arose: What possessed Martin to paint so much white emptiness?
Without the familiar content of more traditional forms of painting—indeed the challenge of
engaging with artworks such as Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting and Martin’s The Islands I-XII—
then what is the ‘ulterior’ understanding to be gained in connection with this kind of work? I
suggest it is precisely the pure, empty, ‘unborn’ yet fully manifested luminosity of Martin’s
white void of The Islands I-XII that becomes a meditative means for experiencing an artistic
exhilaration of universal emptiness.
Thinking back to my rendezvous with Martin’s The Islands I-XII, that moment remains a
lucid visual meditation that I can relive just by invoking the work in my minds eye. I recall the
gentle hum of museumgoers as they wandered in and out of the gallery space that housed The
Islands I-XII—some visitors appeared bewildered while others were solemn and reflective, and
their distinct reactions added to the ineffable majesty of that hallowed room. Martin’s The
Islands I-XII provided a realm of unwavering tranquility, silence, and absorption. With their
otherworldly beauty, The Islands I-XII embodied an ‘oceanic’ mind-space and the possibility of
giving oneself over entirely and allowing oneself to release into her aesthetic bliss. This kind of
transformative engagement with art mirrors the state of oneness that can be achieved through
deeper levels of meditation. Speaking about this potential in her art, Martin comments:
Anyone who can sit on a stone in a field awhile can see my painting. Nature is
like parting a curtain, you go into it. I want to draw a certain response like this
… that quality of response from people when they leave themselves behind.
My paintings … [are] about merging, about formlessness, … A world without
objects, without interruption. (Princenthal 131-32)
As stated by Martin, the “formlessness” and “uninterrupted” breadth of The Islands I-XII offered
a distinct form of contemplative elation (and I most definitely “left myself behind” to enter in her
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boundless white cosmos). My experience of seeing that retrospective of Martin’s work was
among the most significant moments I have ever had in a museum, and the insights that arose
during my encounter with The Islands I-XII have developed into the core themes that I explore in
this chapter. These are the intertwined themes of affirmative absence, stillness as openness, and
expansive awareness. These distinct characteristics of Martin’s white void will be considered
separately, even as they function together and constitute the conditions for understanding this
work.
In the sections that follow, I address Martin’s The Islands I-XII by interpreting and
theorizing distinct qualities of experience in relation to this artwork combined with analytical
writings about Martin’s art and her private chronicles. I believe the predominant characteristics
of my lived encounter with this artwork—affirmative absence, stillness as openness, and
expansive awareness—offer a striking accord with the Tibetan Buddhist tradition of Dzogchen
and the Dzogchen interpretation of reality. I suggest the ‘clear light’ of Martin’s The Islands IXII provides a contemporary visual corollary with the Dzogchen understanding of the luminous,
pure mind as emptiness. Thus Dzogchen lends itself as a significant philosophical resource for
thinking about Martin’s white void and the possibility of approaching this kind of artistic object
as a backdrop for contemplative practice. Before we delve in the depths of the white void in art,
however, I offer a brief overview of Martin’s life as an artist as to contextualize The Islands I-XII
in relation to her wider art practice.
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Agnes Martin: A Life of Solitude
Background
Agnes Martin is among the most celebrated women in the history of modern and
postmodern art. Her work resides in numerous permanent museum collections worldwide and
over the last half century she has been the focus of several large-scale museum retrospectives
and published monographs.30 In addition to her paintings and various series of lithography prints,
Martin’s personal writings, aphorisms, essays, and lectures illuminate the complexity of her
work, her fidelity to art-making, and her determined investigation of the intellectual and spiritual
processes that informed her artistic practice.
While critical writings about Martin’s work tend to address the dominance of the
Minimalist and Abstract Expressionist movements that defined the creative period in which she
began her career, it becomes evident that throughout her life Martin’s art evinces a “larger
purpose, as an ontological and spiritual paradigm” (Chave 136).31 Some critics such as Chave
have gone so far as to describe her artworks as paintings that: “Made up of nothing, multiply the
nothing” (136). In this chapter, it is my intention to emphasize how Martin’s bright and artful
“no-thing-ness” as emptiness becomes the means for attaining insight into the universality of
voidness, an insight that differs from what we observed in the black void of Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting and the stripping away of ‘earth’ and ‘world’ to reveal the ‘truth’ of emptiness as
previously discussed. With Martin’s The Islands I-XII, I suggest the white absence embodies
what is present and determinant, and, as such, her art discloses a radiant existence and the clearlight mind of conscious awareness.
Nevertheless, Martin’s life path took a singular road and she is to be admired for many
reasons: an isolationist by nature, she was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia disorder and
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eventually secluded herself as a recluse in the American desert. Martin identified as a lesbian and
she lived an openly homosexual life before the gains of the feminist and gay rights movements of
the 1970s. She worked alongside many of the powerhouse male painters that defined her
generation, including Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt, and
Ellsworth Kelly, among others. The male-centric atmosphere of this particular chapter in the
history of art did not dissuade Martin’s resolve to define painting on her terms. Martin possessed
tremendous inner strength, determination, and dignity—and these characteristics informed her
purpose in life and in her art making.
Martin’s art was not, seemingly, subjected to the same kind of so-called ‘ruthless
objectification’ that was unleashed on other successful female artists of her day, including
Georgia O’Keeffe and Eva Hesse. She was, however, decidedly overlooked in certain social
circles of the day.32 The art historian and curator Barbara Haskell writes that: “By avoiding
public exposure and resisting the machinery of celebrity-making, Martin would manage to keep
her unconventional private life as she wished it, principally in the shadows” (134). While
Martin’s mental afflictions informed her choice to take a solo direction in life, they also provided
the necessary haven that allowed her to focus exclusively on her art. In other words, her mental
disquietude inspired her to find consistent refuge in the ritualized perfection of her art creation.
The art historian and writer Nancy Princenthal states: “In her life, as in her work, renunciation
was as important as embrace” (11). As such, one might say that Martin’s art metaphorically and
simultaneously reflects both a rejection of the world (by way of her austere style of abstraction)
and an organized clinging to some state of harmonious perfection (by way of the grid that she
included in many of her paintings). In either case, Martin’s art is compelling for its singular
expression of these significant themes.
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If her paintings are any reflection of her spirit and inner resolve, one can see that Martin
lived a full, productive, and meaningful life. From her first solo exhibit at the Betty Parson
gallery in 1958 until her death in 2004, Martin earnestly composed numerous works of art that
employed a series of essential motifs: bare color, aesthetic purity, and variations of vacant
beauty. Few artists before her or after her can claim such an extraordinary range of
experimentation with respect to these reductive elements in art. Her oeuvre encapsulates an
altogether powerful and graceful vision of serenity through voidness, one that lends itself entirely
to my exploration of emptiness in art.
Eastern Influences
Martin’s personal writings reveal her devotional tendencies and her enthusiasm for
Eastern ideas and principles. Many critics discuss how during the 1950s, for example, Martin
“absorbed principles of Taoist and Zen philosophy that would thenceforth guide her thinking, or,
more accurately, her refusals of thought, even as she developed sternly logical solutions to the
problems of painting” (Schjeldahl 107). These Eastern influences—in the form of ‘transparent’
ideas—are a noticeable aspect of Martin’s oeuvre.
Although she was somewhat misidentified as an artist during her lifetime, Martin insisted
on calling herself a “late, late Abstract Expressionist” (Cotter 2016). She was a pioneering artist
of her generation and her legendary discipline and reserve remain interwoven with the legacy of
her purported Minimalist style. Martin was, however, adamantly opposed to being deemed a
Minimalist artist. As Chave writes, “the theoretically informed art vaunted by the Minimalists,
whose intellectual pretentions, manifest in their rhetoric and writings about their work, mirrored
the (phal)logocentrism of the society” (135).33
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Putting aside the patriarchal implications of the preceding comment, we are aware of
Martin’s meditative mindset as expressed in her art and in her writings. Haskell points out, for
example, the fundamentally contemplative nature of Martin’s art in contrast with the so-called
impassioned demands of more expressionistic styles of painting. Haskell states:
the emotional content of her art accords with her affinity for Abstract Expressionists;
but their anxiety-driven and heroic ambitions (to render “tragedy, ecstasy, doom and
so on”) differed sharply from her humble aims, to pay close attention to our most
muted or “wordless and silent” experiences. (135)
It is precisely the ‘wordlessness’ of Martin’s The Islands I-XII that resonates with the core
teaching of emptiness, a concept that is central to so much Buddhist thought across the ages. It
seems that during her life as an artist, Martin devoted herself entirely to the aesthetic
characteristics of quiescence and voidness, traits that also surfaced as themes in her writing. In
an undated essay titled “The Still And Silent In Art,” for example, Martin writes:
My interest is in experience that is wordless and silent, and in the fact that this
experience can be expressed for me in art work which is also wordless and
silent. It is really wonderful to contemplate the experience and the works. (89)
With this statement we recognize that Martin considered her artworks to be exercises in
meditation. Influenced by Eastern ideas and steadfast in her denial of conceptual or
representative elements in her work, Martin continually sought to evoke these contemplative
states through her art practice.
Yet despite her dismissive attitude of words and language as false logos, limiting, and
incomplete, Martin wrote extensively about beauty and the imaginative process. Her writings
often reference her understanding of Daoist and Buddhist (especially Zen Buddhist) sensibilities
in accord with her ruminations on the meaning of existence. Although fans and scholars of
Martin’s art point toward Christian mysticism and the Protestant mindset as significant
influences on her work, Princenthal suggests:
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Eastern spiritual systems, Buddhism in particular, are much more commonly cited as
an influence on her thought and artwork. This, too, was an interest she shared with
Reinhardt … Like Christian mysticism and quietism, Buddhism—which is notoriously
difficult to define, and comprises a range of traditions and spiritual practices—provided
Martin with a model of humility, egolessness, and patient devotion. (104)
These notions of “egolessness” and “devotion” in relation to her art are reflected in the sweeping
visual equanimity of Martin’s work as a whole. With regard to devotion as a pillar of the
Buddhist cosmos, it is my understanding that the Buddhist path requires an enduring
commitment to the mind as path, thus one must consistently apply oneself as a practitioner of
mindfulness practice. It is devotion to the path—the mind as path—that effectively yields the
path.
Martin was devoted to her artistic journey above all and she explored Buddhist insights as
part of her art making. In an undated letter to her long-time dealer and confidant Arnold
Glimcher regarding her desire to forgo a catalogue for one of her exhibitions, for example,
Martin mentions the insightful nature of koans34 and the ideas of Siddhartha Gautama’s in the
same breath. She was clearly influenced by the depth of Asian philosophy and she often
referenced Buddhist concepts in relation to her understanding of the world. Quoting the Buddha,
Martin states: “I have the eye of the true teachings, the heart of Nirvana, the true aspect of non
form and the ineffable stride of Dharma. It is not expressed by words” (Glimcher 125). Indeed,
critics of Martin’s work were often keen to point out the Eastern-inspired nature of her art.
Chave writes:
Martin was deeply affected by the Buddhist vision of an imprisoning wheel of life
(emblematic of the natural cycles of birth and death) from which we must break free;
and she was even more affected by the teachings of Taoism … [and] on finding an
exemplary mode of being. (137)
This concept of “breaking free” was, for Martin, achieved through the determinedly quiet nature
of her art. Martin’s intimate musings on art as providing the possibility for stillness and
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contemplative practice is informed by these diverse Eastern philosophic influences, notably
Buddhist, Zen Buddhist, and Chinese Daoist concepts as previously mentioned.35
Nevertheless, Martin’s art appears to be thoroughly committed to the calming effect of
washed-out colors, the expanse of pure pigment, and the realization of prayerful repose as
embodied by her painting practice. Painting after painting demonstrates this conscious choice,
and while some might consider her aesthetic to be an outright renunciation of sorts, I see a
woman who focused her creative energy into communicating a vision of contemplative
composure through art. Princenthal furthers this sentiment in her own words:
Among the Buddhist teachings that would have particularly recommended themselves
to Martin are emphases on innocence and modesty; on the immanence of spirit in the
natural world; and on a precise balance of rigorous discipline and anti-authoritarianism
… Preferences for receptivity and silence, and for acknowledging stillness and void as
active and creative forces, are all reflected in her quietly animated work. Late in her life,
she spoke of a daily meditation practice, and of her belief in reincarnation, for both of
which Buddhism lends support. (104)
I admire Martin’s determined use of painting as a platform for spiritual investigation and
contemplative practice, and similar to Reinhardt’s ‘ultimate’ series of all-black paintings as
explored in the previous chapter, Martin’s style of creating seemingly repetitive artworks—The
Islands I-XII as a prime example—result in a body of work that functions as an effective means
for meditative introspection and expanse.
Personal Healing
Despite the provocations of her unsettled psyche, Martin created works that to this day
continue to convey a sense of tranquility. During her life she wrote (and spoke) about the joys of
an ‘untroubled mind,’ yet select passages illustrate the constancy of mental friction. During a
lecture at Cornell University in January 1972, for example, Martin stated: “Of course we know
that an untroubled state of mind cannot last. So we say that inspiration comes and goes but really
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it is there all the time waiting for us to be untroubled again” (62). Ironically, the problematic
condition that plagued Martin’s intellect found its transformation in the harmonious ambience of
her creativity as an artist.
Considering the scope of her opus, one might say that Martin’s art confesses the overt
characterizes of the Minimalist genre that dominated the era in which she worked. In this regard
some might dismiss the work for its unchanging appearance or lack of development over time.
As the arts writer Olivia Laing writes, “for decades she painted what seems at first glance to be
the same thing over and over again, the same core structure subject to infinitely subtle
variations” (2015). Pared down to the basic elements of her practice, Martin’s paintings do
indeed reflect a state of continuous balance, yet I suggest this conscious effort reveals her desire
to heal through the revealing power of art. The all-white abundant ‘clearing’ of The Islands I-XII
offers a space of total repose and amplification, and here we may also recall Heidegger’s notion
of ‘disclosure’ or Erschlossenheit. It is precisely Martin’s disclosure of pure white emptiness that
blazes forth with a positive embodiment of existence.
Nevertheless, it could be said that the over-arching themes of Martin’s personal life are
expressed as the categorical themes of her art in curious ways—and absence, isolation, and
purity in particular arise as primary concepts. In the summer of 1967, after a series of weighty
life events—the death of her close friend Ad Reinhardt, a romantic break-up, and strong feelings
of discontent in the city—Martin renounced art altogether and left Manhattan to wander alone in
her pick-up truck through the United States and Canada for nearly two years. She eventually
settled in New Mexico and singlehandedly built an adobe home and a log-cabin studio. During
her final years, Martin focused exclusively on her painting and she produced an unparalleled
body of work that remains among the most important artistic contributions in the history of
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global contemporary art. Martin never had an assistant, rather she worked without help into her
eighties, defying the stereotype of a successful artist who no longer produces his or her own art
but employs a studio of people to create on their behalf.
Perhaps the atmospheric isolation and magnitude of The Islands I-XII demonstrates the
underlying tensions that dictated the direction of Martin’s adult life: a personal struggle with
mental imbalance and the renunciation of a ‘typical’ life filled with social gatherings, family, and
friends. Yet the faint gridded framework in many of her paintings also suggests an idealized
ordering and codification of reality, where the fluctuations of daily life give over to classification
and, as such, find a sense of peace “in the meditative place where the personal and the
impersonal overlap” (Davis 2016). Conceivably, these subtle traces of structure could be
considered a signature without an ego, a self who recognizes its inherent ‘no-self.’ Nevertheless,
Martin was clear that the regularities of order were anathema to artistic creation. She writes:
All of your conditioning has been directed toward intellectual living. This is useless
in art work. All human knowledge is useless in art work. Concepts, relationships,
categories, classifications, deductions are distractions of mind that we wish to hold
free for inspiration. (153)
With this statement, Martin reveals her tendency to meet with art as an unadulterated encounter,
one that does not rely on the so-called ‘ordinary’ mind. Here we can understand that her creative
process was a mode of self-healing. With art, she states: “One must be lifted up, out of oneself,
unconscious of self, as in the contemplation of beauty” (Glimcher 141). Indeed, it is our
contemplation of Martin’s expansive white emptiness in The Islands I-XII that provides us with
this “out of oneself” possibility through art. Thus our imaginative engagement with the concrete
work of art—and Martin’s The Islands I-XII specifically—clears a space for ‘breaking free’ from
our habitual thought, allowing for greater insight into the empty reality of all phenomena. Similar
to the essence of Zen Buddhist traditions that intend to promote, as stated by Buddhist scholar
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Steven Batchelor, a “transmission ‘outside of scriptures,’ entailing a ‘direct pointing to the
human heart’” (25), Martin’s The Islands I-XII provides us with the purity of luminous emptiness
in the moment of encounter.
Title as Intention
An intriguing afterthought with respect to the silent and empty nature of Martin’s work
concerns her choice of titles. Often the titles of her paintings transmit a certain poesy that
suggests ecumenical themes. The historian and writer Prudence Peiffer states:
Seen through a Whitmanesque lens, the arc of her titles, from nature to absence to
sentiment, is not so much contradictory as revealing of an enduring drive for universal
communion within the creative self, a continual push and pull between abstraction and
metaphor. (49)
Considering this statement, a brief unpacking of the title The Islands I-XII—with respect to
contemplative practice—suggests this title harbors greater significance. An island is, by
definition, a secluded entity that conjures a sense of separation, disconnection, and
independence. Often the quality of the meditative experience can feel exactly this way: it is an
act of intentional alienation. While there are many reasons to meditate, a paramount goal of
meditation practice is to gain insight into the true nature of existence and thereby attain freedom
from habitual conceptions of reality. This happens by systematically and consciously calming
one’s mind from one’s stream of ideas that flow without end. Accordingly, meditation practice is
akin to an allegorical island in that we must create the necessary space and place that allows the
grasping mind to come to terms with its own emptiness.
As we have learned, Martin’s The Islands I-XII is a suite of twelve canvases to be seen as
a single artwork, suggesting solidarity through separateness and wholeness by way of
individuality. Perhaps Martin’s choice to realize this work in distinct parts confesses ultimate
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connectedness despite separation. I contend this represents the meditative intention to be
discovered therein: sustained study of the Dharma teachings combined with meditation practice
reveals the interpenetrating and impermanent nature of all things through causes and
conditions—everything is joined by mutual emptiness. Thus Martin’s The Islands I-XII as a
symbolic manifestation of emptiness provides an uncommon experience of contemplative
practice in an uncommon context. Let us now consider distinct characteristics of experience in
relation to Martin’s The Islands I-XII and the white void in art—affirmative absence and stillness
as openness—as the visual setting for experiencing emptiness.
Luminous, Affirmative Emptiness: The Islands I-XII
Introduction
In this section, I draw on select elements of the Tibetan Buddhist philosophic tradition to
further engage the white void of Martin’s The Islands I-XII. After considering an empirical
description of this painting and the life of the artist in relation to this work, I now address ideas
concerning the ‘experience of mind nature’ and the ‘open presence’ of mind. This brings me to
Dzogchen practice (rdzogs chen or “Great Perfection” in Tibetan) and the concept of “other
emptiness” as conceived by the 14th century Tibetan Buddhist master Dölpopa (Dölpo or
Dölpopa Sherab Gyeltsen, Dol po pa Shes rab rgyal mtshan, 1292 – 1361/2). Although I can only
gesture toward some of the most relevant themes in Tibetan Buddhist thought and practice, my
purpose here is to develop resources to assist with our exploration of the unbounded white
emptiness of Martin’s The Islands I-XII.
As part of this analysis, I consider Dzogchen in connection with Martin’s white void
precisely for Dzogchen’s descriptions of a pure, empty mind and thus the positive embodiment
of presence and awareness. Herein I suggest Martin’s The Islands I-XII can be seen as an artistic
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manifestation of the empty, primordial ground of all reality, which can be simultaneously
understood as the vast, empty, open awareness that underlies consciousness itself. The concepts
of pure “consciousness” (viññanā in Sanskrit) and pure “awareness” (sati in Sanskrit or rigpa in
Tibetan) are deeply interconnected and vital to the focus of this project. In the sections that
follow, I explore how the practice of Dzogchen offers an ontological concept of reality through
awareness, which in turn affirm the fullness and abundance of the emptiness of existence.
My interpretation of Martin’s The Islands I-XII demonstrates the unusual ways in which
ancient ideas associated with Dzogchen practice can be taken up within the context of
contemporary art. I suggest these ideas manifest themselves in the very appearance of The
Islands I-XII, as well as in Martin’s overall artistic practice and in her personal writings about
art. Before we consider the ‘affirmative’ nature of Martin’s aesthetic, however, let us recognize
this contrasting approach to emptiness as different than the one described through our
exploration of Reinhardt’s black void.
A Positive Account of Emptiness
As we saw in the previous chapter, Nāgārjuna’s deconstruction is radical. His analysis
concerning entities as ultimately lacking an inherent existence applied not just to the physical
objects that populate our world, but also to the most significant categories of Buddhist doctrine.
For some Buddhists, this has raised (and continues to raise) questions of how moral discipline
and moral conduct—morality as one of the three primary elements of the Buddhist path, the
other two being mental development (meditation) and wisdom or insight (concentration)—can be
meaningful if ultimately morality is empty of any intrinsic meaning. Furthermore, if the Buddhist
path itself is inherently empty—as suggested by Nāgārjuna—then why would we be motivated to
devote our energy to making progress along this path?
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According to Nāgārjuna, any distinction between saṃsāra (i.e. ‘hell’) and nirvāṇa (i.e.
‘heaven’) is empty, since saṃsāra and nirvāṇa are themselves empty, thus ultimately there is no
intrinsic difference between ‘ordinary’ experience and the ‘awakened’ or ‘enlightened’ mind.
Some Buddhists have argued that Nāgārjuna’s account that the path as empty is a form of
nihilism—and thereby Buddhahood itself, the very goal of the path, is also empty. Over time, the
concern that Nāgārjuna’s Madhyamaka thought was not a ‘middle way’ as purported—but rather
represented a nihilistic extreme—thus informed a variety of alternative responses that preserved
both the significance of emptiness and simultaneously provided some grounding for the Buddhist
path. This view contributed to the development of the Yogācāra Buddhist tradition, for example,
which emphasizes that while everything is indeed empty, the mind itself is only empty of
everything that is other than mind. In other words, the mind is the necessary condition for all
phenomena and all that we understand about existence. Without mind, there could not be a
conventional world of meanings to analyze (and thus rebuke). Over time, this idea of mind as the
grounding for all meaning—yet ultimately empty of everything other than itself—became the
basis for a variety of different Buddhist theories and practices.
Many of these disparate theories share a similar notion: if mind is the condition for all
phenomena and underlies everything in our reality, then our original nature is already awakened.
In our original nature we are thus already free from the mental defilements that characterize the
suffering of our ordinary saṃsāric life. Indeed this idea is altogether inspiring and compelling:
we already have the seed or womb of a Buddha within us (what became known as
tathāgatagarbha theory). Some Buddhists went even further, arguing that not only do all sentient
beings already have the Buddha seed within themselves, the original nature of all sentient beings
is already Buddhahood. Theories of tathagatagarbha and Buddha nature proliferated, starting in
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India and developing in their own ways elsewhere across the vast lands of Buddhist Asia. Yet
emptiness remained a paramount teaching that informed most of these theories—and the
traditions that developed these theories all traced their lineages back to Nāgārjuna—but it was no
longer the radically deconstructive analysis that Nāgārjuna defended.
In the writings of Dölpopa, who contributed greatly to the systematization of the Jonang
tradition in Tibet, there is a distinction between “self-emptiness” (rangtong) and “otheremptiness” (shentong), also known as “extrinsic emptiness” or “emptiness as other.” According
to Dölpopa, the things that we see in the world—as well as our thoughts, perceptions, feelings,
etc., thus most of what can be analyzed according to Nāgārjuna’s deconstructive method—are all
self-empty. As such, these supposed ‘real’ things are empty of their own essence. Hence our
thoughts, perceptions, feelings, and their objects do not possess the essences that we attribute to
them. Nevertheless, the tradition espouses that ultimate reality, Buddha nature, and the luminous
mind of a Buddha is empty not of itself (not of its own essence), rather it is empty of everything
that is not itself. In other words, Buddha nature is empty of anything other than itself—all the
specific, singular meanings that arise in our consciousness—and it is precisely not empty of
itself. In contrast with Nāgārjuna, however, Dölpopa suggests: “absolute truth is not empty of
itself, but is the basis or ground empty of all other relative phenomena, described as the profound
emptiness of other” (Stearns 88). Dölpopa writes:
Carefully distinguishing
empty of self-nature and empty of other,
what is relative is all taught
to be empty of self-nature,
and what is absolute is taught
to be precisely empty of other.
(Stearns 88)
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We find a similar positive view of emptiness as the basis of awareness realized in the theory and
practice of Dzogchen, where the luminous mind is understood to be fully present even as it is
empty of what is other than itself.
Essentially the term Dzogchen describes a tradition of Tibetan Buddhist theory and
practice aimed at discovering and awakening the bare, primal state of sentient existence.
According to historian Anne C. Klein, “Dzogchen refers to an integrated set of texts, practices,
philosophical perspectives, and theories of subjectivity unique to the most esoteric Buddhist and
Bon traditions of Tibet” (265). As stated by the great Tibetan master H.H. Dalai Lama, these
teachings suggest that we must learn to see the ultimate, clear light nature of mind as
“primordially as it is; it is beginningless, and not contrived as something new. It is something
that abides continuously, or ‘permanently’” (2000, 53). Hence the goal of Dzogchen practice is
to gain awareness and knowledge of this “beginningless” state of mind. For Dzogchen, “direct
experience reveals that the nature of mind is clear light …Thus, the ultimate here is both knower
and known” (Klein 270). Through Dzogchen practice, we come to the recognition of an empty
self-presence that is also, as described by Klein, an “unbounded wholeness beyond subject and
object” (270). Accordingly, the “beginingless” nature of our pure, empty mind reveals the truth
of the path and the fruit, that is, the practice of the path is the cultivation of the awakened,
luminous mind.
Martin’s Art as Affirmative
In my experience and interpretation of Martin’s The Islands I-XII, I understand this work
to be exemplifying the kind of resplendent fullness of that which is not ‘self-empty’ as described
by Dölpopa and found in Dzogchen texts. In its blazing purity, The Islands I-XII is empty of only
what is other. Martin’s writings about art—and her own works especially—are a complement to
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her artworks and contribute to this enlightened understanding. Martin believed that “Art is about
positive feelings, like harmony, gratitude and devotion” (Glimcher 92). This sentiment expresses
her views about the true purpose and intention of artistic practice (and are, as such, even more
significant with respect to her mental afflictions as discussed in the previous section).
With its unabashed resplendence, Martin’s The Islands I-XII embodies a warm and
welcoming presence, even as it reflects the emptiness of all determinate formulations.
Considering the sheer scale of this artwork, we also recognize the underlying devotional energy
that went into the creation of these monumental canvases, works that in their apparent uniformity
resemble a ritual act of dedication and focus. Martin writes (all text spacing hers throughout this
chapter):
Artwork is a celebration of reality of the positive.
A positive response to life (which we call happiness) is not a
single response. It is infinitely various and goes far beyond what
we are able to bear.
We cannot reproduce reality or represent it concretely. It is
ineffable.
In art work we represent our own happiness because of our
awareness of the infinite sublimity of reality. (113)
With this heartfelt statement, Martin speaks to the inspiration for my own project, notably the
ineffable nature of emptiness as the ultimate ‘groundless ground’ that cannot be represented
concretely yet exists as the indivisible—and invisible—arena in which our entire life experience
is manifested like a magic trick. Here Martin also expresses her core beliefs about art that
effectively echo Dzogchen’s intention toward the realization of the clear light of mind: her
notions concerning the “reality of the positive” and the “awareness of the infinite sublimity”
suggest her sensitivity towards seeing empty luminosity as the foundation for art and existence.
Martin’s use of the word “celebration” to explain the fundamental motive of art reflects the
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buoyant voidness of The Islands I-XII. As such, Martin’s white void is not a nihilist denial of
meaning. Rather, her artistic absence is an affirmation of rapturous being as becoming.
For Martin, the power of aesthetic absence is that it illuminates the fundamental nature of
reality, reverberating the positive accounts of emptiness found in some of these Tibetan Buddhist
theories and practices. To create a work of art that does not rely on familiar content such as
figures, forms, landscapes, and objects requires bravery, and Martin’s work opens up a world
that is simultaneously vacant yet abounding. In addition to the immensity of her oeuvre, Martin’s
writings also contribute to our understanding of her desire to create artworks that would embody
this sense of completeness. She aimed to fill her canvases with a flawless and expansive energy,
and her writings encapsulate the sincerity of her ambitions. Martin states:
Devotion to life is a feeling. Art work is made with this feeling and response to art work
is exactly the same feeling. This feeling of devotion literally carries us through life, past
all distractions and pitfalls to a perfect awareness of life, to measureless happiness and
perfection. (Glimcher 141)
Here Martin invokes a “devotion to life” as that which inspires her art making and also that
which brings humanity toward “measureless happiness and perfection.” It is precisely the
unconditioned space of The Islands I-XII that reconfigures absence into an open potentiality and
a “perfect awareness of life” as described by the artist. Here we might also consider Martin’s
definition of “measureless happiness and perfection” to be an echo of Dölpopa’s consideration of
Buddha nature as a natural luminosity, “a primordial, indestructible, eternal great bliss inherently
present in every living being” (Stearns 89). Thus the visually blissful splendor of Martin’s The
Islands I-XII embodies the luminous “enlightened space inherent in the mindstream” of all
humankind (Stearns 89).
The expanse of Martin’s work also reflects her interest “in cutting through materiality”
(Laing 2015) to discover the nameless absoluteness that is well represented by the abiding white
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void of The Islands I-XII. Like other examples of modern and contemporary art that provide a
creative interpretation of vacuity, Martin’s painterly “hymns to humility” (Haskell et al., 138) are
an ocean of white divinity that seem to consume “everything by returning all things to the no
thing of the void in which emptiness is fullness” (Glass 44). Within Martin’s representation of
this illustrious emptiness, we meet the fullness of the present moment. Thus, as I have suggested
herein, Martin’s painterly emptiness as affirmative absence invokes aspects of Dzogchen practice
and insights from Dölpopa’s philosophy while transporting us to a sublimely meditative state.
Martin once commented that her white fields aspire to give the viewer the chance to “try
to remember before you were born … as it was in the beginning, there was no division and no
separation” (Chave 141). Although the first moment of seeing Martin’s The Islands I-XII may
seem like an encounter with the extreme of absence, our contemplative engagement with her
expanse of emptiness can transform into an experience of pure awareness and
“beginninglessness” as before birth and worldly manifestation. Martin’s The Islands I-XII is the
realization of presence as absence through painterly emptiness. Her art summons some of the
diverse Asian traditions of thought and practice that interested her, and she made those ideas her
own through her creative praxis. As such, these ancient Eastern ideas are given new life and
appear in new environments: the museum setting, gallery space, or digital incarnation. With The
Islands I-XII we see the ways in which emptiness continues to magnify the illusory nature of the
material world.
In conclusion for this section, I have attempted to develop a concept of affirmative
absence as a theoretical quality associated with Martin’s white void. Yet our examination of The
Islands I-XII must also take into account the faint gridded structure that accents this work. At
prima facie, The Islands I-XII appear as predominantly empty white canvases, however, upon
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closer inspection we can determine slight modulations of tone, penciled lines, and an order of
pale gray stripes in the form of a grid pattern. Does the grid structure alter our conception of the
‘purity’ this work? Let us now consider this conceptual detour as part of our consideration of
affirmative absence and The Islands I-XII.
Affirmative Absence and Martin’s Grid
Martin is well known for the grid configuration in her paintings. She spent most of her
later years as an artist working this organized format into her art and finding new ways to realize
her paintings in relation to the underlying grid pattern. Martin’s grid raises provocative questions
in light of our discussion of emptiness and affirmative absence. What does the grid as seen in
The Islands I-XII suggest with regard to something other than the immaculate nature of
emptiness?
A grid can be understood as a framework or armature, a unifying rubric, a guide or
regulation. Grids demonstrate a mathematical quality that is associated with order and direction.
Paradoxically, the grid also harbors a mystical potential by way of a certain ‘total reality’ within
its structure. The art historian and writer Thomas McEvilley considers Martin’s approach to the
grid as an artistic parallel to Barnett Newman’s areas of color separated by thin vertical lines
(known as ‘zips’), “which have themselves been connected with the cabalistic term Tsimtsum—a
kind of emptiness understood as the source of creativity” (1987, 94-96).36 McEvilley goes on to
say that Martin’s “gridded surface, then, functions as a kind of ontological ground, a membrane
from which forms emerge into the light, a threshold where energy passes from formlessness to
form” (1987, 96). McEvilley also relates Martin’s use of the grid with the contemplative aspect
of tantric paintings, “which also use veillike grids or stacks of horizontal lines as meditation
objects to focus the mind on itself” (1987, 99).
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I suggest it is precisely the membrane of Martin’s gridded white void in The Islands I-XII
that allows for the emergence of affirmative presence through formless absence. In other words,
within The Islands I-XII the so-called ‘ontological ground’ of white void stillness is both
enclosed and boundless. Thus the grid inside this work serves as a container that holds the field
of the painting while also representing a point of departure and expansion—here we understand
the passing of “formlessness to form” (and vice versa) as previously described by McEvilley.
Martin was aware of the transformational potential of her grid format. She states:
My formats are square, but the grids never are absolutely square;
they are rectangles, a little bit off the square, making a sort of
contradiction, a dissonance, though I didn’t set out to do it that way.
When I cover the square surface with rectangles, it lightens the weight
of the square, destroys its power. (Glimcher 205)
As suggested by the artist, the “contradiction” or “dissonance” of the grids included in her
paintings provide a kind of visual alleviation in a clever manner. With this statement, we
understand Martin’s use of the grid for its unpredictable characteristics rather than its so-called
‘logical’ form—this elastic aspect of the grid simultaneously creates total balance. Thus Martin’s
grid pattern functions as intrinsically “nonhierachic and nonrelational” in that it “holds every part
of the surface in perfect equilibrium” (Chave 142), and this theme defines much of her artistic
practice. As Martin herself once stated, “Obedience to the conscious mind carries us forward to
greater awareness” (Glimcher 34). How does Martin’s grid pattern of artistic “obedience” inspire
this insight?
On the one hand, it is tempting to translate Martin’s delicate grid as a formidable tension
and “to convert [Martin’s] grid into a closet or cell, a systems of traps or an endless maze”
(Laing 2015). This kind of definition may, in fact, sound limiting and quasi-patriarchal.37 As
suggested by some theorists of Martin’s art: “In its association with abstract, mathematical
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modes of conceptualization, the grid is conventionally viewed as “a highly intellectual,
geometric formulation that reflects the logical order of man’s mind, not the putative illogic or
intuitiveness of woman’s mind” (Chave 135). As such, the grid as a symbolic structure of power
can be differentiated within a given context. Nevertheless, Martin rejects the limits of so-called
‘organized’ human knowledge and calculated systems of thinking precisely because they are
useless for making art—she favors raw inspiration as the true motivation for creativity. Martin
states:
Concepts, relationships … deductions are distractions of mind that we wish to hold free
for inspiration … Living by inspiration is living. Living by intellect—by comparisons,
calculations, schemes, concepts, ideas is all a structure of pride, in which there is no
beauty or happiness—no life. The intellectual life is in fact death. (Chave 135)
The preceding sentence is indeed a bit jarring: What do we make of this bold statement
concerning mental intellections as kind of fatality? If I understand the intent of this passage as
stated by the artist, I believe Martin is suggesting that our basic motivation and drive are the
impetus for a kind of ‘true living,’ whereas our intellectualized, conceptual ‘figure-it-out
logically’ mind is, in fact, a hindrance to organic modes of existence. Her comment that
“deductions are distractions of mind” also reminds us of the challenging aspects of haphazard
mental analysis that surface during focused meditation practice, notably objective thoughts that
take the mind wandering into discursive realms. The goal of meditation practice is to develop the
ability to override the distractions of mind to reach the freedom of expansive awareness.
Nevertheless, Martin’s purported anti-intellectualism was born of her repudiation of
mechanization and the influence of machinery on art. While the grid can be understood as a
highly mechanized theme in both the Minimalism art movement and in Martin’s work, it has also
played a pivotal role in the history of aesthetics. In her essay “Grids” (1978), for example,
Krauss argues that the grid represents a kind of emblem of modernity par excellence that installs
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a barrier between vision and language, and also between art and reality. As such, the grid creates
an order of “pure relationship” that turns its back on nature (Princenthal 227-8). Krauss states:
The grid’s mythic power is that it makes us able to think we are dealing with
materialism (or sometimes science, or logic) while at the same time it provides
us with a release into belief (or illusion, or fiction) … The work of Reinhardt
or Agnes Martin would be instances of this power. (Princenthal 228)
It is precisely the “illusion” factor of the grid within Martin’s The Islands I-XII that hints at
another layer of insight and potential altogether. McEvilley suggests that Martin’s use of a grid
of rectangles on a square field as observed in The Islands I-XII drains out the “stabilizing or
rigidifying power of the square, introducing comparatively unstable and flowing elements into
it” (1987, 94). He writes:
This interplay between the fixed and the changing is the underlying tension that
pervades and unifies her work in its ideas, as the grid patterns and lines unify it
optically… Activated and tingling, the grid is the place of infinite creativity, the
ground to which we must return for “the renewal of memories of moments of
perfection.” (1987, 94)
The idea of “perfection” accords with the Dzogchen realization, as stated by H.H. The Dalai
Lama, of our pure awareness as entirely: “‘self-liberating,’ ‘nakedly free’ and ‘unobstructed’”
(2000, 54). Here I suggest the radiant openness of The Islands I-XII embodies the liberated,
naked, formlessness of awareness itself: no closure, no limit, and no ultimate definition.
Our encounter with Martin’s grid in The Islands I-XII demands the pause needed to
reorient our presence within emptiness, precisely where “The ‘wordless and silent’ grids of
Agnes Martin offer an effective refuge for cluttered minds and jangled nerves, inviting the
viewer to slow down, to empty and so open the eye and the mind, to begin anew” (Chave 151). It
is the empty, gridded composition of Martin’s The Islands I-XII that substantiates this notion of
affirmative absence. The emptiness within the space of Martin’s grid endures as a testimony to
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the limitless nature of pure mind as pure being. In the section to follow, I explore this concept in
relation to the experience of ‘stillness as openness’ and Martin’s The Islands I-XII.
White Void: Stillness as Openness
I have chosen Martin’s The Islands I-XII to exemplify the dynamic openness of reality—
always beyond the grasp of words and image—precisely for her painterly expression of the
“clear light of the void” that is equal to the “nondualist,” “unlocated,” and “stateless” realm of
our enlightened mind (Thurman 1984, 131). How does The Islands I-XII create this opportunity
for experiencing stillness as openness? As this chapter has explored thus far, I suggest Martin’s
The Islands I-XII function as an aesthetic domain—a Dzogchen inspired ‘ground’—that
embodies the indeterminate, luminous mind of emptiness. This artwork also expresses a natural
equilibrium and “a fluid, pacific, and expansive state of concentration, or a kind of full
emptiness” (Chave 150).
An avid wordsmith during much of her career (a talent she shared with Reinhardt),
Martin’s personal ruminations on the principals of her art animate my own thinking with respect
to her distinct manner of questioning, her literary elegance, and her philosophical insight. In one
such remarkable passage Martin states:
My paintings have neither object nor space nor line nor anything – no forms. They are
light, lightness, about merging, about formlessness, breaking down form. You wouldn’t
think of form by the ocean. You can go in if you don’t encounter anything. A world
without objects, without interruption, making a work without interruption or obstacle. It
is to accept the necessity of the simple direct going into a field of vision as you would
cross an empty beach to look at the ocean. (7)
The ocean is an appropriate representation for the openness of The Islands I-XII. We experience
this kind of indefinite space on its own terms, without effort, without boundaries, and without
thinking. As the former Zen monk, writer, and teacher Mu Soeng states: “Some Zen teachers
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articulate shunyata positively as boundlessness. The image often associated with this articulation
is that of the great ocean, its vastness, and its seeming lack of confinement” (2010, 44). Like
many of her paintings, the uninterrupted stretch of tranquility contained within Martin’s aesthetic
transforms the artistic space into a realm that is simultaneously vast yet confined to the
parameters of the canvas. As Martin has stated: “The ocean is deathless” (Glimcher 201),
without beginning or end, and this quality of deathlessness energizes her art with enormous
promise.
In this section, I suggest Martin’s white void embodies an imperishable stillness through
its luminous appearance. This stillness, in turn, reveals an openness of pure presence. At the
same time, our attempt to fathom the limitlessness nature of The Islands I-XII reveals the
activation of awareness itself, and achieving this stillness of mind or one-pointed concentration
(sámatha or samādhi) is often a challenge. Hence our encounter with Martin’s white void
becomes an opportunity to engage aesthetic emptiness as an experience of total stillness—
sustained observation of this work yields a noiselessness that transposes into emotional
amplification. Speaking of his encounter with Martin’s art at the Guggenheim Museum
exhibition, the contemporary art critic Peter Schjeldahl describes his experience:
the show’s challenges to contemplation and stamina turn out to intensify a deep,
and deepening, sense of the artist’s singular powers. The climb [up the ramp of
the museum] becomes a sort of secular pilgrimage, on which you may feel your
perceptual ability to register minute differences of tone and texture steadily refined,
and your heart ambushed by rushes of emotion. (106)
Indeed this “deepening” of seeing through contemplative engagement with Martin’s art as
expressed by Schjeldahl is reminiscent of the deepening of insight that takes place in meditation,
when we pause long enough to allow for our naturally awakened Buddha-nature
(tathāgatagarbha) to reveal itself as total luminosity and the clear light of mind.
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The luminance of Martin’s The Island’s I-XII awakens this authentic state of being in
stillness. In the Buddhist tradition according to Dölpopa, for example, the path toward ultimate
realization is composed of various techniques of practice that remove impurities. Similar to
Schjeldahl’s comment regarding our ability to register minute differences through attentive
looking, our capacity for achieving tranquility in order to connect with the vast openness of
existence is a life-long process of refinement through sustained meditation practice. Dölpopa
states:
This path can be likened to the wind that scatters the clouds or the stream of water
that washes the mud from the jewel. Finally, the result is described as an attainment,
but is really unified bliss and emptiness, a self-arisen primordial awareness that is
eternally present, but now manifests or actualizes. This is like the appearance of the
clear cloudless sky or jewel separated from the mud. (Stearns 91)
It is precisely the “unified bliss” and “clear cloudless” vision of Martin’s The Islands I-XII that
provides the opportunity for reflection, grounding us in the present moment, allowing silence to
yield the treasures of inaction from the chaos of conceptual thinking. It is this quality of ‘stillness
as openness’ that also confirms, as stated by Princenthal, Martin’s “evident sympathy with Asian
meditation and the mind-set that produces it” (231). Princenthal writes that Martin consistently
“retained hope that a viewer might engage with her paintings as if walking into water, or a field
of wheat, and with a similar kind of release or submission” (132). By entering the bliss-void of
The Islands I-XII as if submerging into an ocean or field, we find ‘stillness as oneness’ in the
totality of emptiness.
One might also say that Martin made a concerted effort to duplicate this sensation of
‘stillness as openness’ through her art practice. During the course of her career, Martin made
four suites of twelve paintings series titled The Islands. Speaking of an earlier version of The
Islands from 1961, Laing writes: “Everything [in the painting] is relentlessly the same, and yet
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out of this sameness arises an image unlike anything that had gone before” (2015). This
statement is a fitting analogy for the practice of sitting meditation itself, where the recurrent
effort to detach and cultivate awareness thus welcomes a greater realm of openness. Through this
kind of sustained effort, we can cultivate a clearer understanding of the all-pervading presence of
emptiness. In the case of Martin’s The Islands I-XII, it is the ‘affirmative absence’ of this work
that shares the flawless ground of receptivity and the infinite clear light of Buddha-nature. This
work thus transforms into a living symbol of “the final definitive statements on the nature of
ultimate reality, the primordial ground, or basis, beyond the chain of dependent origination,
which is only empty of other relative phenomena” (Stearns 92). This, I suggest, is the
fundamental essence of Martin’s white void and the resulting ‘stillness as openness.’
The grandiosity of Martin’s The Islands I-XII commands a lasting place in the canon of
postmodern and contemporary art. Unlike works of art that are compositions filled with familiar
aspects of conventional artistic language, Martin’s The Islands I-XII are a total reconsideration of
content—they offer a visual exercise in comprehending the beauty of voidness through
‘affirmative absence’ and ‘stillness as openness.’ These qualities, in turn, bring us to a state of
expanded awareness.
Concluding Comments
Agnes Martin’s creative process and the resulting body of art that comprises her singular
oeuvre reflects the integrity of an artist who dedicated her life to manifesting her personal
definition of joyful states of being as pure awareness through art. In a lecture she prepared for the
University of New Mexico, Santa Fe in 1979, her opening line stated: “What we really want to
do is serve happiness” (Glimcher 164). Martin’s desire to promote cheer through works of art
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represents an extraordinary personal determination, especially considering the mental frailty that
haunted her. Martin writes:
Happiness is unattached. Always the same. It does not appear
and disappear. It is sometimes more and sometimes less. It is our
awareness of happiness that goes up and down.
Happiness is our real condition.
It is reality.
It is life.
(Glimcher 164)
Martin’s statement gracefully captures the essence of pure states of the awakened mind—that it
remains “unattached” and “unchanging” as a condition. It is only our awareness of this condition
that fluctuates and creates disharmony. In the case of The Islands I-XII, the notion of “happiness”
(as described above) and “emptiness” seem interchangeable. The power of this particular artwork
is that its apparent emptiness is its happiness—this work reflects our ‘real’ condition and our
‘real’ reality through brilliant voidness. Although some viewers might perceive an existential
vacancy in the abstract vastness of Martin’s white void emptiness, Princenthal suggests:
Existentialism ran counter to Martin’s exertions to affirm the universal states of
happiness and innocence. It could be said that her commitment to these states was
something of a rebuke to the irremediably depressive character of the Abstract
Expressionists whom she otherwise respected, and with whom she generally identified.
(109)
Indeed, the so-called “innocence” of Martin’s work illustrates the oceanic energy of pure
awareness itself. Throughout this chapter it has been my aim to engage Martin’s white void as an
invitation to contemplation of an expansive, luminous positivity empty of everything that is other
than itself. Martin’s The Islands I-XII inspires us to consider the white void in art as a
mechanism for seeing the clear light of awareness itself. As stated by Schjeldahl: “The effect of
Martin’s art is not an exercise in overarching style but a mode of moment-to-moment being”
(107). Engagement with this artwork thus produces a dynamic process of inter-penetration
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between viewer and viewed: “Looking at Martin’s art is something of an art in itself. Motivated
by continual, ineffable rewards, you become an adept” (Schjeldahl 106).
While Martin may be considered an enduring “mystic of minimalism” (Laing 2015), her
artistic achievements coupled with her sensitive writings surpass any definitive description of her
art. Martin once commented after an act of vandalism against her work: “You know, people can’t
stand that those are all empty squares … They can’t take those empty squares … They don’t like
emptiness” (Haskell 140). It would seem, however, that for Martin: “Learning to withstand
emptiness was her own specialty, her given task” (Laing 2015). By way of the enduring and
luminous emptiness of The Islands I-XII, Martin takes us to a place of everlasting, unborn,
deathless, and unconditioned awareness—the union of brilliant awareness as cognizance and
empty, joyful radiance as presence. Our progression from the radical deconstruction of
Reinhardt’s black void into the clear light of awareness and affirmative presence of Martin’s
white void now shifts into the full spectrum of magnificent color as illustrated by the
extraordinary iridescence of James Turrell’s Aten Reign (2013).
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Figure 3.
CHAPTER FOUR
Empty Experience | Phenomenology | James Turrell
**
Everything is obscure when one has not thought out the negative;
everything is clear when one has thought it as negative.
-Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible
In working with light, what is really important to me is
… to make the quality and sensation of light
itself something really quite tactile.
-James Turrell
“The [artist] recaptures and converts into visible objects
what would, without him, remain walled up in
the separate life of each consciousness …”
-Merleau-Ponty, “Cézanne’s Doubt”
**
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Encountering Emptiness in Aten Reign
The previous chapters have examined the ways in which works of art can be engaged as
‘something’ that is simultaneously the very absence of ‘something’—emptiness in its radical and
thoroughly deconstructive representation by way of Reinhardt’s black void and emptiness in its
luminous incarnation by way of Martin’s white void. In this chapter, I explore the body and our
physical relationship with the lack of a tangible ‘something’ by way of a superlative chromatic
art-void that is a ‘visible’ yet completely intangible, non-material artwork that harbors the
‘invisible’ and the emptiness or “no-thing-ness” that is always just behind the visible. In the
sections to come, I consider pioneering American artist James Turrell’s (b. 1943) magnificent
installation Aten Reign, named after the ancient Egyptian sun god Aten. This site-specific
artwork consisted of diffused multihued layers of light that vibrated through a series of
concentric ellipses in a contained environment, creating a saturated, prismatic, and quasipsychedelic realm of translucent emptiness. Turrell’s Aten Reign was conceived specifically for
the rotunda of the Guggenheim Museum in New York, where it existed as a temporary artwork
from June to September 2013 and was the culmination of a project that took nearly six years to
orchestrate.38
Once again we enter the sphere of the Guggenheim Museum as the locale for encounter
and analysis. As we discovered with our inquiry into Agnes Martin’s The Islands I-XII in the
preceding chapter, the unusual circular shape of the Guggenheim Museum allows for atypical
exhibition possibilities, and Turrell’s Aten Reign was an outstanding example of the dynamic
interplay between architecture and art.39 With the presentation of Turrell’s Aten Reign, the
elliptical contours of the museum and wide-open ground-floor lobby were transformed into a
natural berth for housing this visionary work. Co-curator of the exhibition Carmen Giménez
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commented that the Guggenheim was an ideal venue for the realization of this piece, since the
“helical ramp within a truncated conical structure is rather like a volcano, a ziggurat, or the
centrifugal and centripetal structures” in which Turrell’s vertical beam of light was shot through
by transversal rays as to transfigure the space of the museum “into a luminous experience, a sort
of glowing ember, and a radiant entity that dissolves the border between the external and the
internal” (24). Turrell also consciously designed Aten Reign taking into account Frank Lloyd
Wright’s architectural masterpiece, thus realizing this magnificent artwork in relation to the
central void of the building and creating a radical installation unlike anything before for either
the artist or the institution (Trotman 36).40
I visited Turrell’s Aten Reign on a clear fall afternoon, a day when the vigorous colors of
the season animated everything with a rich harvest tone. The transition from the wild autumnal
world outside into the concentrated, sublime glow of Aten Reign was riveting. To enter that
space was like wandering into a “landscape without horizon” as suggested by Turrell himself,
despite its containment within the museum space (Govan). Arriving at the Guggenheim’s
vestibule to behold Aten Reign was to be pulled into the warmth of Turrell’s meditational,
womblike ambience—it was, for me, an art experience like no other. The spectacle was an
atypical museum scene: visitors were strewn around the lobby area in a theatrical format, some
leaning against the wall, many lying on the ground, and a blissful humming energy abounded.
Enveloped by the enthralling all-over color-field, one could simply give over and embrace the
calming vibration generated by this work. As described by the art critic Anna Madeleine, Aten
Reign existed as a bona fide “theta state,” a kind of thinking or being beyond words that interests
the artist (2014). With or without language to describe it, Turrell’s Aten Reign inspired strong
feelings of sensuous transcendence.
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The construction of Turrell’s piece remains a marvel: using a sophisticated system of
canvas scrims to produce a cone-like structure that cordoned off the higher levels of the museum
and insulated the main lobby area, the entrance was converted into an ideal setting for prolonged
reflection. As such, the installation reinvigorated the Guggenheim’s co-founder and first director
Hilla Rebay’s original idea about the institution’s design, namely the “notion of a museum as
temple, transforming the building into a zone where we might contemplate our relation to the
universe and our own senses” (Trotman 45).41 Accordingly, Aten Reign revived this earliest
foundational and conceptual ideal regarding the construction of the museum itself, that of
bringing together lovers of art in a consecrated environment. “Activating the space both socially
and perceptually,” co-curator of the exhibition Nat Trotman writes, “the work fosters an
extended moment of mutual reverie, an immersive individual and collective experience” (45).
The mood of Aten Reign was precisely that of a solo yet shared participation.
I found an open area in the lobby and took my place among the congregation of Turrell
enthusiasts who had convened that day. Standing within Aten Reign’s incandescent expanse of
shifting color was otherworldly, and I was overcome with the sensation of acquiescing into the
emptiness of light. Aten Reign slowly and dramatically morphed through the color spectrum,
mutating from a deep blue to a vibrating purple; from purple into a joyful pinkish tone; from
pink into a ruddy orange and then to a fiery red; and finally, to a ghostly white before reverting
back to cerulean blue and starting the color-cycle over again. Being within Aten Reign was to
find oneself totally entranced by the radiance of Turrell’s atmospheric composition—it was a
mystifying exercise in engaging with an immaterial substance. Turrell himself states: “I look at
light as a material. It is physical” (Govan). In this respect, Aten Reign emphasized the
relationship between light and space through one’s perception—the human body and its senses
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provided the necessary channel for these intricate modes of sensual physicality and formless
appearance to converge and reveal. As the arts writer Ursula Sinnreich states:
Turrell’s artistic goal of giving viewers access to their own perception—not simply as
an abstract, retina-controlled, consciousness-forming act, but as something connected
to the sensory impressions of the entire body, and the emotions—enables them to have
subjective visual experiences that link them in unique ways to the outside world, to their
inner world, and to art. (40)
Indeed, an experience of “impressions of the entire body” was immediate. Without a concrete
artistic object as the source of identification, Turrell’s Aten Reign represented a radical departure
from more traditional forms of art. Spending time with Aten Reign was a plunge into aesthetic
emptiness that inspired astonishment, awe, and inquiry—never before had I asked myself ‘what
is there to see?’ with respect to seeing an artwork. It was a pure experience—and my experience
of Aten Reign was that it provided a physical encounter with an aesthetic composition while
paradoxically invoking a sense of selflessness—the emptiness of universal light—with respect to
the perceiving self.
Thinking back upon that encounter with Turrell’s Aten Reign at the Guggenheim
Museum years ago—its exaltation of color without an object—I can see the beginnings of my
exploration of emptiness in art. Like an act of magic, Aten Reign existed as an interim “thing”
without existent or enduring “thingness.” Turrell comments:
I make thingness of perception by putting limits on it in a formal manner. There is
no object there, only objectified perception. By putting into question physicality
and objectness, the work may reveal more about physicality than any physical object.
(Zajonc 2013, 50)
Turrell’s explorations of “objectified perception” and “objectness”—and the lack thereof—
constitutes his work into a singular category in the field of global contemporary art. Aside from
Aten Reign’s legendary status as a remarkable feat of engineering for the Guggenheim, the
highly communal aspect of this work also validated art’s potential for meditative gathering. And
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unlike the typical museum experience that tends to keep visitors socially distanced as they
engage with art, Aten Reign invited museumgoers to partake in a collective act of group
contemplation.
By transforming the space of the Guggenheim Museum into a rarified zone for the
appreciation of an otherwise empty room, Turrell’s Aten Reign provokes us to consider his
totalized aesthetic void. By kindling the museum with exalted tones and saturating everything in
a bath of splendid color, Turrell masterminded an outstanding vision of emptiness through
illumination. As Turrell states, “we are literally light-eaters” who live within a reality that we
create yet we are unaware of how we create this reality (Govan). As such, his work doubles as
(in the artist’s own words): “a general koan into how we go about forming this world in which
we live, in particular with seeing” (Govan). Thus Turrell’s Aten Reign allowed the artwork itself
to manifest the porous boundaries between place and time, the perceiver and perceived, the
visible and invisible; in short, it was (and remains) a profound artistic exploration of
insubstantiality, of emptiness. Regarded as “[o]ne of the most dramatic transformations of the
museum ever conceived”42 and “one of the largest sensing spaces Turrell has [ever] designed” in
the course of his distinguished career, Aten Reign was widely lauded for recasting the
Guggenheim like never before (Trotman 36).
As we proceed from the stark representations of artistic voidness in the canvases of Ad
Reinhardt and Agnes Martin to the vibrant coloration of incorporeal light in a provisional
environment with Turrell’s Aten Reign, what can we identify as the shift in insight with respect
to Turrell’s artistic embodiment of emptiness? How does this transformation in the artistic
representation of emptiness reveal art’s potential to educate us about the physicality in relation to
voidness? How can we draw on philosophical approaches to emptiness to further understand
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Turrell’s unique artistic vocabulary, such as the field of phenomenology and the work of the
phenomenological philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty in particular? And how can Turrell’s art
illuminate yet another interpretation of emptiness that is distinct from the interpretations found in
the previous chapters?
Here I suggest that Turrell’s Aten Reign provides an aesthetic formulation of the
‘invisible’ within the ‘visible’ vision of emptiness—that is to say, we as observers of this artwork
can engage Aten Reign as a kind of tactile experience of emptiness through light as stated by the
artist in the epigraph for this chapter. This work of art thus provides a unique point of entry to
further consider emptiness, contemplative practice, and the enigmatic nature of what I have been
calling the art-void. Taking into account my description of Turrell’s Aten Reign and building
upon the ideas explored thus far—namely Reinhardt’s black void in conjunction with a
deconstructive analysis of entities and Martin’s white void of fullness that is empty of everything
other than itself—I now consider Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of the lived body and
perception and his concept of the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ in relation to Turrell’s installation.
Some scholars have emphasized Merleau-Ponty’s interest in and engagement with East Asian
philosophies. Scholar Jay Goulding, for one, states: “In his radical doubt of the visible world,
Merleau-Ponty himself becomes a kind of Buddhist monk” (243). Drawing on the quasi Daoist
and Buddhist non-dual aspect of Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy, I aim to demonstrate how the
immersive nature of Aten Reign challenges us to reconsider our experiential understanding of the
objects of our experience, even those that seem to be objective and grounded in their material
being. I suggest Turrell’s Aten Reign succeeds at altering our perception of the aesthetic
embodiment of voidness while simultaneously rupturing our understanding of ourselves within
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our conventional reality.43 Before we examine these concepts in greater detail, let us first briefly
consider the life and work of James Turrell.

James Turrell: Light Artist
James Turrell’s art is primarily concerned with light and space. Throughout his
distinguished career as a leading international artist he has consistently employed luminance and
controlled aspects of illumination to realize a singular artistic vision. The wizardry of his oeuvre
is that his works tend to embody physical presence through absence. Considered the “torchcarrying forefather of luminosity as material” (Gregory), Turrell’s dedication to light as an
artistic medium reveals his fascination and reverence for the sacred power of radiant energy. In
fact, the artist comments that his first known memory as an infant was a moment of seeing light
on the ceiling from his crib, suggesting a lifelong devotion to the beauty of light (Whittaker). For
over fifty years, Turrell has broadened the aesthetic possibilities of light for a global audience,
transfiguring this universal element in compelling ways.
Eschewing traditional art practices in favor of creating living experiences, Turrell states:
“I apprehend light – I make events that shape or contain light” (Finkel). It is precisely the event
of seeing Turrell’s light-art that propels his work into a singular category. Turrell’s ability to
command light as a ‘formless’ and immaterial medium demonstrates his exceptional
understanding of this fundamental aspect of creation. Sinnreich comments:
Art’s fascination with the phenomenon of light is as old as art itself. The history of art
and philosophy has countless descriptions, interpretations, and definitions of this most
intangible of all phenomena. Modern culture knows light as the origin of all life and the
emanation of the divine. … All of these impulses—the universal, the metaphysical, the
visionary, and the intellectually curious—mark the oeuvre of James Turrell. (21)
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As suggested by Sinnreich, Turrell’s capacity to orchestrate light and extend the artistic
properties of light into the domains of metaphysical thought and scientific theory affirms his
status as a world-class artist and thinker.
During his undergraduate years at Pomona College in California (he completed his
degree in 1965), Turrell studied math, art, and perceptual psychology, and it would seem that all
of these subjects have influenced his path as an artist. Turrell boasts an impressive body of work
and a substantial exhibition history that started in the 1960s. At the time of this writing, he has
had over one hundred and forty solo exhibitions worldwide and there are numerous permanent
site-specific Turrell installations at uncommon venues around the globe, including his
installation within the church of the Dorotheenstädtische Cemetery in Berlin (since 2015) and his
Celestial Vault at Kijkduin, Stroom in The Netherlands (since 1996), a large-scale crater dug out
of the ground among the natural dunes in the area. About one hundred of Turrell’s “sky spaces”
viewing windows have been installed at various international locations and these observatory
style installations relate to his ongoing magnum opus project, Rodin Crater.44
Besides his stature in the art-world, Turrell is widely admired for exploring and
expanding the intersection between science and aesthetics. His intention as an artist seems less
about art creation in the typical sense and more about the invitation to experience empirical
states of meditative discernment and submission into supernatural radiance. As the late artist
Chuck Close once commented, “He’s an orchestrator of experience, not a creator of cheap
effects. And every artist knows how cheap an effect is, and how revolutionary an experience”
(Hylton). Aten Reign was—and remains—a stunning example of Turrell’s capacity as an
“orchestrator of experience” with significant aftereffect. Turrell’s contribution to the
conversation about what art is—and what it can do—combined with his continuous investigation
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of perceptual phenomena as it relates to light has resulted in an accomplished body of work that
defies categorization.
Turrell’s art has, however, influenced our collective understanding of several
developments within the history of global contemporary art, including the distinct fields of
“Perceptual Art”45 (a form of art that traces its roots to ‘perceptualism’ and twentieth century
inventions of conceptual art and performance art) and “Interactive Art”46 (a form of art that
involves the spectator in a way that allows the art to achieve its purpose). In addition to this,
Turrell’s work is at the forefront of the “Light and Space” movement associated with artists from
Southern California active during the 1960s. This loosely affiliated art movement brought
together a confluence of ideas related to optical art, minimalism, and geometric abstraction.
Turrell’s art can also be considered in connection with the Minimalist movement and
Minimalism in general, but with a certain shift in emphasis.47 Turrell argues that his artistic
practice is not minimalist, nor conceptual, rather his work is perceptual (Trotman 31). Speaking
of his artistic focus, Turrell comments:
First, I am dealing with no object. Perception is the object. Secondly, I am dealing with
no image, because I want to avoid associative, symbolic thought. Thirdly, I am dealing
with no focus or particular place to look. With no object, no image, and no focus, what
are you looking at? You are looking at you looking. This is in response to your seeing
and the self-reflexive act of seeing yourself see. You can extend feeling out through the
eyes to touch with seeing. (Trotman 31)
Engaging with conceptual emptiness through art and aesthetic formulations, what are we seeing?
And how does this kind of encounter with an art-void thus expand our understanding of illusory
ontological paradigms?
Turrell’s work dispels existing concepts about artistic objects—notably physical art
objects that have a material presence—in favor of utilizing the frame of the architectural
surrounding to infuse it with non-material luminance. Using the shape and anatomy of the
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Guggenheim Museum, for example, Aten Reign successfully transposed the space of the museum
into a realm of chromatic wonder, offering an engagement with embodied light. Works such as
Aten Reign reconfigure the possibilities of light, thus Turrell’s light installations have captivated
the attention of the science community and beyond. Scientific theorists such as Arthur Zajonc
have been interested in Turrell’s art precisely for its exploration of the intertwining of the
systems of science with art. Zajonc writes:
In the 1960s and 1970s, Turrell studied with leading scientists, astronomers, and
psychologists working at the edge of their disciplines, experimenting with biofeedback,
alpha training (i.e. meditation) for astronauts, Quaker silence, and Asian spirituality.
When Turrell compared the experience of his art to satori or enlightenment, he did so
having deeply engaged with these ideas. In this sense, Turrell is both an artist and an
explorer of the mind. Never didactic, his art nonetheless leads us to ask what it is to see
and to be human. (51)
As stated above, Zajonc praises Turrell’s work for repositioning the abstract philosophical
discourse concerning perception and consciousness by “turning it into an experience both
artistically powerful and cognitively demanding” (2013, 53). Instead of debating these issues in
the language of philosophy, Turrell explores them through the language of his singular art praxis.
Furthermore, Turrell sounds like a quasi scientist when he discusses the process of perception
and our comprehension of the physical world. For example, Turrell comments that we have made
an actual illusion into a ‘real’ thing with respect to the daily rise of the sun, since what we
experience as the ascension of the sun is, in fact, the unfathomable rotation of the earth (“James
Turrell in Spirituality”). Statements such as this demonstrate Turrell’s sensitivity and reverence
for the natural world and the power of light.
As with much of Turrell’s art, site specificity is a crucial aspect of how we encounter and
engage with his work. Turrell’s conscious dematerialization of the artistic object and his
decentering of place—the blurring between physical and perceptual—cultivates what he calls an
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“architecture of space” in which viewers can interpret light and air as infinite and almost tangible
(Trotman 32). Many of Turrell’s installations behave as resonators for light, responding to the
specific location in terms of size, shape, and placement. Yet all of Turrell’s works share certain
structural principles with respect to his exploration of light in unique settings. For Turrell, the
locations and spaces that contain his art installations “ultimately serve as shells, setting the
conditions and context for the experience that occurs within” as described by Trotman (35).
Trotman states:
Following the phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Turrell’s work supports the
idea that the truth of vision cannot be held “in the ordinary run of living, because it is
then hidden under its own acquisitions. We must examine some exceptional case in
which it disintegrates and reforms before our eyes.” The artist calls this contradictory
state the koan of the work, referring to the paradoxical anecdotes Zen Buddhists use to
induce a kind of enlightenment quite unlike that imagined in eighteenth-century Europe.
He has also claimed that “there is truth in light,” referring to the fact that all light is
generated by burning a particular material at a particular temperature, but also implying
something beyond empirical fact. (39-40)
This notion of a certain “disintegration and reformation” before our very eyes is precisely the
mystery of emptiness as a prevailing alchemy that—similar to the power of light—infiltrates
everything with its invisible presence. Indeed, as stated above, emptiness remains ‘hidden’
within all worldly formations as the ultimate contradiction.
Before we consider Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology in connection with Turrell’s Aten
Reign, I would like to acknowledge Turrell’s inclination toward the spiritual in art. While his art
is often epic in scope, the intention is that of a personal, intimate experience. As stated by
Turrell: “I want this universe that we are in to become part of our personal space, part of our
lived-in territory” (Finkel). Admittedly, I see Turrell’s art as highly otherworldly, and Turrell
himself comments that in the history of religion there are numerous references to light in terms
of wisdom, bliss, and enlightenment. Turrell’s hope is that the physicality of his light
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installations provides yet another way of seeing. He remarks: “It’s terrible hubris to say this is a
religious art. But it is something that does remind us of that way we are when we are thinking of
things beyond us” (Whittaker). Turrell furthers:
I think that even when you go into [G]othic cathedrals, where the light and the space have
such a way of engendering awe, that, in a way, what the artists have made for you in this
place is almost a better connection to things beyond us than anything the preacher can
say… I really do like this sensibility of at least coming close to how we see in this other
way, how this light is encountered in this dream, in the meditation. (Whittaker)
With this statement, we understand that Turrell’s focus is equally concerned with the spiritual,
psychological, phenomenological, philosophical, and contemplative dimensions of his practice.
Nevertheless, Turrell’s upbringing as a Quaker is also often cited as a significant
influence on his art. He speaks of his visits to Quaker gatherings during his youth and how his
grandmother encouraged him to “go inside and find that light within” (“James Turrell in
Spirituality”). Fundamental aspects of the Quaker tradition include community congregation,
silent prayer, and group meditation. The resonance between Turrell’s early life exposure and the
contemplative character of his art is apparent with Aten Reign. Here, Turrell succeeds at
transposing light into a phenomenon that reveals the open horizon of seeing, and I suggest this
carries his art into a “beyond” realm. He persistently creates artworks intended to disorient our
regular modes of seeing precisely to redirect our attention and awareness toward higher states of
concentration—these states of disorientation are meant to push us further into ourselves.
Speaking of the experience of his Ganzfeld works (the German word for “entire field” used to
describe the phenomenon of the total loss of depth perception),48 for example, Turrell comments:
“[the] sense of disequilibria can at once be exciting as well as terrifying. It’s not dissimilar from
the luminous emptiness or filled void, spoken of in terms of satori, enlightenment, or
experiences mentioned in near-death experiences” (Zajonc 2013, 51). Accordingly, Turrell’s
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Aten Reign is a radiant, empty space for reflection and meditation while providing a field of
totality that re-contextualizes our sense of presence and place.
Turrell’s dramatic use of light as an artistic material also suggests his ongoing
preoccupation with human perception as well as the misinterpretation of perception. As we shall
encounter in the sections below, the philosopher Merleau-Ponty was also deeply interested in
human perception as related to phenomenology. Speaking about modern painting and modern
thought in his essay “Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence” (1952), for example,
Merleau-Ponty states that painting “obliges us to admit a truth which does not resemble things,
which is without any external model and without predestined instruments of expression, and
which is nevertheless truth” (Johnson 1993, 94). It would seem that Turrell traverses these same
questions through his art. Turrell comments:
I make spaces that apprehend light for our perception, and in some way gather it, or seem
to hold it. So in that way it’s a little bit like Plato’s cave. We sit in the cave with our
backs to the reality, looking at the reflection of reality on the cave wall. As an analogy to
how we perceive, and the imperfections of perception, I think this is very interesting.
(Whittaker)
In Plato’s metaphorical cave humanity had its back to reality. By contrast, Turrell’s Aten
Reign—as a primary example of his most outstanding and effective work—establishes a
contemporary cave filled with immaculate light, repositioning our corporeal body and our line of
sight not toward the wall of the cave per say, but into the abstract abyss. I suggest that within the
cave of Turrell’s art-void what we comprehend are not the illusory reflections on the wall.
Rather, what we encounter is the limitless emptiness of the cosmos.
Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology, and Embodiment
In the preceding sections, drawing on my own experience—and enthrallment—with
Turrell’s Aten Reign together with his reflections as an artist, we considered the majestic
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presentation of this work. What are the characteristics observed in Aten Reign that speak to yet
another interpretation of the art-void? How do these characteristics differ from—while standing
alongside with—Reinhardt’s black art-void and a Nāgārjunian account of emptiness, Martin’s
white art-void and the Dzogchen account of emptiness, and the Daoist informed dreamlike
emptiness I will explore when considering the work of Cai Guo-Qiang in the following chapter?
Here I aim to demonstrate how Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological perspective offers distinctive
and contemporary ideas about emptiness that can help us to further understand Turrell’s Aten
Reign.
I am especially interested in how Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of perception, the body
(and embodiment), and the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ invoke a possible connection with
Buddhist ideas about emptiness, but one that also stands in contrast with Nāgārjuna’s concept of
emptiness. In the chapter on Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting we saw how Nāgārjuna dismisses any
possibility of anything ever having a categorical autonomy that is separate from the wholeness of
being (and non-being). As previously stated, within Nāgārjuna’s metaphysical landscape we
experience an extraordinary paradox with respect to ontology—through his ideas we must
confront the unfeasibility of any arising in the first place, which brings us to a zero point of
manifestation, i.e. emptiness or “no-thing-ness.” Unlike Nāgārjuna’s stripping away of all
possible entities, I suggest that Merleau-Ponty’s view of emptiness is grounded in the
phenomenology of the lived body and more dialectically engaged with being (and the body
specifically) as the locus of experience, including the experience of emptiness as the ‘visible’
and the ‘invisible’—or, as in the case of Aten Reign, the invisible as the visible through light. As
described by comparative philosopher Carl Olsen, “Merleau-Ponty wants to deliver a fatal blow
to the historical tradition of philosophical dualism and overcome it” (83) with his concept of the
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“flesh” as that which is non-dualistic, thus “the body and the world are an inseparable, internal
relation” (85). I suggest Merleau-Ponty’s ideas can help us to understand the non-dual (i.e.
totally empty) nature of Turrell’s art-void. For this reason, my aim here is to clarify a MerleauPontian understanding of emptiness to support my engagement with Turrell’s Aten Reign.
First, let us briefly acknowledge Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908 – 1961) and his
contribution to philosophy and the field of phenomenology as a whole. Merleau-Ponty was a
French philosopher, humanist, and public intellectual known especially for his work on
embodiment, perception, and ontology. His ideas made (and continue to make) a significant
contribution to diverse subjects including the philosophy of art, existentialism, politics,
psychology, Gestalt theory, history, language, ethics, and nature. Merleau-Ponty concentrated on
phenomenology as his primary philosophical methodology from the 1930s until his untimely
death in 1961. His principal writings on art and aesthetics are: “Cézanne’s Doubt” (1945),
“Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence” (1952) and “Eye and Mind” (1960).49 While I do
not draw heavily on these essays per say, I am compelled by two distinct areas of MerleauPonty’s work in connection with my analysis of Turrell’s Aten Reign: first, his early
consideration of the phenomenological aspects of bodily experience and corporeal reciprocity in
relation to the world (including works of art); and second, his later emphasis on a perceptual
mode of non-dual thinking that is resonant with some of the Buddhist ideas that have I discussed
earlier, namely how, as stated by comparative philosopher Hyong-kyo Kim, Merleau-Ponty
“explores how the essence of the invisible is existent in the visible phenomena and how they are
mutually related” (Kim 21). Speaking of Merleau-Ponty’s thought in relation to Huayan
Buddhism, for example, Kim writes: “the visible form in the factual world and the essence of the
invisible emptiness are mutually interpenetrated” (23). Thus from the Buddhist perspective, “the
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invisible principle (K. li) does not exist separate from visible phenomena (K. sa). The
coexistence of the principle and phenomena in its nonduality creates the existential realm of the
flesh” (Kim 34). As stated by Kim, “The visible form, in other words, is always pregnant with
the invisible emptiness” (41). These ideas have a compelling resonance and connection with my
consideration of Aten Reign: the emptiness of our human experience in relation to the emptiness
of this artwork, thus illustrating the non-dual nature of the ‘invisible’ as ‘visible.’
Nevertheless, the concepts of embodiment and expression are paramount to MerleauPonty’s ontological mode of thinking—and notions of embodiment and expression are, of
course, fundamental to art in all its diversity. I am also specifically interested in Merleau-Ponty’s
thoughts concerning the lived body as the knowing subject—“the flesh of the world” (la chair du
monde)—that transgresses the opposition between subject and object and experiences the world
(and the work of art) on its own terms. According to Merleau-Ponty, one’s bodily flesh is one’s
unique expression and is also that which “indicates the range of the horizon on which the
feelings of body function, and, at the same time, it is another name for the boundary of the
incarnated consciousness” (Kim 23). As such, the body is both the vehicle for perception and the
perceiver itself—it is the ultimate locus of comprehension for the human species.
Merleau-Ponty’s most famous work is a lengthy treatise that brings the ‘centrality of the
body’ to the forefront of philosophic discourse—his Phenomenology of Perception (1962) is a
challenging and comprehensive study that considers the body, embodiment, and the ‘embodied
mind’ as the beginning point for philosophy. As he states: “To understand is to experience the
harmony between what we aim at and what is given, … and the body is our anchorage in a
world” (167). Merleau-Ponty’s early work grows out of his insistence on the so-called ‘primacy
of perception’ and his argument that all higher functions of consciousness are grounded in and
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dependent on bodily perception. Over time, however, Merleau-Ponty’s ideas shifted from a focus
on perception and the corporeal aspect of subject-oriented theory, subjectivity, and intersubjectivity to a focus on reciprocal exchanges and how things appear from the outside—i.e. the
importance of the relationships between the human body and the world. Notwithstanding, all of
this represents a system (or various systems) of interactions and conversions that disclose an
elaborate fabric of interconnectedness and this, in turn, reveals the fundamental power of
aesthetic manifestation as capable of showing ‘more than itself.’
Merleau-Ponty’s ideas were especially influenced by the groundbreaking phenomenology
of Edmund Husserl (1859 – 1938). In contrast with Husserl, however, Merleau-Ponty argues that
all consciousness is grounded in the perceiving body and even the phenomenon of perception
itself is, as a bodily activity, the primary basis for the consciousness that we have of ourselves.
As such, perception gives us our experience, constitutes a “life-world” (Lebenswelt)—in the
form of things, events, and interactions—instead of a “transcendental ego.” Thus perception by
way of the body can be understood as the primary condition for any meaning at all—this, of
course, has profound implications with respect to our engagement with works of art.
Merleau-Ponty and the Phenomenology of the Body
Before I continue with formulating an understanding of Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenological ideas in relation to Turrell’s Aten Reign, I present a cursory overview of the
area of philosophy known as phenomenology—the idea of phenomenality is, as I suggest, an
opportunity to connect with emptiness. There are, in fact, many phenomenologies and many
phenomenologists and thus a simple definition proves elusive. Phenomenology is not a system or
a school characterized by a defined set of teachings. Rather, phenomenology is best understood
as a disciplinary field as well as a modern movement in the history of philosophy. Broadly
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speaking, phenomenology is a study of the structures of consciousness as experienced from the
subjective point of view—it is a description of experience and the conditions of experience from
the first-person perspective. Although I am considering phenomenology in the context of
Merleau-Ponty’s thinking specifically, we should recall that this particular mode of intellectual
examination has been practiced—with or without a name—for millennia. When we discuss the
work of ancient (and contemporary) Buddhist philosophers who described and catalogued states
of consciousness, for example, we recognize they were practicing phenomenology. The same
goes for Descartes, Hume, and Kant when they characterized states of thought and imagination,
or William James when he considered mental activity related to one’s ‘stream of consciousness.’
In any case, phenomenology considers the structures of various types of experience including
perception, thought, memory, imagination, emotion, desire, and volition as well as bodily
awareness, embodied action, and social activities.
According to Husserl, consciousness has an intentional structure and thus ‘intentionality’
is a primary feature of his work—that is to say, human consciousness itself constitutes the
meaning of its objects. Consciousness is always consciousness of something. Thus for
phenomenologists, we do not have an unmediated access to objects out in the world, for we play
a crucial role in constituting their significance. At the same time, Husserl’s motto was “to the
things themselves” as he wanted to bring our attention to our lived experience before it was
conceptualized according to abstract categories. Phenomenology—and especially the branch of
phenomenological existentialism—shifts the locus of meaning from the objectified ‘other’ to our
intimate lived experience. This elevates one’s personal experience to a level of importance on
par with traditional philosophy’s tendency to revere understanding gained from the so-called
‘neutral’ analysis of logic, the speculations of scholastic abstractions, and the impersonal
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objectivism of narrow scientific thinking. As Merleau-Ponty comments, “We shall find in
ourselves, and nowhere else, the unity and true meaning of phenomenology” (Kearney 1994, 74).
With the goal of over-riding one-dimensional observations, phenomenology as a method of
interrogation aims to illuminate a dimension (or multiple dimensions) beneath the surface of our
lived reality while exposing the intentional activities of consciousness through bodily actions and
perception.
According to many phenomenologists, there is no part of the human experience that is
unworthy of philosophical reflection. The rich area of study known as phenomenology has
enabled “us to return to the origin of ideas in our lived experience of ‘things themselves,’”
which, in the words of the celebrated phenomenologist-existentialist Jean-Paul Sartre, made it
possible to “philosophize about everything” (Kearney 1994, 2-3). Accordingly, phenomenology
as a philosophy of ‘personal incarnation’ helps us to rethink philosophy altogether while
revealing significant possibilities for expressive areas of culture such as art, language, and so on.
With respect to art specifically, phenomenology invokes a dialectic of inter-subjective
engagement with art objects that welcomes meaning generated by our present ‘life-world’ and
not some Platonic other-world (Kearney 1994, 82). It is precisely this ‘life-world’ as understood
through the subjective body in relation to art—our dependent co-arising with the world—that
gives phenomenology a unique place in the canon of modern and contemporary theory and
philosophy. One can appreciate the realm of phenomenology for its underlying praise of the
individual’s singular engagement with reality. It is Merleau-Ponty who asserts (italics his):
“phenomenology can be practiced and identified as a manner or style of thinking... It is a matter
of describing, not of explaining or analysing” (1962, viii-ix). His notion of “describing” reality
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as we encounter it—in the nude, so to speak—suggests freedom and creativity with respect to
our pursuit of insight and inspiration.
Speaking of the progression of phenomenological thought from Husserl to Merleau-Ponty
and Heidegger, for example, the French philosopher Françoise Dastur states: “Beyond all that
separates them, what unites [these] thinkers is precisely the idea that there is nothing to look for
behind phenomena, behind what shows itself to us. The object of philosophy is nothing other
than phenomenality itself” (180). This is a fitting comment with regard to Merleau-Ponty’s ideas
about embodiment and the atypical construction of Turrell’s Aten Reign: this artwork is precisely
“nothing other” than an artistic experience of “phenomenality itself” in the form of embodied
light. Nevertheless, phenomenology embraces a variegated account of ‘further’ forms of
experience—the so-called ‘more real’ of living—including temporal awareness, spatial
awareness, attention, self-consciousness, self-awareness, embodied action, inter-subjectivity,
linguistic activity, social interaction, and the daily activities of our circumstantial and cultural
‘life-world.’ All of these areas of phenomenological possibility are integral to our engagement
with the work of art.
Nevertheless, I aim to distinguish between Husserl’s ideas and Merleau-Ponty’s ideas in
connection with this unfolding perspective of phenomenology in relation to our experience of
Turrell’s Aten Reign. For Husserl, the manifestation of ‘objective’ truths required grounding in
the living acts of human consciousness (i.e. how things come into our knowledge).
Consequently, the grounding of truths in bodily experience called for a new method of
describing the various ways in which human consciousness constitutes meaning through acts of
perception, imagination, and language. Husserl called this method ‘phenomenological,’ since it
aimed to return to the origins of knowledge by examining how the world appears (phaino in
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Greek) to our consciousness. Husserl argued that the meaning of the world was thus only
recovered as phainomena of consciousness and, as such, phenomenology was a so-called
“radical beginning” for modern consciousness in that it aspired to return to the root (radix) of
philosophical questioning (Kearney 1994, 13-14). Husserl proposed that phenomenology would
wipe clean the slate of philosophy, eliminate theoretical prejudice and attitudes, and usher in a
renewed recognition of the primordial meaning of the objective world—all this would happen by
way of the mode of engaging human consciousness in the ‘life-world’ (Kearney 1994, 15).
In contrast with Husserl, Merleau-Ponty stresses the centrality of ‘embodied’
consciousness. In other words, the intentional nature of our acts of mental consciousness
ultimately concerns the body-subject. Accordingly, instead of opposing consciousness and
world, the ‘ambiguity’ of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology reveals their overlapping and
interconnected nature. As stated by Kearney, “The ‘phenomenon’ of our embodied
consciousness is precisely that ‘in-between’ realm – l’entredeux – which pre-exists the division
into subject and object” (1994, 75). For Merleau-Ponty, the concept of phenomenology made it
possible to behold the body not as an objective concept to be measured, but rather to revere the
body as “a mysterious and expressive mode of belonging to the world through our perceptions,
gestures, sexuality and speech” (Kearney 1994, 73-74). What interests me most about this
Merleau-Pontian ‘in-between’ state is the way in which it not only demonstrates the “no-thingness” of experience, but the way in which this also highlights the ‘visible-invisible’ paradigm
with respect to emptiness—the emptiness of our human experience in relation to a radical
expression of emptiness in Turrell’s Aten Reign whereby both are fundamentally empty and thus
inter-penetrating and inter-illuminating as such. As previously stated, Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy can be characterized as a philosophy of the body subject (le corps propre) and it was
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“Merleau-Ponty who first made the body the central theme of a detailed philosophical analysis”
(Audi 558). In his Phenomenology of Perception (1962), Merleau-Ponty developed a style of
phenomenology grounded in the ‘lived body’ and the body’s sensible interactions and mutually
interconnected experiences with the world. Later, in what became The Visible and the Invisible
(1964), Merleau-Ponty developed an ontology grounded in the lived body as the “flesh of the
world” (or la chair du monde as previously mentioned.) According to Merleau-Ponty, it is
through the body itself that we cultivate awareness of the ‘original reality’ of the world in its
sundry manifestations.50
Let us recall that Merleau-Ponty’s ideas were inspired (in part) by Husserl, who had a
profound impact on Merleau-Ponty’s thought. Particularly significant for Merleau-Ponty was
Husserl’s idea that unlike speculative forms of logical inference, the phenomenological method
is a style of thinking grounded in individual experience. In the preface to his Phenomenology of
Perception (1962), for example, Merleau-Ponty writes: “Husserl’s essences are destined to bring
back all the living relationships of experience, as the fisherman’s net draws up from the depths of
the ocean quivering fish and seaweed” (1962, xvii). It is precisely the “living relationships” of
this life—the metaphorical fluttering of diverse sensual experiences—that constitutes meanings
of our existence.
Although Merleau-Ponty was inspired and informed by Husserl’s work, he made a
particularly important move to the body as his main starting point of inquiry and placed it at the
center of his phenomenological method—Merleau-Ponty stressed the importance of our bodily
relationship with the world. He states: “The world is not what I think, but what I live through. I
am open to the world, I have no doubt that I am in communication with it, but I do not possess it;
it is inexhaustible” (Kearney 1994, 75). Thus the body is the basis for our experience of this
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inexhaustible world and its endless possibilities. One can think of Merleau-Ponty’s life work as
the explication of the foundational structure of these endless possibilities. As Kearney writes:
We might sum up the adventures of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological dialectic in
terms of this multiple, reversible equation: I think (consciousness) – I perceive (nature) –
I express (language) – I create (art) – I relate with others (history) – I exist in the flesh of
the world (Being). One of the conspicuous strengths of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology
is its refusal to subordinate any one of these dimensions of experience to any other.
(1994, 90)
Kearney’s formula articulates the crux of Merleau-Ponty’s thinking, yet it also discloses the
ambiguity of Merleau-Ponty’s reversible equation: do we begin with ‘flesh’ (Being) or ‘thinking’
(consciousness), and which is more primordial? As stated by Kearney, Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology is ambiguous “in that it looks in two directions as once – towards the origin of
consciousness in the lived experience of our embodied being-in-the-world and towards the end
of consciousness in the theoretical knowledge of predictive judgement (logic, science, reason,
etc.)” (1994, 76). Nevertheless, Merleau-Ponty’s reverence for the ‘meaning producing’ activity
of the body can be a helpful framework for exploring Turrell’s intentional repositioning of the
body and our perception in relation to the emptiness of aestheticized light as we shall see.
I am inspired by Merleau-Ponty’s effort to situate concerns about art and aesthetics at the
heart of his philosophical thinking. One of his most eloquent statements about phenomenology
and art comes from the essay “Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence” (1952). In this
piece, his depiction of our fundamental engagement with art reflects his high regard for art as a
way of comprehending the human condition. Merleau-Ponty writes:
What is irreplaceable in the work of art, what makes it, far more than a means of
pleasure, a spiritual organ whose analogue is found in all productive philosophical
or political thought, is the fact that it contains, better than ideas, matrices of ideas—
providing us with emblems whose meaning we never stop developing. Precisely because
it dwells and makes us dwell in a world we do not have the key to, the work of art teaches
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us to see and ultimately gives us something to think about as no analytical work can;
for when we analyze an object, we find only what we have put into it.
(Johnson 1993, 114)
Merleau-Ponty’s concept of art as a “spiritual organ” that contains “matrices of ideas” that
“never stop developing” suggests that what we “put into” the work of art depends on the
resources that we bring to our experience and our engagement with the work of art. The work of
art, in turn, reveals deeper meaning and understanding of the self and the world in which we are
actually embodied.
In the sections to follow—in preparation for drawing on Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology to interpret Aten Reign—I am most concerned with his descriptions of the body
as a living center of intentionality, his thesis regarding the primacy of perception as rooted in the
subject’s bodily existence, and the dynamic between what is manifest and what is hidden,
between what is ‘visible’ and what is ‘invisible.’ It is these aspects of Merleau-Ponty’s unique
phenomenological point of view that I will now draw upon and consider with respect to my
interpretation of Turrell’s Aten Reign.
Merleau-Ponty: The Visible, the Invisible, and Emptiness
As we have come to understand, Merleau-Ponty asserts that the body functions as the
necessary medium for comprehending everything around us, and this shift in focus from the
ostensibly objective outside world (and its objects) to the subjective inside world (and the role
that our bodies play in making that world meaningful) utterly transforms our understanding of
the world, and thus, our relationship with the work of art in the world. In The Visible and the
Invisible, for example, Merleau-Ponty writes:
Hence each one knows that he himself and the others are inscribed in the world; what he
feels, what he lives, what the others feel and live, even his dreams or their dreams, his
illusions and theirs, are not islets, isolated fragments of being: all this, by reason of the
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fundamental exigency of our constitutive nothingness, is of being, has consistence, order,
meaning, and there is a way to comprehend it. Even if what I live at present should reveal
itself to be illusory, the critique of my illusion will not simply cast it out of the world, but
on the contrary will show me its place, its relative legitimacy, its truth. (1968, 64-65)
If, according to Merleau-Ponty, what we “live at present should reveal itself to be illusory,” then
it is precisely the illusory experiences of living that confess the converse: our experiences
thereby illustrate our dependency and our “relative legitimacy” in relation to things, and we can
thus “comprehend it”—i.e. comprehend the emptiness of self, the emptiness of experience, the
emptiness of all things—as stated by Merleau-Ponty. I suggest this realization is, in fact, one of
the greatest discoveries of contemplative practice—through meditation we learn to see our
illusory self and our life experiences as transient phenomena that are intimately submerged into
the ‘place’ of emptiness. Nevertheless, this Merleau-Pontian “is of being” thus emerges as the
vigilance that we need to remain present in our ‘life-world,’ not the world as dictated to us by
way of intellectual constructs and conceptual theorizing.
How is Merleau-Ponty’s path of thinking relevant to this project and to Turrell’s Aten
Reign specifically? To further understand Merleau-Ponty’s thesis concerning the ‘visible’ and
‘invisible,’ we might revisit some of the core themes examined thus far, specifically the concept
that aestheticized luminous emptiness represents the unconcealed and diverse dimensions of the
‘visible’ (as we considered in the work of Agnes Martin). Thus the ‘invisible’ for Merleau-Ponty
is not the deconstructed nullification of the world (as we explored in the work of Ad Reinhardt),
rather it is the recognition of our bodily ‘flesh’—albeit intrinsically empty—that confirms “that
visible phenomena do not exist in separation from the invisible essence” (Kim 23) of their
purported existence. In other words, the non-dual position of the ‘flesh’ of Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy is precisely the unified realm of our experience and existence, the very locale “in
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which the perception (or sensation) which is visible and meaning which is invisible exist
together” (Kim 25).
To help develop my interpretation of Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of what I am calling
“emptiness” throughout this project, we might consider swapping his use of the word
“nothingness” with ‘invisible’ and his use of the word “being” with ‘visible’ in certain instances
of his writing in order to gain some footing. Consider, for example, this statement from the
chapter “Interrogation and Dialectic” in The Visible and the Invisible: “Being’s [visible]
invoking of nothingness [invisible] is in truth an invoking of Being [visible] by nothingness
[invisible], an autonegation. Nothingness [invisible] and being [visible] are always absolutely
other than one another, it is precisely their isolation that unites them” (1968, 68). In other words,
with these comments I believe Merleau-Ponty is suggesting that our conscious engagement with
being and the ‘visible’ aspects of life is precisely where we can encounter the truth of the
‘invisible’ “no-thing-ness” that resides at the other end of that very being-ness—thus they
illustrate two aspects of an undivided reality.
The curiosity about this Merleau-Pontian dance between the ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’
(‘being’ and ‘nothingness’) is the way in which his descriptions of these conditions do, in fact,
echo Buddhist sensibilities concerning form as emptiness and emptiness as form. Nevertheless,
here Merleau-Ponty is describing a dialectical movement between the ‘visible’ and the
‘invisible,’ or ‘being’ and ‘nothingness,’ between that which appears to us and that which is
always hidden and makes what appears even possible at all. Merleau-Ponty’s account of the
‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ resonates deeply with classical Buddhist accounts of the “two truths”
that was explored in the chapter on Ad Reinhardt—a truth of conventional reality and a truth of
what is beyond our perception, language, and thought. Merleau-Ponty’s account suggests that the
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body is like a veil that mediates our access to things, yet it is precisely this mediation that gives
us access to a world at all.51
Thus as with the Buddhist accounts of the “two truths,” Merleau-Ponty’s understanding
of the phenomena that we perceive suggests that even as our perception is made possible by the
body, and even as that perception thus gives us phenomena and a world, there is always more—
there is always the visible that, as he says, is invoking the invisible. There is always that which
cannot be grasped in what we can grasp, and there is always an elusive, enigmatic reality beyond
our perception, even as perception is the very access that we have to experience our world. As
thoughtfully expressed by comparative philosopher David Brubaker: “the term ‘visibility’ refers
to a secret, self-determining, and unchanging place within the self that is an absolute nothingness
in comparison to cognitive thinking” (172). Thus each of us possesses this ‘universal mind’ of
emptiness or “no-thing-ness” within—and here we recall the clear light of consciousness and the
white void in art as explored in the previous chapter. This is what in Merleau-Ponty’s thinking, I
believe, can help us understand emptiness as the ‘invisible’ within the worldly ‘visible’ and the
very composition of Turrell’s Aten Reign.
In The Visible and the Invisible Merleau-Ponty repeatedly invokes and investigates this
‘oneness’ of meaning that engulfs both the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible,’ and thus, as he states,
“we understand how our transcendental being [as invisible] and our empirical being [as visible]
are the obverse and the reverse of one another” (1968, 61). He also consistently appeals to the
concept of ‘negativity’ and thereby invites us to consider the ‘negative’—i.e. emptiness or “nothing-ness”—as the very source that connects us back to the whole of Being. As stated by
Merleau-Ponty: “Everything really does come down to a matter of thinking the negative
rigorously” (1968, 63). I interpret this to mean that the entire void-space of our existence—as the
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emptiness or so-called ‘negative’ aspect of creation—is exactly where our ‘visible’ being can
experience and therefor celebrate the “no-thing-ness” of the ‘invisible.’ As Merleau-Ponty notes
in The Visible and the Invisible:
If nothingness is destined for Being, my presence as a nothingness is an exigency for
totality, for cohesion; it postulates that everywhere it is a matter of the same being …
All that is partial to be reintegrated, every negation is in reality a determination, the
being-self and the being-other and the being in itself are fragments of one sole being.
The negativism, if it is to be rigorous, absolute, is a sort of positivism. (1968, 63-64)
Thus our human body and our human experience as ‘visible’ (positivism) thereby harbor the
entire plenum of the ‘invisible’ (negativism) that is at once the “one sole being” that MerleauPonty speaks of. Thus the whole of our life experience and worldly reality can be understood
from this non-dual perspective—and that is, in a word, emptiness. It is a kind of “two truths”
theory, with the emptiness of the ‘invisible’ always there along with what we perceive, describe,
and think. As stated by Merleau-Ponty: “seen from high enough, the amplitude of being will
never exceed that of nothingness, nor the noise of the world its silence” (1968, 64). Thus the
‘invisible’ silence of emptiness is precisely the ‘visible’ noise of our daily existence.
As I have argued hitherto, the select artworks under analysis illustrate how ‘visible’
embodiments of artistic emptiness provide a window into the ‘invisible’ emptiness that is
intrinsic to the evident world before us, revealing time and again the famous passage from the
Heart Sūtra: “form does not differ from emptiness; emptiness does not differ from form” (Mu
Soeng 2010, 7). In light of this, all interconnecting dualities merely highlight the ‘two sides of
the same coin’ scenario that further illustrates the “two truths” Buddhist distinction between the
truth of relative phenomena and the ultimate truth—that both are in and beyond the phenomena.
As stated by Merleau-Ponty in The Visible and the Invisible, “A negativist thought is identical to
a positivist thought, and in this reversal remains the same in that, whether considering the void of
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nothingness or the absolute fullness of being” (1968, 68). I will now apply Merleau-Ponty’s
ideas about the experience of the body and the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ in my consideration of
Aten Reign as an art-void in which Turrell explores the chiasm between the ‘visible’ and the
‘invisible,’ our experience of the world, and phenomena and their emptiness.
Phenomenology, Emptiness, and Turrell’s Aten Reign
Merleau-Ponty’s ideas about phenomenology and bodily engagement as a manner of
understanding our direct and primitive contact with the world offer resources for engaging with
situational, experiential art such as Turrell’s Aten Reign. Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical
exploration of the ways in which meaning is always ‘embodied’ can help us understand Turrell’s
immersive installation. Turrell’s Aten Reign motivates new questions and ideas concerning our
bodily experiences and sensations—perception specifically—and the artistic encounter. This
work encourages us to re-examine the ‘conventional’ appearance of the art object—in this case
the objectless artwork—to open up new avenues of insight with respect to “how our body is a
medium for the world as it sounds itself through us” and the how the body functions as an
“expressive space” for experience (Mazis 185). As expounded by Merleau-Ponty, the body is the
singular “visible thing” that is intertwined with the world in an endless dance of participation and
kinship, thus there is both “oneness and two-ness” as the phenomena of life come forth in a
constant act of unfolding and emerging (Mazis 186). As such, we understand all things in
relation to other things.
In this section, I explore Turrell’s empty color-field as an artwork that discloses the
illusory composition of the material world. In other words, Aten Reign is both there and not
there—it is a stunning creative reflection of the emptiness that infuses reality, the invisible in the
visible. Where Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting and Martin’s The Islands I-XII offer distinct
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aesthetic manifestations of emptiness by way of evident art objects that will theoretically exist
indefinitely in the museum setting, Turrell’s Aten Reign expands the artistic expression of color
to include an impermanent, non-material artwork, and the possibility of constructing color
through living light (or painting color with living light). Aten Reign is not only devoid of
concrete aesthetic representation; it remains a magnificent work of conceptual art despite its
current non-existence. This recalls Merleau-Ponty’s idea that art is never ‘final’ in the traditional
sense as he disavowed the notion of closure and completion in art. In his essay “Eye and Mind”
included in The Primacy of Perception, for example, Merleau-Ponty writes: “If creations are not
a possession, it is not only that, like all things, they pass away; it is also that they have almost all
their life still before them” (1964, 190). Here I am sympathetic to Merleau-Ponty’s theory that
“no work is ever absolutely completed and done with … each creation changes, alters,
enlightens, deepens, confirms, exalts, re-create, or creates in advance all others” (1964, 190). I
suggest Aten Reign’s capacity to exalt and enlighten—and effectively re-create itself as a concept
by way of this research—reflects the spirit of Merleau-Ponty’s claim.
By engaging Turrell’s installation as the creative setting for examining the physical
processes that make the basic conditions of aesthetic experience possible, this section aims to
clarify Aten Reign’s capacity to generate a lived experience of emptiness by way of MerleauPonty’s ideas about the body in relation to the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ as described in the
previous sections. As affirmed by Turrell himself, the “wonderful elixir of light is the thing that
actually connects the immaterial with the material… [and] connects the cosmic to the plain
everyday existence that we try to live in” (Madeleine). Here I suggest the point of connection
between Merleau-Ponty and Turrell: the ‘immaterial’ as ‘invisible’ and the ‘material’ as
‘visible.’ Yet Aten Reign is not a tangible art object, thus it asks us to look closer at this notion of
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the ‘plain everyday’ object of existence in the first place. Speaking of objects in the
Phenomenology of Perception, for example, Merleau-Ponty states:
If the object is an invariable structure, it is not one in spite of the changes in perspective,
but in that change or through it. It is not the case that ever-renewed perspectives simply
provide it with opportunities of displaying its permanence, and with contingent ways of
presenting itself to us. It is an object, which means that it is standing in front of us, only
because it is observable: situated, that is to say, directly under our hand or gaze,
indivisibly overthrown and re-integrated with every movement they make. Otherwise it
would be true like an idea and not present like a thing. It is particularly true that an object
is an object only in so far as it can be moved away from me, and ultimately disappear
from my field of vision. Its presence is such that it entails a possible absence. (1962, 103)
With this statement Merleau-Ponty effectively describes the conditions for Aten Reign to exist at
all, since its so-called ‘appearance’ simultaneously honors its impending ‘disappearance’ as a
site-specific installation. It is precisely the objectless ‘absence’ but simultaneous ‘presence’ of
Turrell’s Aten Reign as an aesthetic formulation of emptiness that emphasizes our self existence
as a sensing, perceiving body in relation to this work.
Thinking back to my description of Aten Reign and its manifestation at the Guggenheim
Museum, Aten Reign animated the museum environment with a domain of brilliant color that
dramatically extended and transmuted the possibility and experience of color. Even without an
objective presence in the conventional sense, the morphing coloration of Aten Reign invited
viewers into the enigmatic ‘lived’ reality of emptiness. Turrell’s fluctuating field of transparent
color beautifully symbolized the ultimate voidness of all existing phenomena while
simultaneously demonstrating that an artistic embodiment such as Aten Reign can express a
multifaceted expression of emptiness. Thus how does the empty ‘essence’ of Aten Reign open up
new paths for the notion of perception more generally, as well as the ways in which perception
can reframe the experience of emptiness through art?
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As previously mentioned, Merleau-Ponty is widely admired for his analysis of the
structures of meaning found in human experience and his principal ideas resonate deeply with
our consideration of art. His later writing focused on the philosophic problem of the boundary
between reason and unreason and he advocated that we “form a new idea of reason … wide
enough to comprehend the meanings expressed in novels, poems and paintings” (Johnson 1993,
3). Merleau-Ponty’s investigation of diverse art forms—including visual, plastic, literary, and
poetic—confirms his admiration and respect for bodily agency, aesthetics, and all aspects of
creative expression. Merleau-Ponty argues that the artist or philosopher “must also awaken the
experience which will make their idea take root in the consciousness of others” (Johnson 1993,
70). Yet as we have come to understand from the preceding sections, he also queries the very
nature of human consciousness as it concerns the emptiness or “no-thing-ness” of things as one
and the same. In The Visible and the Invisible Merleau-Ponty writes:
And yet at the same time I understand that this thought of the world is nothing, that
in this return to myself I do not discover a set of premises of which the world would be
the consequence, that on the contrary it is the premise and my consciousness of it the
consequence, that my intentions in themselves are empty, that they are only the flight of
my emptiness after being, that our reconstructions or reconstitutions are suspended upon
a primary evidence of the world which itself indicates its articulations to me. … there is a
perception of being and an imperception of nothingness which are coextensive with one
another, which are but one. An absolute negativism—that is, one that thinks about the
negative in its originality—and an absolute positivism—that is, one that thinks being in
its plenitude and its self-sufficiency—are exactly synonymous; there is not the least
divergence between them. (1968, 65)
This comment by Merleau-Ponty resonates with the questions that I am exploring in this project.
His consideration of the “articulations” of experience and the “perception of being and an
imperception of nothingness” as thereby “exactly synonymous” is relevant and applicable to my
consideration of the ways in which an artwork can be perceived and also simultaneously
manifest emptiness of the perceived. Turrell’s Aten Reign is a work of art that, as stated by
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Merleau-Ponty, awakens our consciousness to the embodied experience of “no-thing-ness” and,
as such, is a remarkable example of the paradoxical ‘invisible’ within the ‘visible’ as the true
nature of the world around us.
Further incorporating Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological ideas about art as a theoretical
framework for examining our physical ‘being-in-the-world’ (rather our true ‘becoming-in-theworld’) in relation to Turrell’s Aten Reign, I now consider the juncture between this artwork and
distinct modes of bodily perception as emptiness. My aim is to extend Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophical accounts of ‘indirect ontology,’ or the ontology of ‘the flesh of the world’ (la chair
du monde) and the reversible ‘seeing/seen’ (i.e. ‘visible/invisible’) as previously discussed in
connection with Turrell’s artistic manifestation of the empty void within a given environment.
Zajonc expresses this circuitous process when he states:
The bright, contoured forms and colors of our environment are brought to us on the wings
of light, yet light itself remains unseen, the unrevealed revealer. The material world is
thus made visible by means of light while light itself remains invisible—at least until the
art of James Turrell. (2013, 49)
Considering Aten Reign as a potent example of this “unrevealed revealer” of aesthetic
magnitude, I suggest that we recapitulate Merleau-Ponty’s ideas about the body and the ‘visible’
and the ‘invisible’ in relation to art as to revisit the emptiness of Turrell’s Aten Reign in an
expanded context. Let us recall that Merleau-Ponty “proposed a truth modeled upon vision”
(Smith 1993, 9), and with this in mind we can see the apparent ‘truth’ of Aten Reign as accessible
when we physically enter it to see the artwork in its chosen locale. This dazzling work of art is
ultimately empty; it is merely a complex interplay of conditions. Thus the lived experience of
Aten Reign is a body-centered approach to emptiness, yet “Merleau-Ponty embraces the śūnyatā
of embodiment as leading to the ‘no-self’ of experience which is also the experience of a world
of emptiness” (Mazis 195). Accordingly, our experience of this work is a metaphorical lived
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experience of the oft quoted line from the Heart Sūtra: in the same way that form is emptiness
and emptiness is form, then so, too, emptiness is experience and experience is emptiness.
Yet in contrast with standing in front of Reinhardt’s or Martin’s paintings to encounter art
that might leave us questioning the aesthetic object before us, with Turrell’s Aten Reign we must
walk into the work in order to apprehend it as being around us. Turrell comments that the
universe created by the work is also important with visual work. That’s really the price
of admission, and some people don’t pay that price of admission with contemporary art.
They ‘look at it,’ as opposed to entering it, or looking into it. (Whittaker)
Here the artist extols the fundamental difference between his art and most other forms of art—
Turrell’s work requires a kind of full-body engagement to fully experience it. Turrell’s Aten
Reign also invites the opportunity to recognize the formlessness of form through perception and
immersive submission. Our perception of this artwork, in turn, reveals the collapse of solid
boundaries and, as such, the ‘invisible’ aspect of emptiness within the ‘visible’ construction of
this piece.
In the same way that Merleau-Ponty’s ideas aspire “to overcome the traditional
opposition of subject and object by affirming a new mode of being” (Kockelmans 380), so too,
does the physically enveloping aspect of Turrell’s Aten Reign provide not only a novel mode of
phenomenological being within emptiness, but a distinctly contemplative mode of seeing
emptiness in the moment of becoming with art as a manner of subjective experience. As
Merleau-Ponty writes in the Phenomenology of Perception:
The phenomenological world is not the bringing to explicit expression of a pre-existing
being, but the laying down of being. Philosophy is not the reflection of a pre-existing
truth, but, like art, the act of bringing truth into being. (1962, xxii-xxiii)
Here I interpret Merleau-Ponty’s comment concerning “the laying down of being” as a release of
our axiomatic ideas about existence in order to experience the sheer magic of the ‘lived body’ as
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a moment-to-moment, mindful acknowledgement of our temporary conditions—all of these
conditions are, of course, inherently empty. It is precisely this kind of sensitivity that becomes
the ‘transformative practice’ of living that reveals the ‘conventional’ and the ‘absolute’ as one
and the same (i.e. non-dual)—thus emptiness and appearance are inseparable.
Elaborating on the ideas presented thus far, I suggest Turrell’s Aten Reign is a riveting
aesthetic realization and reflection of Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical concepts come to life
through art, and thereby functions as an outstanding artistic example of reorganizing the
‘ordinary’ structures of conditional relationships. We might also distinguish, however, the slight
difference in the ways in which Merleau-Ponty considers the nature of this ‘revealing’ with
respect to his basic focus, the happening of truth, and the work of art. Speaking of the distinction
between Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger, for example, Robert Burch writes:
First, Heidegger is concerned with the origination of truth as meaning, but a meaning
which from the start is commensurate with human aims and projects, one that opens a
world of human building, dwelling, and thinking. The “thing’s thinging” is an ingathering of the constitutive meaningful elements of such a world. Merleau-Ponty is
also concerned with the origination of truth as meaning, but a meaning rooted in the
essential elements of visibility itself. The “thing’s thinging” is the in-gathering of all
that in virtue of which the thing makes itself seen. (365-6)
It is precisely this notion of “visibility itself” that welcomes a compelling cross-pollination
between Merleau-Ponty and Turrell. Contemporary Buddhist and non-Buddhist scholars alike
have taken great interest in phenomenological philosophy in relation to Buddhist theories of
human experience and theories of art, and some have discussed the diverse ways in which
phenomenology can allow for ‘truth’ in aesthetics and, accordingly, the phenomenological
emphasis on aesthetic experience. William Edelglass, for example, considers the ways in which
Merleau-Ponty seeks to show how “traditional empiricist and intellectualist views of sense
experience obscure the origins of meaning” (2004, 102). Edelglass goes on to argue: “Merleau-
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Ponty thus rejects aesthetic alienation because the artist, like the phenomenologist, is interested
in recuperating and expressing the primordial truth of lived experience” (2004, 103). I believe
this “primordial truth” can be understood as the ‘thing’s thinging,’ thus making visibility ‘real’ to
us—and art is outstanding example of creative ‘thinging’ at that.
As such, Merleau-Ponty’s preoccupation with the perceptual revealing of space, depth,
lighting, and color as aspects of aesthetic experience is relevant to my analysis of Turrell’s Aten
Reign. Merleau-Ponty’s essay “Cézanne’s Doubt” (1945), for example, is a primary instance of
his exploration of the radical world of art as a reflection of nature in all her purity. Select
passages of Merleau-Ponty’s writing on Cézanne seem equally appropriate for our discussion of
Turrell and the elemental aspects of light and space in his art. In one such section, Merleau-Ponty
writes that Cézanne “wanted to put intelligence, ideas, sciences, perspective, and tradition back
in touch with the world of nature which they were intended to comprehend. He wished, as he
said, to confront the sciences with the nature ‘from which they came’” (Johnson 1993, 64). So,
too, does Turrell’s art engage with the central element of light in a way that encourages viewers
to rethink this natural element that informs every aspect of our existence on planet Earth. Light is
the ultimate revealer, and the light of Turrell’s Aten Reign affirms art’s potential to reveal the
truth of emptiness. Sinnreich comments: “Confronting viewers with the limits of their perception
becomes an encounter with the world of the imagination” (47). I suggest it is exactly the
visionary ontology of Turrell’s Aten Reign as an exquisite art-void that allows for this kind of
expanded awareness and imaginative engagement with reality.
Accordingly, Aten Reign behaves as a distinctly Merleau-Pontian kind of bodily
experience of art that allows our imaginative consciousness to throw open the doors of
perception and therein find a mode of contemplative consciousness. Merleau-Ponty suggested
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that both phenomenology and painting demonstrate “the same kind of attentiveness and wonder,
the same demand for awareness,” and, as such, phenomenology continually “merges into the
general effort of modern thought” (Johnson 1993, 4). I believe the perceivable emptiness of Aten
Reign drives our contemporary thought even further. Considering the conditional elements of
perception, light, and emptiness as orchestrated by Turrell, I believe this artwork amplifies
Merleau-Ponty’s description of Cézanne’s engagement with color as a “supreme example of
phenomenological work with paint” (Johnson 1993, 7). In the case of Aten Reign, the paint is
light.
Thus Turrell’s composition of luminous energy lends itself to a kind of
phenomenological theory of experiential art, where the medium of paint is replaced by the
vibrant energy of light, propelling Merleau-Ponty’s theories into the twenty-first century and
allowing us to appreciate his discussion of perception itself as it engages with a contemporary
aesthetic of colorful vacancy. In fact, Merleau-Ponty wrote about the network of relations
between objects in the world and light as a kind of ‘action’ with regard to vision and seeing. In
his celebrated essay “Eye and Mind” (1961) included in The Primacy of Perception, he details
his considerations of light as a distinct phenomenon that reveals. Merleau-Ponty states:
Light’s transcendence is not delegated to a reading mind which deciphers the impacts of
the light-thing upon the brain and which could do this quite as well if it had never lived in
a body. No more is it a question of speaking of space and light; the question is to make
space and light, which are there, speak to us. There is no end to this question, since the
vision to which it addresses itself is itself a question. The inquiries we believed closed
have been reopened. (1964, 178)
Here I suggest that Turrell’s Aten Reign assists with the Merleau-Pontian process of “reopening”
consciousness and inspires a renewed round of queries about vision and the ‘visible’ in relation
to artistic voidness and the ‘invisible.’ Accordingly, Aten Reign effectively defies our customary
ideas about artistic embodiment as experience (and experience as emptiness).
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In the same way that Merleau-Ponty considered Cézanne’s “use of color and color
relationships to create an object, to define space and generate depth” (Johnson 1993, 6), so, too,
does Turrell’s Aten Reign not only define space and generate depth, it reveals space and depth to
be inherently barren of a tangible object. This, in turn, brings us back to the process of human
perception and the body—and the emptiness of both—thus “To go beyond into emptiness is to
refind a body within a neverending dialogue among all things” (Mazis 193). Speaking of
Cézanne’s work as a colorist, Merleau-Ponty also noted Cézanne’s ability to present “a paradigm
for prescientific perceptual experience of the natural world” that expresses a system of natural
colors as an indivisible whole (Johnson 1993, 7). This same observation can be made of Turrell’s
Aten Reign: it is an undivided totality of color.
All of these ideas suggest that Turrell’s Aten Reign lends itself to Merleau-Ponty’s
theories concerning the nature of the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ through embodiment. The
extended passage below not only encapsulates Merleau-Ponty’s principle thinking, it also
provides an uncanny description of an artwork such as Turrell’s Aten Reign. In The Visible and
the Invisible Merleau-Ponty writes:
The visible about us seems to rest in itself. It is as though our vision were formed in
the heart of the visible, or as though there were between it and us an intimacy as close
as between the sea and the strand. And yet it is not possible that we blend into it, nor
that it passes into us, for then the vision would vanish at the moment of formation, by
disappearance of the seer or of the visible. What there is then are not things first identical
with themselves, which would then offer themselves to the seer, nor is there a seer who
is first empty and who, afterward, would open himself to them—but something to which
we could not be closer than by palpating it with our look, things we could not dream of
seeing “all naked” because the gaze itself envelops them, clothes them with its own
flesh… What is this talisman of color, this singular virtue of the visible that makes it,
held at the end of the gaze, nonetheless much more than a correlative of my vision, such
that it imposes my vision upon me as a continuation of its own sovereign existence?
How does it happen that my look, enveloping them, does not hide them, and, finally,
that veiling them, it unveils them? (1968, 130-131)
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It is precisely Merleau-Ponty’s depiction of a “talisman of color” that “imposes my vision upon
me as a continuation of its own sovereign existence” that sounds like a description of our
encounter with Aten Reign’s luminous presence, suggesting a renewed interpretation of MerleauPonty’s ideas in connection with Turrell’s contemporary artwork.
Moreover, Merleau-Ponty’s characterization of “an intimacy as close as between the sea
and the strand” is also a suitable description of the locale where Aten Reign greeted an audience,
that very area of the Guggenheim Museum that afforded the harmonious meeting between
human beings and intentional aestheticized light. Trotman states: “Turrell draws attention away
from the boundaries of the built environment and toward the space… For it is in that arena that a
guest to one of his installations might begin to experience light not just optically but with the
entire body” (32). Accordingly, the body in proximity to Turrell’s Aten Reign is the medium that
allows for the process of “veiling and unveiling” as described by Merleau-Ponty. Turrell’s Aten
Reign was (and is) simultaneously a manifestation of the ‘visible’ and the ‘invisible’ aspects of
emptiness.
Concluding Comments
Thinking back to my description at the outset of this chapter, Turrell’s magnificent Aten
Reign was comprised of empty light, yet he transformed the empty and intangible ‘essence’ of
that light into a ‘thingly’ experience that allowed viewers to engage the light of Aten Reign not
only visually but also physically, as though we could grasp the illuminated emptiness before us.
Turrell’s Aten Reign thus represents the Merleau-Pontian notion of the ‘invisible’ within the
‘visible’ and confirms the possibility of constructing and painting with light. It is precisely the
dynamic interplay between the emptiness of experience and the lived body and the emptiness of
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Aten Reign that reveals this arrangement. As stated by the painter, poet, and Tibetan Buddhist
Anagarika Govinda:
If sunyata hints at the nonsubstantiality of the world and the interrelationship
of all beings and things, then there can be no better word to describe its meaning
than transparency. This word avoids the pitfalls of a pure negation and replaces
the concepts of substance, resistance, impenetrability, limitation, and materiality
with something that can be experienced and is closely related to the concepts of
space and light. (Mu Soeng 2010, 46)
I suggest the “nonsubstantiality” of Aten Reign is precisely its magnetism. My goal in this
chapter has been to describe Aten Reign in both past and present terms—as a temporary
installation created by Turrell years ago it no longer exists in the present. As a conceptual work
of art, however, I believe Aten Reign remains ‘unfinished’ in the spirit of Merleau-Ponty’s claim
that art is never final and that it continues to have life beyond itself. As such, Turrell’s Aten
Reign endures as a powerful art-void that continues to provide a singular experience of
emptiness.
Turrell’s Aten Reign also remains an extraordinary artistic example of emptiness as “nothing-ness” that alters and deepens not only our understanding of emptiness as an aesthetic
manifestation, but also as a means for exploring the phenomenological ideas put forth by
Merleau-Ponty. I believe these comments by Merleau-Ponty from The Visible and the Invisible
offer a fitting closing statement with respect to the intent of this chapter:
… Being and Nothingness are indiscernible. It is the absolute inexistence of Nothingness
that makes it need Being and makes it hence be not visible except in the guise of “lakes
of non-being,” relative and localized non-beings, reliefs or lacunae in the world. It is
precisely because Being and Nothingness, the yes and the no, cannot be blended together
like two ingredients that, when we see being, nothingness is immediately there, and not in
the margin like the zone of non-vision around our field of vision, but over the whole
expanse of what we see, as what installs it and disposes it before us as a spectacle.
(1968, 66)
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It is precisely the empty “spectacle” of Turrell’s Aten Reign as a brilliant “lake of non-being”
that discloses the ultimate within the relative—the ‘invisible’ within the ‘visible’—and the
emptiness of both the subjective and objective. Turrell’s superb artistic expression of these ideas
elegantly articulates these themes, and I would say that James Turrell is a veritable artistphenomenologist whose treatment of light is not only artistic and philosophical but also spiritual.
As Merleau-Ponty states: “There is still a difference between philosophy and art: the philosopher
looks to express the world, the artist seeks to create it” (Johnson 2016, 31). Taken together, it is
the compelling crossroads of phenomenological philosophy and art that imbues Turrell’s Aten
Reign with a multiplicity ripe for continued inquiry. Engaging Merleau-Ponty’s ideas in
connection with Turrell’s work invites an imaginative understanding of the multidimensionality
of human perception and bodily experience in relation to the world—and both as intrinsically
empty in relation to the ultimate emptiness of all things.
With Aten Reign, Turrell manifested a work of art that invites us to reconsider the
‘invisible’ as ‘visible,’ our bodily participation with art, and the possibility for contemplative
practice to be realized in relation to the illuminated emptiness of the artistic experience. Where
Turrell’s colorful art-void has provoked questions concerning the body, perception, and the
embodiment of voidness in a site-specific environment, I now direct our exploration of emptiness
in art toward an unusual scenario: a photograph that captures an artistic performance; that artistic
performance captures the momentary existence of an object; that object existed only to fade from
existence into emptiness as a creative expression of the dreamlike nature of all reality. Let us
know turn to the work of Cai Guo-Qiang.
**
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Figure 5.
CHAPTER FIVE
Explosion into Voidness | Impermanence | Cai Guo-Qiang
**
The way is empty, yet use will not drain it.
Deep, it is like the ancestor of the myriad creatures.
Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching
(Book One, IV)
The Tao has emptiness as its origin, yet it functions in animating the ten thousand existents only
by means of emptiness, from which the primordial breath and the other vital breaths issue.
Emptiness is not only the supreme state that one should reach toward; conceived
as a substance itself, it is found within all things, at the very heart of
their substance and of their process of change.
-François Cheng
Empty and Full: The Language of Chinese Painting
**
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Encountering Emptiness in The Century with Mushroom Clouds
Having explored artistic interpretations of emptiness in Reinhardt’s painterly black void,
in Martin’s painterly white void, and in the phenomenological encounter with Turrell’s
objectless light, we now consider the visible reification of emptiness or “no-thing-ness” as
captured in a photograph that documents a performance piece: The Century with Mushroom
Clouds: Project for the 20th Century (1996) by contemporary Chinese artist Cai Guo-Qiang (b.
1957), hereafter The Century. In this chapter the focus shifts from impressions of emptiness as
manifest in art objects (physical paintings by Reinhardt and Martin) and the phenomenal
experience of emptiness (a site-specific installation by Turrell) to a performative gesture that
illustrates the fleeting nature of reification and the impermanence and dreamlike emptiness of all
phenomena. Cai’s The Century portrays a figure in relation to a cloud of gunpowder smoke—an
impermanent object—moments before its impending disappearance. My analysis of this final
artwork further demonstrates how different forms of creative media and representations of
emptiness provide dynamic opportunities for engaging with these singular art-voids as forms of
contemplative practice.
To start, the title of this performance piece and the resulting photo raise the question of
the intention behind this work: Does Cai’s The Century invoke a ruminative and mournful look
back on the tragedy of atomic warfare, destruction, and loss? Or might this work acknowledge
both the immeasurable and incomprehensible suffering caused by mass atrocities along with the
recognition that in the broad vistas of nature and history, the truth is that nothing lasts,
everything is impermanent, and thus ultimately empty? Can this awareness of our troubled
human history—and our acceptance of impermanence (anicca or anitya) as a prevailing aspect of
existence—thus lead to liberation from worldly bondage? It would seem the artist is addressing
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these complex ideas through his practice and choice of artistic material. As Cai comments: “The
twentieth century has been the American century: whether you love it or hate it, it has had a
formidable influence on everything from art to politics” (Friis-Hansen et al., 70). He goes on to
say: “The mushroom cloud constitutes a beautiful, monumental image. It is the visual creation
that symbolizes the twentieth century, overwhelming all other artistic creations of its time. It will
continue to have a powerful effect in the centuries to come” (Friis-Hansen et al., 70-71). Given
these statements by the artist, I suggest that Cai’s The Century simultaneously reflects our human
tendency toward man-made brutalities while invoking the mushroom cloud as a visual symbol
that carries significant cultural meaning—this form doubles as a powerful embodiment of
impermanence and emptiness.
In this section, I offer a detailed look at Cai’s The Century with the aim of unpacking the
distinct elements of this work. This particular photo is one in a series of photographs that record
private performance acts by the artist, and collectively this series is known as The Century with
Mushroom Clouds. Each of these performance artworks was realized through a careful
coordination of artistic elements, timing, technology, location, performative action, and
documentation. As suggested by Thomas Krens, the former director of the Guggenheim Museum
in New York (who was also instrumental in mounting the large-scale Cai-Guo Qiang: I Want to
Believe exhibition there in 2009),52 Cai’s elaborately organized artworks inspire one to consider:
“is it mathematic or is it magic or some combination of both?” (11). Hence my description of
Cai’s The Century will elaborate on the ways in which this work of art presents us with the
underpinnings of a ‘magical’ journey, the same journey that each of us will experience in our
lifetime: that of sudden appearance, transformation, parting, and finally, our return to the
emptiness and “no-thing-ness” of existence.
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In this photograph we behold a lone man—the artist himself—standing on a dry ledge
that overlooks an expansive landscape. The rocky ground consists of various shades of oatmealcolored tan, taupe, brown, and gray. The muted colors of the earth stretch out into the distance
and fade into a hazy horizon to the left and rise into a jagged mountain range to the right. The
contrast between the human being and the stretch of arid landscape in which he is embedded
highlights the fragility of the solitary mortal. Here we might also draw a parallel with ancient
Chinese artist-intellectuals who, according to translator and poet David Hinton, “saw in the wild
forms of mountain landscape the workings of the Cosmos not as abstraction, but at the intimate
level of immediate experience” (2016, 6-7). Accordingly, the distant mountains in Cai’s The
Century make manifest these dramatic cosmological dimensions while firmly rooting us in the
presence and immediate experience of the figure and the spectacle of the gunpowder cloud. The
arid firmament and mountainous range are contrasted by a robust blue sky that appears faintly
pearl at the horizon and sublimely azure toward the top of the image. A puffy cloud of white
smoke punctures an otherwise silent desert terrain and disrupts the cloudless amplitude of the
wild blue yonder. Given the scene of this photo, we can intuit that an abrupt blast must have
pierced the stillness of the landscape moments before this photo was taken, resulting in the
billowing form that hovers just above the figure.
With his back to the viewer, the artist stares forward while holding his right arm out in an
act of offering.53 Cai’s isolated presence set against the dramatic landscape suggests a vision of
existential remoteness, yet also invokes a sense curiosity. What is happening in this strange and
timeless moment? Cai’s solitary stance amid the natural amplitude highlights all that exists in
blunt opposition to the effortless presence of the passing smoke cloud, the open realm of flawless
sky, and the mighty mountain range. Floating directly above Cai’s head is a writhing, milky
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shape that twists toward the heavens—the titular mushroom cloud. The fish-like formation
appears to spiral on its fugitive skyward trajectory, fluctuating erratically during its momentary
existence, its nebulous silhouette about to vanish. In a matter of moments this serpentine shape
will diffuse and the surrounding atmosphere will consume it whole. As observers to this scene,
we contemplate this event from a vantage point not far from the artist, and we can imagine that
in only a few fast-forward frames the fledgling cloud will evaporate amid the ethers, never to be
witnessed again. Here we can understand how Cai’s artistic act ‘breaks the spell’ of seeing art as
solely within the material realm, since this performance effectively dislocates art as a objective
‘thing’ and re-contextualizes it as action and reaction.
Thus Cai’s The Century doubles as a potent allegory for our transient human
adventures—we coalesce and burst forth from eternal emptiness to experience our singular
existence before returning to the womb of voidness. Here we see how creation and dissolution
paradoxically manifest in one formation (the cloud) and how this photo depicts the crux of the
discussion concerning not only emptiness in art, but also the impermanence and passing of all
things—and in some sense the emptiness of our lives. The figure stands firmly on solid ground,
yet the gunpowder cloud epitomizes the unstable ‘formlessness’ of being and thus symbolizes
the pending abyss, provoking our confrontation with the notion that everything is lacking an
enduring essence. Here we might recall my earlier discussion of Reinhardt’s black void and
Heidegger’s concepts of ‘earth’ and ‘world,’ notably the constant tension between the materiality
of the work of art and the coherent meaning that arises from the work of art. In this case, I
suggest Cai’s The Century—and gunpowder cloud specifically—represents the fleeting aspects
of our ‘world’ and thus the very meanings that are so important to us that are, ultimately,
destined to be absorbed back into the ‘earth.’
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How does Cai’s artistic performance and photo inform our understanding of
formlessness, of emptiness as a way to understand the passing quality of all meaning and of all
objects? The apparent paradox of this artwork—similar to Turrell’s Aten Reign—is that there is
no concrete art object per say. Rather, we must recognize how this performance and photo
actually rattles our ordinary understanding of art and how this rattling, in fact, invites us to
contemplate the moment of ‘artistic existence.’ Like other examples of artistic happenings, the
documentation of the event remains as a faithful record, however, I suggest these recordings do
not necessarily claim to be the ‘actual’ work of art itself. As such, the brief existence of the
gunpowder cloud in Cai’s The Century is a retrospective glance at something, but is it the
original artwork? What is the intended work of art in this case?
Thus Cai’s artistic explosions can be viewed as provisional compositions or a kind of
ephemeral painting meant to provoke a deeper awareness. They are, in this way, a kind of artistic
non-being, and they function as singular moments of his practice that are not intended to sustain
their form, yet they are preserved all the same through photographic testimony. While not the
first artist to employ a perishable substance to create art, Cai’s use of gunpowder is an audacious
example of how some artists address temporality through transient materials and unconventional
practices. Ironically, Cai’s The Century is a static vision that also invokes a contradiction of
sorts—it freezes the motion of the moment. Speaking of the fixed nature of the artistic medium
of photography, for example, scholar Julian Young argues that photography is an opaque
practice that “forces the world into the sphere of … objectification” that is purely
representational (2001, 149). I agree with Young, however, I am also suggesting that the
representational aspect of Cai’s photo provides an open-ended encounter with a past event. If we
consider, for example, Cai’s cloud as a painterly action writ large—comprised of the atypical
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material of gunpowder smoke54—then The Century is a compelling instance of an artwork that
emphasizes the prevailing nature of impermanence as emptiness: the art object is a momentary,
empty manifestation that embodies the great insight from the Heart Sūtra: form is emptiness,
emptiness is form.
In the sections to follow, my consideration of Cai’s The Century will draw on select
elements of Chinese aesthetics and on Chinese Daoist philosophy (道教, dàojiā) and a so-called
“ontology of nothingness” (無, mu) as understood in the Daoist tradition. Although the literature
on Daoism and Chinese aesthetic culture is vast and complex, this chapter focuses on select
fragments of Daoist insight that pertain specifically to my interpretation of Cai’s The Century as
a particular artistic instance for gaining insight. As an example of how ancient aesthetic concepts
can reverberate in contemporary Chinese art, I suggest this work echoes with Daoist undertones
concerning worldly transformation in connection with primordial emptiness. Herein I argue that
Cai’s art builds upon a lineage of Chinese art practices and Daoist ideas concerning the living
void as “eternally present” (Mitchell 1988, 25). Thus Cai’s The Century allows for a transhistorical consideration of these abiding themes and inspires my exploration of temporality,
ontological realities, artistic reverberations, and the measureless impossibility of existence (i.e.
voidness) as encapsulated by his mushroom cloud formation.
All of these ideas as understood through the diverse realms of Chinese culture and
aesthetics provide a rich background for my consideration of emptiness as encountered in this
final artwork under analysis. In fact, Cai refers to his own artworks as “fluid installations” or
“movable installations”—he sees them as artistic creations based on temporality and space (FriisHansen et al., 9). For the artist, the final physical presence of his art is the least important part. In
this chapter I will attempt to highlight the parallels between Daoist concepts of emptiness (as the
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infinite) as understood through the finite (timeless emptiness as seen through temporal
manifestation) and Cai’s consideration of impermanence as the “eternal transformation of
matter” (Friis-Hansen et al., 14). Before turning to these concepts in greater detail, let us explore
the life and art of Cai Guo-Qiang.
Cai Guo-Qiang: Contemporary Artist-Mystic
This section explores Cai Guo-Qiang’s life and his artistic practice with a focus on the
ways in which classical Chinese ideas about impermanence underline and inform his work.
Widely considered one of China’s most prominent, trans-national overseas artists, Cai’s largescale “social projects” engage a diverse, inter-disciplinary praxis that draws on a wide variety of
symbols, narratives, mysticisms, and traditions (Munroe 22-23). Cai’s versatile art practice
employs a range of imaginative references, methods, and materials, including Chinese geomancy
(fengshui), Buddhist metaphysics, cosmology, traditional Chinese ‘mountain-water’ (shanshui)
paintings, natural sciences, flora, fauna, gunpowder, and fireworks. His work tends to express
grand ideas related to humanity, the cosmos, and our relationship with the supernatural.
Although deeply rooted in his native Chinese heritage, Cai’s art also addresses complex
contemporary issues such as extraterrestrial life, nuclear attacks, and terrorism. Few, if any,
contemporary artists have cultivated an esteemed international reputation—within China or
around the world—for working so gracefully with the volatile substance of gunpowder.55 Cai’s
art—and The Century photo specifically—inspires us to consider the symbolic characteristics of
fiery explosions as metaphors for the formations and transformations of this life.
Cai was born in 1957 in the southern city of Quanzhou, Fujian Province. Founded in the
late Eastern Han dynasty, this city resides at the easternmost edge of China and is the closest
Chinese city to Taiwan. Quanzhou was the port from which Marco Polo sailed home on his last
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Chinese voyage. By virtue of its location, the city has experienced a considerably greater range
of exposure from the ‘outside’ world than other landlocked areas of China (Friis-Hansen et al.,
40). Speaking of his home, Cai states: “More than [the whole country of] China, my hometown
has informed my work. I’m interested in mining the microcosm of my culture for symbols that
can be universally understood” (Friis-Hansen et al., 40). In addition to this, Quanzhou is also
known as an important site for firework manufacturing.
During his years as an undergraduate student of stage design at the Shanghai Drama
Institute (also known as the Shanghai Theater Academy) from 1981 to 1985, Cai became aware
of the distinct conceptual concerns that influence the process of art creation in relation to a
‘complete project’—concepts such as the use of space, time, light, and audience reception as
important factors that guide creativity. Cai comments that his study of theatrical design altered
his artistic thinking and his ability to conceive of an artwork from beginning to end. He states:
“Theater is based on time: how your work is revealed in time, how it develops and proceeds,
how the audience is engaged. These ideas laid the foundation of my art practice” (Friis-Hansen et
al., 11). It was also during these years that China experienced an influx of Western concepts and
cultural references that ushered in a new era of avant-garde art (xiān fēng yì shù) and
experimental art (shí yàn yì shù). The work of significant Western artists such as Duchamp,
Beuys, Cage, and Warhol infiltrated the domestic Chinese art scene and inspired a fertile period
of artistic blossoming. Artists around China were introduced to new methods, ontologies, and
ideas relating to deconstruction and transgression in art.
During the 1980s, Cai also sought to understand cultural differences within his country.
He visited remote areas of Western China and Tibet, including sites along the ancient Silk Road.
As Cai describes it, “The power of nature and the cruelty of the Chinese northwestern land
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deepened my understanding of the vast power of the cosmos” (Friis-Hansen et al., 43). While he
searched for meaning in the far-flung corners of China, he was also drawn to foreign countries
for growth and Cai has lived abroad since his departure from China in 1986. Cai moved to Japan
and remained there until 1995 and then departed for NYC, where he is still a permanent resident.
While living in Japan, Cai became active in the art-world there and he soon began to make a
name for himself in Japan and elsewhere. Curator, author, and Asian art scholar Alexandra
Munroe comments: “In Japan, Cai’s explosion events, gunpowder drawings, and installations
came to emblemize the successful recuperation of Asian culture within the contemporary
language of international art” (24). Indeed, Cai’s art traversed these creative crossroads.
During his years in Japan, the conditions were ripe for Cai to explore (and literally
explode) a rare confluence of cultural factors: his Chinese roots, his investigation of art practices
in a foreign country, and his admiration of Asian cultures. Krens writes that during this time Cai
actively “expanded his range to focus on interactive installations that frequently recuperate signs
and symbols of Chinese culture and brilliantly expose the dialectics of local history and
globalization” (12). Krens goes on to say that:
It was in Japan that Cai first attracted attention for a body of work that was increasingly
and simultaneously bold, irreverent, conceptual, time specific, ephemeral, memorable
and site specific—in short, performance art with a literal explosive impact. Behind his
developing dramatic power as an artist was a unique aesthetic iconography that drew
freely from ancient mythology, military history, Taoist cosmology, extraterrestrial
observations, Maoist revolutionary tactics, Buddhist philosophy, pyrotechnic technology,
Chinese medicine, and methods of terrorist violence, among other areas. (11)
It was also during his years as a resident of Japan that Cai successfully enmeshed himself among
art world cognoscenti and realized several important early works, all while establishing his
eclectic artistic style.
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Through all this Cai became aware of a certain notion of ‘otherness’ and the fraught
nature of the East-West dynamic by way of his exposure to the Japanese and their struggle with
Western culture (Abbott et al.). Motivated by his desire to move beyond these issues and the
hackneyed discussion surrounding the Eastern versus the Western mindset, Cai began his Project
for Extraterrestrials series, a body of work that aimed to communicate with beings beyond
planet earth. These works represented his desire to connect with outer space and the universe.
Curator and art critic Fei Dawei writes:
In Cai’s opinion, engaging in a dialogue with celestial bodies is more urgent that
communicating with the West because it allows one to escape constrictive logic
and to find the veritable space of the human being through the ties thus interwoven
between the cosmos and the self. (9)
In the regard, it could be said that Cai’s intention as an artist concerns expanding the dialogue
about art to welcome the arcane, ineffable, or ‘invisible’ factors of existence that influence our
human reality.
Cai’s artworks also demonstrate the ways in which these cosmic factors can be embodied
within the practice of art itself. With his Project for Extraterrestrials series, for example, Cai
goes beyond the cultural frame of the so-called ‘art-world’ in an effort to traverse the depth of
the metaphysical through the material. Munroe writes:
For the artist, imagining the existence of alien intelligence compels a contemplation
of alternative, coexisting, or multiple realities that is akin to the function of art. The
perception of art is an experience of believing in something that does not actually
exist, or rather, exists as another reality. (20)
It would seem this “other reality” is of great interest to the artist, and Cai’s work tends to
manifest somewhere between the now and the beyond, between the physical and the
ephemeral—his art consistently invites mysterious encounters through intensely physical
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scenarios. With Cai’s The Century, for example, we are captivated by the enigmatic movement
of the fugacious gunpowder cloud that is, simultaneously, a motionless moment.
During the 1990s, Cai became internationally recognized for “big, bold strokes, not in
ink, but using a different medium of expression that originated in China: gunpowder” (FriisHansen et al., 38). As such, Cai could be considered a painter whose medium is gunpowder, and
his ritualistic ‘performance paintings’ symbolize the abiding ideals of Chinese calligraphy—
time, rhythm, and energy in motion—but infused with a contemporary twist. His gunpowder
artworks detonate themselves and, in doing so, expose energy as a pure force that is, effectively,
a form of art in itself. As with many of his gunpowder performance pieces, a series of drawings
and photographs are what remain as a record after the actual explosion events are over. Many of
Cai’s explosive gunpowder drawings on paper are burned, charred, or seared in a way that
reveals the fragility of this basic material and its submission to the rawness of the fiery moment,
and many of those same gunpowder drawings possess a likeness with calligraphy and ancient
Chinese landscape paintings. Similar to its aged calligraphic cousin, the volatility of gunpowder
on paper produces a rarified and free-flowing chaos.
Cai’s artworks also reach back in time to employ and reconfigure centuries of Chinese art
practices and symbols while mutating those methods and references in a contemporary way. The
notion of the temporal remains essential to his creative philosophy—for students of Western
philosophy, this can conjure Heideggerian concepts of the horizon of being and time. Cai states:
I think the fact that I used dynamite in my work, both while I was still in China as well
as after I left, came out of my desire to break down this distance between human beings
and the cosmos, to break down the barriers between cultures and the borders between
countries. But the most important would be to break through the limits of time. (Fei 83)
I believe it is Cai’s engagement with the elemental quality of time and the “limits of time” as
fundamental aspects of his art—and his interest in transient aspects of art creation—that sets him
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apart from so many other artists of his generation. As Cai states: “I attempt to rediscover eternity
through the ephemeral. … The artist must find his place in the tunnel of time” (Fei 83). Engaging
with ephemerality and alteration as a core feature of his art, Cai’s large-scale explosion events
create compelling aesthetic manifestations that are bound to come undone. As Munroe writes:
“Inherent throughout Cai’s art are unstable structures of process and transition, doubt and
ambivalence. For him, matter and energy are equally materialized and dematerialized” (22). It is
precisely the dematerialization of his art that points in the direction of impermanence and thus
emptiness and “no-thing-ness.”
Considered an “esoteric alchemist” by some, over the years Cai has become most famous
for playing with fire on the international stage (Abbott et al.). As his reputation has grew, Cai
became increasingly ambitious about the orchestration and locations of his projects. His carefully
staged monumental explosions, performances, installations and his cross-cultural, multi-media
events have taken place at outdoor locations on six of the seven continents of this planet and he
is, seemingly “more inspired by circumstances and connotations offered outside conventional
art-world settings” (Friis-Hansen et al., 38).56 While the bombast and spectacle of Cai’s
explosion events could be mistaken as lavish public fireworks displays, the meticulous planning
and technological calculation needed to realize these utopian projects requires a precise science
that few artists would dare pursue. Although highly spontaneous, Cai’s explosive performances
are complex undertakings that employ numerous assistants to achieve the precise mechanization
behind these projects, including the electricity, mortars, microchips, and ballistic design of the
shells used to contain the gunpowder. Although some of Cai’s elaborate planning and
meticulously designed procedures fail or fall flat during the real-time event, Cai’s ambitious
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artistic vision—and the communitarian strategies needed to realize his art—is widely admired. In
the global art-world of today, his artistic pyrotechnic vocabulary is unmatched.
Although the artist enjoys a thriving international career and his art draws from a range of
cultural references, Cai’s art does indeed reflect his the depth of Chinese heritage. One notable
example is his appreciation of the ancient divination text, the I Ching, one the oldest of the
Chinese classics. The artist comments:
The I Ching, as suggested by its translated title The Book of Changes, is about theories
of change. The Chinese ideogram for I literally means change, and this pertains to
everything in the universe. I am no different. When I’m in a new situation my methods
and concerns change with that environment; the work Century with Mushroom Clouds
reflects this shift when I moved to America. (Friis-Hansen et al., 22)
Besides his appreciation for the mystical nature of the Dao De Ching and the I Ching as stimuli
for creating art, Cai’s relationship with China’s current social-political situation has also been a
considerable motivation. The artist has commented that a sense of pressure from the rigid
political climate, fixed social boundaries, and the confining aspect of traditional Chinese culture
have also influenced his choice of material. He states: “putting gunpowder onto the canvas,
exploding the canvas, or actually shooting the canvas with some kind of fireworks really gave
me a sense of release” (Abbott et al. 2004). Cai speaks of the immediacy and immediate threat of
working with gunpowder as if it were a kind of romantic relationship: “it’s kind of like a
courtship, a love. If you are too far away from the material you lose the connection that love and
courtship needs to be maintained … It’s about love-making” (Abbott et al. 2004). Indeed this
sense of intimacy comes through in Cai’s explosive art projects.
In the preceding section I have considered distinct elements of Cai’s The Century with
the intent of identifying specific aspects of this artwork—the gunpowder cloud, the environment,
the working of time as it passes—to explore the nature of emptiness in this work of art. In this
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section, I have considered Cai’s history and the development of his singular art practice. In the
sections to follow, I will consider the ways in which Cai’s gunpowder explosion performance art
pieces connect the impermanence of the artistic act and the ephemeral artistic object with
emptiness. Formative aspects of Chinese Daoist philosophy and Chinese aesthetics, to which I
now turn, are resources that ground these ideas about Cai’s art.
Emptiness-Nothingness as Formative Aspects of Daoist Philosophy & Chinese Aesthetics
“Two Realms” as “Two Truths”
Thus far I have explored distinctive interpretations of emptiness through singular works
of art and in select textual traditions, attempting to show how they can mutually illuminate each
other. I have also attempted to demonstrate how these aesthetic engagements with emptiness are
distinct from one another. First, we encountered what I suggested is a radically deconstructive
image of emptiness, resonating with Nāgārjuna’s account of emptiness as developed in
Reinhardt’s black void. Then we considered the luminous appearance of Martin’s white void and
my suggestion of its resonance with Buddhist traditions of ‘other’ emptiness and Buddha-nature.
In the previous chapter on Turrell, we explored the reification of an intangible, experiential, and
site-specific artwork as an encounter with the ‘invisible’ emptiness within the ‘visible.’ In this
chapter on Cai’s The Century, I will consider emptiness as a characteristic of all phenomena and
as a dreamlike or fiction-like quality of reality. This will be further addressed by exploring the
cloud and its meanings in the sections that follow.
The interpretation of emptiness that I will explore here is, perhaps, the one that lends
itself most easily to the imaginative and fantastical qualities of art: emptiness as representative of
the transient, floating illusion that is the paradoxical nature of our physical existence. According
to this account of emptiness, on the one hand we experience what feels like the material reality of
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the world; and on the other, that material reality is, in fact, ephemeral, passing, and dreamlike.
This dreamlike quality of existence is poetically expressed in the penultimate lines of the
Diamond Sūtra (Vajracchedikā Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra). The Diamond Sūtra is one of the most
influential Mahayana sutras in East Asia that is particularly important (along with the Heart
Sūtra or Prajñāpāramitāhṛdaya) to the Chinese Chan (Zen) Buddhist tradition. Those lines state:
So you should view all of the fleeting worlds:
A star at dawn, a bubble in the stream;
A flash of lightening in a summer cloud;
A flickering lamp, a phantom, and a dream.
(Mu Soeng 2000, 155)
This brief stanza beautifully articulates the interpretation of emptiness that I will attempt to
clarify in this chapter, namely the emptiness that describes the fleeting and fanciful aspect of our
life experience—the simultaneous ‘there’ but ‘not there’ quality of our entire human adventure.
All of the conditioned moments of our lifetime are the “fleeting worlds” as mentioned in the
Diamond Sūtra. Thus the “flickering lamp,” the “phantom,” and the “dream” of existence are, I
believe, fitting descriptive metaphors for emptiness.
Considering Cai’s Chinese origin, we should acknowledge and embrace the distinct ways
in which emptiness and “no-thing-ness” is understood within the legacy of Chinese art and
philosophy. In the earliest records of Chinese history we encounter ideas about emptiness,
change, and transmogrification as significant themes within Chinese poetry, philosophy,
literature, and art. Emptiness is as essential to Chinese thought as the complementary ideas of yin
and yang, and it emerges as a pivotal concept concerning the way in which the Chinese have
conceived of the cosmos, in addition to governing the mechanics of various disciplines of
meaning, including the arts (Cheng 1994, 35). Above all, the ancient Daoist concept of emptiness
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emphasizes the relationship between emptiness and the order of the world—the emptiness of all
embodiments is a core truth about the state of the universe. Thus:
Emptiness is perceived as belonging to two realms: the noumenal and the phenomenal. It
is at one and the same time the supreme state of the origin and the central element in the
workings of the world of things. This double nature of emptiness, in the Taoist point of
view, does not appear at all ambiguous. Its status as original in some way guarantees the
efficacy of its functional role; conversely, its functional role, which governs all things, is
an actual indication of the reality of primordial emptiness. (Cheng 1994, 43)
This notion of the “two realms” as stated above—that of noumenal and phenomenal—is one way
of articulating the fundamental Buddhist theory of the “two truths” as previously discussed, that
of conventional reality or saṃvṛtisatya (i.e. the truth of phenomena as they appear to us) and that
of ultimate reality or paramārthasatya (i.e. the truth that these phenomena are not as they appear,
rather they are empty of the so-called essences that we attribute to them). Thus the dreamlike or
fiction-like nature of emptiness in Chinese art can be understood in relation to the “two realms”
or “two truths.”
Daoist Emptiness as Creation
The artworks I am exploring in this project are, as I have suggested thus far, creative
engagements with emptiness that explore our phenomenal, conventional reality as a way to allow
the ultimate reality of emptiness to be manifest. According to this account, our lives play out in
this imaginary world that is simultaneously ‘real’ and ‘unreal,’ a veritable waking dreamlike
state that unfolds moment to moment. In contemporary parlance, many of us might best identify
with the term “make believe” as a possible description of our life circumstances. In other words,
the “flash of lightening in a summer cloud” as stated in the Heart Sūtra is a poetic expression of
what is both powerfully existent and yet totally circumstantial, and these ideas surface time and
again in the great traditions of ancient, modern, and contemporary forms of literature, poetry,
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painting, art, and the like. Throughout the centuries countless thinkers have considered these
fictional and dreamlike modes of reality as a viable method for attaining insight. One example is
the writer Francisca Cho, whose work explores East Asian Buddhist engagements with
emptiness and the notion of clouds and dreams as illustrations of Buddhist teachings in select
works of fiction. She states: “The multiple frames of illusion, of the dreams within the dream that
the fiction creates, offers an aesthetically virtuous medium of expression which in the course of
consumption becomes indistinguishable from the message itself” (Cho 100). It is precisely the
unconscious “consumption” of our everyday fictional reality that makes it difficult to
comprehend the resounding truth of the emptiness of everything. In any case, if there is no
escape from the dreamlike illusion of reality, then awakening is precisely the mode of awakening
within the dream—not from it—and this suggests that fiction and creative play provide a mode of
discourse and a mode of seeing is ideally suited to teach us this lesson.
I will now consider the significance of the dreamlike nature of emptiness and “no-thingness” in the context of Chinese Daoist philosophy and Chinese aesthetics, which will lead us to
Cai’s mushroom cloud as a symbolic embodiment of these ideas in the section to come.
Buddhism from India spread across the vast continent of Asia and made its way to China and
other parts of East Asia and Southeast Asia. In China, Buddhism was translated throught the
terms then available, which already had meanings and resonance in Daoism and Confucianism.
Consequently, the branch of Chinese Buddhism that developed was its own tradition, distinct
from Indian Buddhism and its emphasis on the transcendent. By contrast, Chinese Buddhist
views of emptiness where informed by focusing attention on the immanent and on the ‘worldlythinking’ views inherited from Daoism and Confucianism. Furthermore, Chinese Buddhism was
shaped by the local cultural and artistic sensibilities of the Chinese. According to Huntington:
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The literary tastes of the Chinese gentry appear to have been well suited to the
soteriological aims of Mahāyāna Buddhism. What these Chinese literati saw in
Nāgārjuna is a peculiar, arresting genre of fictive art that exhibits in its very structure
the ungraspable nature of reality. Inspired by this discovery, and building on the ancient
Taoist predilection for edifying stories, they created forms of narrative philosophy
particularly conductive to the expression of emptiness in the form of radical uncertainty.
(2017, 162-163)
Here we can understand how the “fictive” aspect of Buddhist lore was able to take root in the
already cosmologically and mythically appreciative culture of China.
The incredible bounty and complexity of Chinese aesthetic culture will not be addressed
at length here, however, we know that for more than five millennia the Chinese have created and
blended their elaborate art forms into the very structures of daily life. Since Neolithic times the
Chinese made art in diverse mediums such as jade, bronze, porcelain, terracotta, painting, and
calligraphy. China’s magnificent aesthetic culture has contributed to our collective understanding
of art in a global context, and their reverence for art also reflects the ways in which artworks can
act as conduits for expanding consciousness and for promoting higher learning. In ancient
Chinese culture, for example, artistic objects were often imbued with traces of mysticism,
philosophy, and spiritual significance, and these concepts are still entirely relevant to Chinese art
today.
The interconnected traditions of art and philosophy in China consider emptiness as a vital
aspect of creation. According to the contemporary philosopher Fan Minghua, “art and aesthetic
appreciation are manifestations of the Dao; they are affirmations of the Dao” (561). Thus in
Chinese aesthetic culture the implications of xu (虚 emptiness) or xuwu (虚无 nothingness)
within the context of aesthetic appreciation and artistic creation suggest two related modes of
appearance: first, the idea of blank space; and second, the intangible objects that visual
perception either cannot grasp or has difficulty grasping (Fan 566). These objects are intangible
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in that they lack a concrete or fixed form, such as light and sound. Accordingly, the interchangeable notions of emptiness and “no-thing-ness” carry tremendous significance, depending
on one’s idea of physics, one’s cultural semantics, and one’s distinct translation of these
concepts. Furthermore:
Whether it be in painting, music or calligraphy, a single notion opposes the whole of
creation: Emptiness … a dynamic, “active” Emptiness, traversed by the breaths that
link the visible world to the invisible, the Emptiness that is the very foundation of
Taoist ontology, the Non-Being, the Nothing, that which is before Heaven-Earth.
(Geoffroy-Schneiter 137)
This particular description of emptiness suggests a limitless, living energy and an expression of
the universe as the “whole of creation” that connects the ‘visible’ with the ‘invisible’ (and here
we recall Turrell’s Aten Reign). In the Chinese Daoist ontological tradition, emptiness is the
fullness that contains all things and emptiness reconnects the human subject to the primordial
space-time of the cosmos; and, as such, it is also associated with aesthetic appreciation. It is the
dreamlike nature of many aesthetical formulations that resonates with this Daoist interpretation.
According to Daoist theory, we must recognize emptiness as a necessary foundation for a
clear understanding of the hallucinatory nature of our dreamlike existence, since “the Dao itself
is nothingness” (Fan 561). As we have come to understand, in the Chinese tradition the concept
of emptiness or “no-thing-ness” plays a crucial role in describing the fundamental nature of all
things, thus the concepts that flow from the Chinese Daoist philosophical tradition are also
closely associated with Chinese aesthetic thought. As with other areas of ancient Chinese culture,
the semiotics of classical Chinese art is closely associated with cosmology and the ‘primordial
breath’ of the universe. In numerous works of Chinese painting and calligraphy, for example,
emptiness is considered to be the totality of relationships and is the active power at the core of
everything. In ancient Chinese art, for example, emptiness was understood as a vital aspect of
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creation and of nature. As stated by the Chinese-French poet and painter François Cheng (also a
leading authority on Chinese poetry and art):
Through emptiness, man’s heart can become the model or mirror for itself and the world,
because in possessing emptiness and being identified with original emptiness, man finds
himself at the source of images and forms. He grasps the rhythm of space and time, and
he masters the laws of transformation. (53)
It is precisely the “transformation” of our consciousness that allows the human heart to become
the “model or mirror” for experiencing the intimacy of emptiness within everyday reality. With
this mention of “original emptiness” as the source of creation in the Chinese context, I shall turn
to the Chinese concept of qi. The term qi has many meanings, including ontological,
epistemological, ethical, and aesthetic dimensions. According to the scholar Gao Shan, our
interrelated features also characterize the term qi: emptiness, creativity, vitality, and stillness
(224). In Daoist thought, everything is created out of emptiness, and qi exists in the form of
emptiness.
Gao states the Chinese concept of xujing or “emptiness and stillness” is appreciated as
objective, aesthetic features of qi, thus xujing “is considered to be the ideal state of mind in
Daoism” (227). When the mind is empty and still, it can achieve its own self-realization free
from worldly pursuits. The emptiness of the mind refers to the emptying of the false self. Within
Daoism, when the mind is empty of worldly desire, then the mind will be full of qi. Accordingly,
as stated by Gao, “as the objective features of qi, xujing are considered to be features that have
aesthetic value” (224). In other words, all of this is to say that emptiness is a paramount object of
philosophical, literary, spiritual, and artistic appreciation in the Chinese context. These ideas
merely hint at the depth of the importance of emptiness in the various Chinese traditions, and
Daoist ideas of emptiness and Chinese aesthetic representations of emptiness are deeply
embedded within and expressed by various art forms from China.
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My consideration of Chinese Daoist ideas is, of course, an obvious choice when
discussing Cai’s art. I do recognize, however, the ways in which an artist can explore his or her
cultural heritage while also transcending that heritage. In the case of Cai’s art, he is able to
transform classical elements of Chinese culture into works of art that express universal themes.
Munroe suggests, however, that Cai’s artistic importance within the discourse on Asian
modernity often falls prey to a predictable inventory of Chinese tropes that aim to construct
culturally sound interpretations of his work. She states: “Taoism is frequently cited, for example,
as Cai’s primary philosophic source for such thematic content as qi (cosmic energy) and yin and
yang (interdependent opposites)” (25). Munroe goes on to say that for Cai,
Taoism provided the most productive source for [his] critical engagement with “Asia
as method,” … Taoist concepts, combined with postmodern deconstructive philosophies
current in the 1990s, informed the archaic look and essentially ephemeral, chancedetermined and process-oriented installation[s] that Cai … staged to critical acclaim at
venues around the world. Tao, often translated as “the Way,” is conceived as the void
out of which all reality emerges, the structure of being that underlies the universe. (32)
Here Munroe restates what I have been attempting to clarify thus far: emptiness endures as a
vital element of Chinese art. In contrast with Munroe’s comment, however, I aim to explore
emptiness in art that is less about “Asia as method” and more focused on the idea of emptiness as
it emerges in particular traditions and as it is made manifest in contemporary works of art. I do
also recognize that this exploration does invite critical ideas from many areas of contemporary
culture, and it remains my goal to honor familiar aspects Chinese art while avoiding the
“Orientalist” approach to these concepts.57
While this section has been a cursory introduction to emptiness in relation to Daoist
philosophy and Chinese aesthetics, it has been my intent to show how these ideas will inform my
analysis of Cai’s The Century gunpowder cloud in the section to follow. The combination of
themes one can consider in connection with Cai’s art—including Daoist cosmology, Chinese
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aesthetic semiology, and Chinese Buddhist metaphysics—offers a dynamic foundation from
which to formulate an inter-disciplinary interpretation of his work. To recap my discussion thus
far: Daoist cosmology provides a paradoxical understanding of emptiness as fullness; Chinese
aesthetic thought understands emptiness as a living entity that animates images and forms; and
Chinese Buddhist metaphysics brings the narrative full circle by implicating emptiness as the
fundamental relationship to be experienced between humankind and the universe. I now turn to
the presence of the fleeting cloud in Cai’s The Century as representative of the ephemeral
dreamlike fleeting world and as an icon of emptiness through destruction.
Cloud as Metaphor | Impermanence and Emptiness
Throughout this project I have used the terms emptiness and “no-thing-ness” as
interchangeable and synonymous, depending on the context. As mentioned earlier, the concept of
nothingness plays a pivotal role in Daoist philosophy and Chinese aesthetics alike. According to
Daoist thought and much of Chinese aesthetics, the term nothingness in particular is
quintessential to physical activity, an indispensable compositional property of an artwork, and a
necessary condition for the manifestation of artistic form. In the previous section we learned
from Fan Minghua that art and aesthetic appreciation are manifestations of the Dao, yet the Dao
is not a concrete existing object itself. Fan writes: “Due to the influence of philosophy and
particularly Daoist philosophy on Chinese aesthetics, the Dao is regarded as the ultimate source
of both art and aesthetic value” (561). Moreover, he writes, “nothingness taken as the emptying
of the psyche is the same precondition and passageway for entering the realm of aesthetic
appreciation and art” (563).
Here we encounter a significant point worth repeating: the Dao as nothingness as the
ultimate source of art—and everything else. Chinese philosophical and aesthetic engagements
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with both emptiness and nothingness present a vast realm of study beyond the scope of this
project. Nevertheless, I suggest Cai’s The Century is a contemporary embodiment of these
significant themes that have long been at the heart of Chinese aesthetic traditions. As stated by
Cheng: “In the Chinese perspective, emptiness is not, as one might suppose, something vague or
nonexistent. It is dynamic and active” (1994, 36). Indeed, with Cai’s art we are looking at a
dynamic image that is definitely “active,” even in its portrayal of a gunpowder cloud that is
destined to be “nonexistent” anon. Cheng goes on to say that: “emptiness makes possible the
process of interiorization and transformation through which each thing actualizes sameness and
otherness and, in so doing, attains totality. In this way, Chinese painting is a philosophy in
action” (1994, 38). How does this provocative idea about “philosophy in action” inform our
experience and our understanding of Cai’s The Century?
In this section, I suggest Cai’s The Century is a form of “active philosophy” precisely in
that it illustrates emptiness as inherent in the cloud formation seen in this work. As such, Cai’s
gunpowder cloud represents a kind of living metaphor for impermanence and emptiness that
elegantly doubles as both a performative and painterly gesture and also a cultural icon.
Furthermore, I believe Cai’s The Century can be viewed as a kind of contemporary extension of
Chinese painting by way of photography. Consequently, Cai’s capacity to ‘paint’ with
gunpowder smoke can be seen and understood as the reification of the emptiness embodied in
the moment, a moment that also carries with it a sense of history and place. Cai’s The Century is
not only a modern artistic expression of ancient insights from Chinese Daoism and Chinese
aesthetics as previously mentioned; this work also constitutes a critical commentary on the
suffering of mass death, atrocity, and cultural pain that can be seen as characteristic of the
twentieth century.
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First, let us revisit the meaning of the term “cloud.” Scientifically speaking, clouds are a
form of aerosol, a suspension of fine solid particles or liquid droplets in the air (or other gas).
Clouds are a visible mass of miniscule globules, frozen crystals, or other particles temporarily
dangling in the atmosphere. Clouds and cloudscapes that we observe in the sky from the vantage
point of our planet are composed of cooled and condensed water vapors—they are transient
manifestations. In the case of Cai’s The Century, we are seeing a white cloud that consists of
exploded gunpowder particles. Here I would like to recall the notion of “cloud as metaphor” that
I introduced in conjunction with Agnes Martin’s The Islands I-XII and Princenthal’s specific
mention of a theoretical term known as “/cloud/.” We encountered this term through
Princenthal’s discussion of Rosalind Krauss’ critique of Martin’s work. As we learned from that
chapter, Krauss considered the /cloud/ concept to be “an entity that doesn’t fit into any given
system, but defines it nonetheless” (Princenthal 230). I find this explanation relevant to my
reading of Cai’s The Century insofar as the gunpowder cloud is the defining “entity” of this
artwork, yet it does not “fit into” the so-called system of traditional art precisely because it is not
an enduring art object—it is an ephemeral, empty gesture that exists in a dreamlike photographic
setting.
As with much of Cai’s art that employs gunpowder as the artistic tool for realizing the
work itself, this medium also serves as an allegory for the process of sudden birth leading to total
dissolution, an apt metaphor for our life journey. We, too—like Cai’s cloud—arise from and
return to emptiness. Speaking of the connection between the materiality of gunpowder and our
lived reality, Cai links this substance with the truth of the cosmos. He states: “at the moment of
explosion, all existences in the celestial bodies, earth and humans are entranced—time/space
stops, or time/space goes back to its origin. They unite with the ether of the universe” (Friis-
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Hansen et al., 49). Here Cai invokes the highly mystical aspects of creation and destruction—and
destruction unto emptiness—as core features of his art. Accordingly, Cai’s The Century can be
seen as a visual manifestation of the natural laws of the cosmos as reflected in the central
teaching of the Heart Sūtra and the same phrase that I have referenced often in this work: “form
does not differ from emptiness; emptiness does not differ from form” (Mu Soeng 2010, 7). Not
only does The Century gunpowder cloud wholly embody this magical aspect of reality as
encapsulated by the core message of the Heart Sūtra, I suggest Cai’s The Century also expresses
the poetic ethos of the penultimate lines of the Diamond Sūtra as previously stated, namely the
stanza that includes this statement with respect to the nature of the fleeting worlds being like “A
flash of lightening in a summer cloud” (Mu Soeng 2000, 155). This mention of “a summer
cloud” reflects the notion that clouds are universally understood as symbolic of that which
surfaces only to vanish. Accordingly, Cai’s The Century is an artistic vision of passing
phenomena, thus expressing the reality of emptiness and “no-thing-ness,” the same emptiness
and “no-thing-ness” that is articulated in these lines from both the Heart Sūtra and the Diamond
Sūtra.
Yet one would be right to ask: What about the materiality of the human and the solid
stretch of desert? Do those things not possess corporeality? Indeed, the tangible aspects of Cai’s
The Century—the stoic figure, the firm landscape—suggest a more reliable, concrete reality;
however, those paradigms are subject to the same laws of conditioned arising, causation, and
change. While it is the gunpowder shape seen in The Century that commands our attention, we
are keenly aware that Cai’s protean cloud is a momentary phenomenon. As such, the cloud
concept once again invokes a central aspect of Daoist thinking: “Seamless, unnamable, it returns
to the realm of nothing” (Mitchell 1988, 14). So, too, does Cai’s fleeting gunpowder cloud arise
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and recede into the eternal and non-abiding “no-thing.” Thus Cai’s The Century epitomizes the
idea of the Daoist fluid ether—the universe—as the “unnamable” source from which everything
is constituted. The cloud, the landscape, the sky, and the human being: all of these formations are
the so-called “fleeting worlds” and dreamlike transitory states of being as described by the Heart
Sūtra. Accordingly, the cloud’s brief existence as it appears in The Century represents the
ephemerality of all conditioned existence. As an aesthetic reflection of the “wordless words”
expressed by the Daoist psyche (Nelson 251), Cai’s short-lived cloud reminds us of these basic
arrangements—life unto death—and recalls the emptiness inherent in every aspect of our
temporal world.
In the preceding section I attempted to clarify certain Chinese conceptions of emptinessnothingness or “no-thing-ness” as vital aspects of Daoist philosophy and Chinese aesthetics.
These traditions often conjure notions of “form by way of formlessness” through ancient art
practices, notably painting and calligraphy. Considering the visible ‘shape’ of emptiness, within
many areas of Chinese aesthetics it is understood, as stated by François Cheng, that:
emptiness is a presence that is not inert, a presence that is pervaded by breaths that
connect the visible world to an invisible one. Even within the visible world (the painted
area), emptiness, represented by clouds, circulates between mountains and waters, which
constitute its two poles. The cloud, born from the condensation of water but also taking
on the forms of the mountain, is an intermediary form between the two apparently
antinomic poles, drawing the two, mountain–water, into a process of reciprocal
becoming. (37)
This statement by Cheng articulates the version of emptiness that I have aimed to articulate in
this chapter: the cloud as an evanescent embodiment is a reminder that impermanence is also
emptiness. In other words, to reference Cheng above, the cloud as a volatile, impermanent
“presence” serves as a visual “intermediary” that transposes emptiness into worldliness. Thus the
gunpowder cloud in Cai’s The Century photo can be seen as a part of this endless “reciprocal
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becoming” that momentarily plays out before our eyes while harboring the timeless truth of this
cyclical relationship.
Ironically, it is also the calculated explosion as the necessary action to create the cloud
within Cai’s The Century that echoes the Daoist notion of wu wei (“inaction” or “effortless
action,” 無為). This ancient Chinese concept is translated as “doing not-doing” and is
fundamental to the Daoist mindset. The notion of wu wei it is not about passivity, rather it is
about the purest form of action. The Daoist idea that “nothing is done” is only paradoxical on the
surface, since it actually expresses how the doer has wholeheartedly vanished into the deed itself:
“This ‘nothing’ is, in fact, everything” (Mitchell 1988, viii). As the Daode Jing states:
Is not the space between heaven and earth like a bellows?
It is empty without being exhausted.
The more it works the more comes out.
Much speech leads inevitably to silence.
Better to hold fast to the void.
(Lao Tzu, Book One, V, 9)
In this respect, Cai’s The Century and the writhing gunpowder cloud therein can be viewed as
representative of the momentary phenomenon of the inexhaustible possibilities of manifestation.
This work of art thus reflects the idea of “better to hold fast to the void” of the Dao through Cai’s
poetic artistic embodiment—the dreamlike vision of a man and his fleeting cloud, both destined
for emptiness and “no-thing-ness” in the cosmic sense. Cai has given us a poetic vision of
himself in the moment of his calm wu wei or “effortless action,” the same action that was needed
to create this artistic tableau.
Nevertheless, Cai’s The Century can be further explored for its social commentary, not
just for its metaphysical and mystical underpinnings. The documentary photographic images
associated with Cai’s The Century with Mushroom Clouds performance series also convey his
interest in social-political issues, notably the violence associated with nuclear mushroom clouds.
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When Cai relocated to the United States in 1995, he performed several explosion performances
at nuclear test-sites and far-flung “Land Art” locations, including the area near Robert
Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) in Utah, the same environs seen in The Century photo (for more
insight on that locale see the “Perceptual Art” endnote in the previous chapter on James Turrell
and the mention of Spiral Jetty). Cai says that his The Century with Mushroom Clouds series was
the first body of work that he did in the United States. Cai’s use of the mushroom cloud icon
carries a powerful social-political meaning and is meant to highlight America’s deplorable role
in world history and its involvement with the resulting technologies aimed at mass devastation
(Abbott et al.). Apart from these sobering undertones, Cai’s explosion performances are
thoughtful acts that remind us of our precarious and precious life circumstances.
It would seem the cloud is, in fact, the ‘main event’ of Cai’s The Century image. Cai
refers to his mushroom clouds as “symbolic phenomena of contemporary life” that also represent
the catastrophic violence made possible by new during the twentieth century (Krens et al., 156).
The artist realized his Century with Mushroom Clouds performance projects at specific locations
around the United States, including Nevada, Utah, and New York City—sites that experienced
nuclear developments or terrorism. During these performances, Cai’s actions were documented
in photographs and short videos as previously described. The premeditated concept behind these
activities—and the resulting footage that exhibit those moments of artistic expression—
represents both the metaphysics of flux through art and the devastation of emptiness when
experienced through the brutality of man-made technologies. In his art, Cai’s smaller-scale
mushroom clouds make visible the process of what was reified as it dissolves into voidness, and
this pattern has played a role in his creative praxis since his earliest days of artistic
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experimentation. Thus Cai’s cloud formations simultaneously illuminate the binary themes of
formulation and liberation.
Considering Cai’s close relationship with Japan (he lived there for nearly a decade), his
reverence for Japanese culture,58 and the history of nuclear attack there, it is important to address
and honor the enormity of the atomic bombings and ruination that occurred in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in August 1945 as it relates to this work. These two cities experienced horrific nuclear
attacks that were the culminating events that occurred during the last months of World War II
(1939 – 1945). The bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki resulted in over two hundred thousand
deaths, countless injuries, destruction to local life, and an enduring trauma for the entire Japanese
population and the world at large. These atrocious events that took place in Japan mark a turning
point in human history. The lasting effects of those nuclear attacks on the social, moral, and
political character of not just the Japanese but our entire human civilization—not to mention the
continued debate concerning the ethical and legal justification for the bombings—will never be
fully understood nor healed. Thus the full title of the current work under analysis—The Century
with Mushroom Clouds: Project for the 20th Century—is both representative of the terrors of that
century and is Cai’s personal comment about that century near its end.
Even as Cai is addressing the mass destruction of nuclear bombs, he is also gesturing
towards something more universal. In Buddhist philosophy, impermanence is closely associated
with ideas about the ‘essence-less non-self’ (anatta or anātman). These ideas stand in contrast to
many Western conceptions of personal subjectivity, being, or self. In the many schools of
Buddhist thought it is proposed that a clear understanding of these two foundational concepts—
‘impermanence’ (anicca) and ‘non-essence’ (anatta)—can support a practitioner on the path to
liberation from the suffering caused by clinging to self, to views, to other beings, and to the
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material world. As such, Cai’s The Century cloud as a temporary dreamlike formation
(sankhara) that arises in the fictional world that we call reality offers a powerful artistic image of
an abiding truth: within the “fleeting worlds” of this life all things that arise will endure for a
time, then transform, and ultimately dematerialize.
Cai’s The Century—both the artwork itself and the title—addresses the proliferation of
nuclear warfare through explosives and bombing; and this work goes even deeper still by
invoking the tremendous suffering caused by nuclear attacks. Perhaps we can agree that the
iconic image of a massive mushroom cloud represents our human proclivity for ruination—the
mushroom cloud image as cultural icon evinces the horrors of atomic warfare, the dangers of
nuclear proliferation, and the negative consequences of harmful technology. Munroe suggests
that Cai’s The Century with Mushroom Clouds performance series “can also be seen as the
artist’s reimagining of history’s greatest weapon of mass destruction as art” (37). And, according
to Cai, it can also be seen as a “symbol of the progress and victory of science, the ‘mushroom
clouds,’ with all their visual impact, have a tremendous material and spiritual influence on
human society” (Krens et al., 156).
As I have attempted to clarify herein, the vision of the transient gunpowder cloud in Cai’s
The Century helps us to see impermanence as a basic fact of conditional existence. This work, as
with the works of Reinhardt, Martin, and Turrell that I have explored in the previous chapters,
can help us to understand our place both within the cosmos and within our day-to-day reality. As
I have argued, the cloud in Cai’s The Century symbolizes the fictional existence of everything
around us—form is emptiness, emptiness is form. Thus Cai’s gunpowder cloud is representative
of the transient, inconstant, and compounded nature of all conditioned things, and all conditioned
things are subject to their eventual metamorphosis. His mushroom cloud is also an authoritative
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contemporary symbol that welcomes a range of interpretations. A deeper reading into Cai’s art
reveals the depth of Daoist cosmology, Chinese aesthetics, and Chinese semiotics in a singular,
contemporary setting—and paramount among these ideas is the significance of emptiness and
“no-thing-ness.” In accordance with the patterns of movement and transformation of qi energy
and the primal energy of the cosmos, as stated by Munroe, “Cai’s notions of qi inform the
conditions of constant change, interconnectivity, and transformation that characterize his
practice” (32). Cai’s The Century is an extant expression of ancient Chinese ideals concerning
emptiness as realized through his original artistic language.
Concluding Comments
As this chapter on Cai’s The Century comes to a close, we can see the notion of
impermanence as emptiness as one of the distinct ways in which artworks can embody and
express differing interpretations of emptiness. The serpentine plume of white gunpowder smoke
in Cai’s The Century with Mushroom Clouds is not only a work of art that captures a momentary
appearance that is fated unto disintegration, it can also be understood as a Buddhist response to
the attachment to the illusions of our worldly reality. In that sense, Cai’s The Century cloud both
juxtaposes and embodies the timelessness and boundlessness of emptiness and “no-thing-ness.”
On the one hand, it is something that existed in a given time; on the other, it manifested out of
nowhere and returned to that same realm of the unknown. As Cai himself comments: “I do think
that art can transcend time and space, and achieve something that science cannot. The job of the
artist is to create such time/space tunnels” (Friis-Hansen et al., 17). Indeed, Cai’s The Century
provides that moment of transcendence within the context of a work of art that serves as an
imaginative “time/space tunnel” that expresses more than language alone.
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Although a contemporary artistic vision that addresses the seriousness of atomic
destruction and incalculable loss, Cai’s The Century as a singular work of art builds upon an
extraordinary legacy of art production and philosophy unique to the Chinese aesthetic and
cultural heritage. The sages of ancient China regarded the immediate experience of emptiness as
the beginning place for our human awareness and becoming. As poetically stated by Hinton, we
can embrace emptiness as “free of thought and identity, [it] is where we are most fundamentally
ourselves, and also where deep insight into the nature of consciousness and reality logically
begins” (2016, 4). Thus it is emptiness that gives us our truest self in the cosmic sense. Cai’s
swift gunpowder cloud is the ultimate reminder of our finite circumstances—the cloud bursts
forth to embody a ‘breaking through’ from habitual thinking and attachment, which leads us to a
greater understanding of how such moments of tremendous loss can also positively broaden our
ideas about life and death.
As a modern artist-mystic, Cai states that through his art practice he aims “to investigate
both the destructive and the constructive nature of gunpowder, and to look at how destruction
can create something as well” (Friis-Hansen et al., 13). Our confrontation with Cai’s gunpowder
cloud as an aesthetic gesture might also provide us with that moment of “sudden enlightenment”
that furthers our comprehension of emptiness. Additionally, we might see Cai’s volatile
gunpowder explosion as reflective of certain Chan Buddhist practices aimed at ‘awakening’
through intensity. As stated by Nelson:
Chan employs its own dramatic and paradoxical language and use of physical surprises
like shouting and hitting during the encounter between master and student. There is in
each case the disruption of the ordinary flow of experience, a “cutting off” of the habitual
and customary succession of thought and practice in order to make, according to Huineng
惠 能 (638–713), “non-abiding the basis or fundamental.” (245)
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Cai’s premeditated creative detonation in The Century is precisely the “disruption of the ordinary
flow” of reality that reconfigures the stillness of the otherwise placid landscape and reminds us
of our “non-abiding” (i.e. empty) status.
In closing for this chapter, I would like to remind us of the unusual road that we have
traveled and reflect upon interrelated aspects of these diverse ideas about differing artistic
manifestations of emptiness as to be able to arrive at Cai’s work with a sense of expanded insight
concerning emptiness in art. Some scholars such as Edward Conze suggest that Chan masters
promoted “the common mystical truth that enlightenment takes place in a ‘timeless moment,’ i.e.
outside time, in eternity, and that it is an act of the Absolute itself, not our own doing” (204).
Here I suggest Cai’s The Century both confirms and contradicts this statement by Conze—the
artistic effort is certainly an act of the artist’s “doing” and thus occurs within a given moment of
time, however, it also a “timeless moment” in that it declares its own manner of timelessness by
way of the changeless scene captured in the photograph. Once again, similar to emptiness itself,
the photo is both ‘real’ and ‘not real,’ both ‘there’ and ‘not there.’ This, it would seem, is the
mystical paradox in to which we are born, exist for a time, and eventually depart.

**
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CONCLUSION
Engaging Emptiness Through Art
**
“Matter” represents the familiar world, the world of relativity,
whereas “voidness” represents the goal of spiritual longing,
the ultimate, the transcendental, the infinite and eternal.
-Robert A. F. Thurman
The Holy Teaching of Vimalakīrti
Visual art fine-tunes our capacity to mindfully observe whatever emerges.
As the subtle textures of silence, stillness, and action emerge in the work,
contemplative curiosity deepens.
-Michael Franklin
Art as Contemplative Practice
**
At the outset of this investigation of aesthetic emptiness I posed the question: What is an
“art-void”? The artworks explored as part of this research have provided four distinct responses
to my query by way of their unique visual expression of emptiness: an utterly unforgiving black
canvas of “no-thing-ness”; a series of empty luminous white paintings; an vacant space filled
with chromatic light; and the image of an ephemeral cloud of gunpowder smoke. Throughout
this journey my aim has been to demonstrate how these select examples of contemporary art can
enable us to encounter and experience voidness, and how they can thus inform our understanding
of the ‘ultimate’ through ‘conventional’ examples of art, and thereby inspire a transformation of
thought. As I have argued, it is through our sense engagement with and contemplative
consideration of the emptiness or “no-thing-ness” as expressed by these art-voids that we can
gain valuable insight into voidness. Throughout this research we have also encountered the
paradox of ‘seeing’ emptiness in materiality. Can our examination of the art-void—such as the
ones included in this project—effectively take the conversation a step further with respect to
changing conceptions of ontology in our world today?
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I have suggested that art is capable of exploring philosophical themes such as emptiness
and “no-thing-ness” in original ways that point beyond ordinary language and established modes
of philosophy (even when employing philosophical references). Highlighting the ways in which
artistic emptiness can bring us closer to the realization of our becoming within voidness, these
artists invite us to encounter the unfathomable ‘secret’ of emptiness as such.
The Black Void in Art | Epistemology | Ad Reinhardt
I began this examination of art-voids by first exploring Ad Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting
(1963) as to confront the sheer abyssal “no-thing-ness” as presented in the bold appearance of his
painting, then drawing on the philosophical writings of Nāgārjuna and Heidegger specifically.
Engaging this artwork, we saw into the ‘beyond’ of black as to encounter the ‘non-arisen’ aspect
of all reality. Since there is “no-thing” to behold with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting besides its
pure blackness, our encounter thus reverts into an experiment in meditative saturation.
Reinhardt’s visual renunciation urges us to confront the deepest possibility of emptiness or “nothing-ness.” As observed by Holland Cotter, the primary reward of Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting—and his entire “endgame” painting series of all-black canvases—is “the experience of
being with them, which, to be an experience (as opposed to a mere walk-by sighting) require[s]
patience and concentration” (2008). Accordingly, I have suggested that by “being with” Abstract
Painting we are welcomed into the realm of the ‘non-arisen,’ into the Nāgārjunian deconstructed
‘non-entity’ of all entities. The somber mood of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting reminds us that
we are, in fact, a living aspect of the void—each of us is a singular expression of the formless as
form. Our contemplation of Reinhardt’s blackest of black confirms our conventional existence
within the ultimate “no-thing-ness.”
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Reinhardt’s work is not to be feared, but explored as an artistic manifestation of
emptiness taken to its extreme. This artistic image also reflects the artist’s philosophical ideas
concerning the “wholeness” of abstract art itself, as Reinhardt states, that of “the single scheme,
one formal device … working everything into one dissolution and one indivisibility” (823). This
totalized indivisible oneness—described as “onederfull” by the artist—is thus the realization of
our connectedness within universal emptiness (Rose 106). And while the severity of Abstract
Painting challenges the plausibility of the visible—what is there to see when only blackness
prevails?—it also alludes to Reinhardt’s resolve for art’s potential to manifest voidness as a
presence (that is also an absence) while daring to give an artful response to Heidegger’s query:
“Where shall we seek the nothing?” (1977, 98).
Thus our prolonged contemplation of the immeasurable black void of Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting converts from mere observation of the artwork as a corporeal ‘thing’ into an
awareness of the impossibility of any existence anywhere—all things eventually return to the
unknown source. As we focused on the enigmatic semblance of this painting and the far-flung
dimensions of emptiness or “no-thing-ness” as one might do in a sitting meditation, the artwork
transposes into a kind of “negative dialectic”—as suggested by the twentieth century philosopher
and critical theorist Theodor Adorno—in that Abstract Painting effectively: “dissolves all reified
forms, concepts and identities in order to uncover the ‘non-identity’” of all identity” (Kakol 101).
Accordingly, our deepest dive into the “non-identity” of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting brings us
into the very “emptiness of emptiness.” The perceived emptiness or “no-thing-ness” of Abstract
Painting actually presents that which it negates, since “in its search for nothingness being can
only refer back to itself, the disclosure of being, or alētheia, can only be the result of the
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aforementioned circular movement” (Machado 261).59 This reflexivity is, in essence, the heart of
contemplative practice.
As both an expression of emptiness and a meditative reprieve, Reinhardt’s Abstract
Painting is a symbolic “end of art” that is also exactly where we begin: inside the amplitude of
the archetypal womb of the empty “no-thing” we recognize ourselves as the “coming forth”
(alētheia) of presence. This insight regarding our human presence in relation to the illusory
absence of this artwork is our recognition of all transient conditions. As stated by Nāgārjuna,
“Nothing comes to exist from something that did not exist” (Garfield 1995, 80), hence no self
and no other can ever be produced. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting also reveals the crux of
Heidegger’s thinking, namely that: “Being itself is essentially finite and reveals itself only in the
transcendence of Dasein which is held out into the nothing” (1977, 108). As I have previously
suggested, Abstract Painting effectively throws us into the black void, as if nakedly “held out
into the nothing” in order to experience its bottomlessness within ourselves. The contemplative
depth—and metaphorical death—of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting strips away all content and
provides an aesthetic truth beyond words. Through the empty black “no-thing-ness” of the
Abstract Painting art-void, we encounter our living presence within emptiness, distinguished by
our ability to refer back to the world with a heightened awareness of ourselves and of our fellow
beings.
The White Void in Art | Awareness | Agnes Martin
In the chapter on Agnes Martin’s The Islands I-XII (1979) I investigated the qualities of
affirmative absence and stillness as openness in connection with the empty ‘clear light’ of her
suite of twelve white paintings, which led to my consideration of Tibetan Buddhist ideas
associated with the “Great Perfection” as understood in the Dzogchen tradition. In my
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exploration of The Islands I-XII I suggested the pure abstraction of Martin’s white void functions
as an invitation to behold the boundless nature of our inner luminous awareness, thus leading to
states of pure presence—qualities to be discovered through contemplative practice. Speaking of
peace of mind in relation to art, Martin states:
The only triumph in life is the triumph of life itself. Our awareness of it we feel as
happiness. Art work represents this happiness. It does not represent life because life
is infinite, dimensionless. It is consciousness itself. And that cannot be represented.
But our positive response to life can be, has been, and is represented in art work.
(114)
Here Martin states that awareness and consciousness “cannot be represented,” however, as I have
suggested, The Islands I-XII does, in fact, offer an artistic expression of that clear aspect of
consciousness which is “dimensionless” yet is simultaneously made perceivable by way of
Martin’s painted dimension. Through our contemplative engagement with The Islands I-XII, we
encounter the clarity of the empty art-void as a form of pure consciousness writ large.
As a testament to her inspired conception of art and its possibilities for soliciting joy,
Martin’s white void thus becomes the means for understanding emptiness as awareness. Similar
to Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, Martin’s luminous field of white is a solid expanse of color
without any fixed vista, and this open space of empty sublimity encourages our deepest
awareness in the moment of encounter. As we have learned, Martin was preoccupied with the
theme of awareness, both as a thinker and a painter. She often reflected on the significance of
awareness in her writings, citing the paramount role of the mind as the un-locatable locale where
the moments of life are stored and where we experience the “sensibility or awareness of
perfection” (69). These ideas resonate deeply with Dzogchen teachings, making these Buddhist
concepts manifest in the realm of contemporary Western art.
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Furthermore, Martin’s written commentary divulges her steadfast preoccupation with
awareness and the perfection of the mind. She considered, for example, how states of
consciousness support a greater appreciation for life. In an essay titled, “What We Do Not See If
We Do Not See,” (1979) she states (text spacing hers):
The conscious mind is awareness of the sublime and it tells us
what to do by showing us when we are off the track.
Obedience to the conscious mind carries us forward to greater
awareness.
Disobedience of the conscious mind carries us backward to less
awareness.
With more accurate obedience we become rapidly more aware
of the sublime: of beauty and happiness in life.
We become more devoted to life.
With disobedience we become less and less aware with less
respect for life. (112)
With these statements Martin articulates her sense of reverence for human awareness as that
which keeps us on the path toward realizing personal harmony. As Martin comments, “Life is
consciousness of life itself” (136). Thus I have argued that Martin’s The Islands I-XII is a
supreme example of the art-void concept and a stunning expression of an all-encompassing
vision of emptiness in art.
As I suggested in the chapter devoted to her art, Martin’s white void also invites us to
explore our own inner awareness as we formulate our moment-to-moment cognition of the
world, and in this case, the moment of seeing emptiness in the objective work of art as a
metaphor for the pure potentiality of awareness. It would seem that in her writings Martin
already intuited the interconnections between emptiness and awareness when she considered the
quality of our “abstract response” in relation to art. As stated by Martin:
the response that we make in our minds free from our concrete environment. …
We know that it is infinite, dimensionless, without form and void. But it is not
nothing because when we give our minds to it we are blissfully aware.
(McEvilley 1987, 99)
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Here Martin’s mention of the void invokes the fundamental issue that challenges our
understanding of presence as absence and vice-versa (and this same issue has surfaced
throughout my research). With regard to the “it” as described by Martin, we encounter the
fundamental paradox that has haunted this project at every turn: How can we understand the “nothing” of the very ‘things’ that comprise the world in which we live? These are the enduring
questions of philosophy that in turn infuse the dynamic sphere of art with the possibility of
creative responses.
Nevertheless, Martin’s white void offers an encounter with artistic emptiness as a
meditative experience by way of her artistic manifestation—The Islands I-XII is a brilliant vision
of the unified light of pure awareness at the heart of all sentient life. Through our contemplative
engagement with this art-void we may have the experience of our human awareness as a realm of
empty, clear light that can be explored and experienced. Thus the white void embodied by
Martin’s The Islands I-XII stimulates our engagement with the boundlessness of our own inner
luminosity.
Empty Experience | Phenomenology | James Turrell
As I attempted to demonstrate in the chapter on James Turrell’s Aten Reign (2013), his
dramatic site-specific installation inspires our heightened perception of and phenomenal
experience with his atypical orchestration of empty light. I argued that Aten Reign provides a
remarkable encounter with the indivisible, inexhaustible, and ‘invisible’ nature of emptiness
through the ‘visible’ encounter with this artwork. Through my analysis of Aten Reign I also
suggested that Turrell’s artful embodiment of emptiness resonates with Merleau-Ponty’s
concepts of perception and the body as our medium of understanding, and, the only possible way
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to comprehend our multifaceted reality that is, ultimately, intertwined with the void. As stated by
Merleau-Ponty: “The world is precisely that thing of which we form a representation, not as men
[and women] or as empirical subjects, but in so far as we are all one light and participate in the
One without destroying its unity” (Solomon 323). Through its splendid mutation of unified hues,
Turrell’s Aten Reign as the ‘visible’ yet ‘invisible’ and indivisible “One” reflects this endless
diversity of emptiness in all its chromatic majesty.
I have also suggested that contemplating Turrell’s Aten Reign provokes a state of
meditative engagement by giving oneself over to Aten Reign’s sumptuous presence that is
without materialization—it is an artful, empty expanse without definition, despite its
containment within the museum setting. The artist himself states: “I am interested in the
landscape without horizon and that’s the landscape that is encountered in meditation” (Zajonc
2013, 54). Through its lack of a defining horizon, Aten Reign inspires a sense of ‘empty
enlightenment’—it is a bona fide ‘formless form’ that allows us to appreciate Turrell’s unique
aesthetic conception of emptiness and “no-thing-ness” in art. With my analysis of Aten Reign I
considered the Merleau-Pontian concept of the ‘invisible’ in the ‘visible’ as a paramount feature
of this artwork. Same as the entire illusory world around us, I have suggested that Turrell’s Aten
Reign is simultaneously empirically existent and perceivable yet temporary and indeterminate.
Without a concrete object as the source of identification, Turrell’s Aten Reign represents
a radical departure from more traditional forms of artistic embodiment and thereby invokes the
phenomenological experience of art. Speaking of the so-called “artifice” of painting, MerleauPonty states: “A painting makes us see in the same way in which we actually see the thing itself,
even though the thing is absent. Especially it makes us see a space where there is none” (1964,
172). It is exactly this Merleau-Pontian ‘absent space’ as realized in Turrell’s Aten Reign that
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reorients our perception as to what we are actually ‘seeing’—this work of art effectively doubles
as stunning symbol of the void. Speaking of signs, meaning, and expressive modes created
through works of art in his essay “Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence” (1952), for
example, Merleau-Ponty states:
The accomplished work is thus not the work which exists in itself like a thing, but the
work which reaches its viewer and invites him to take up the gesture which created it
and, skipping the intermediaries, to rejoin, … the silent world of the painter, henceforth
uttered and accessible. (Johnson 1993, 88)
I suggest it is precisely the intangible “gesture” of emptiness as illustrated by Turrell’s Aten
Reign that divulges a “silent world” that is at once accessible while remaining ineffable, pushing
us to consider the contours of our own understanding through our contemplation of this majestic
art-void.
Turrell has stated that among his greatest interests “is to bring physicality or ‘thingness’
to the perception of light” by making it an object of understanding and connecting the external
phenomena of light with the interior light of the mind (Zajonc 2013, 50). As I argued in the
chapter devoted to this work, I understand Aten Reign to be an artistic realization of the countless
chromatic formations that comprise the material world, all of which lack any inherently solid
existence. Just like the vibrant, mutating colors of Aten Reign, our corporeal reality can be seen
as a realm of kaleidoscopic permutations. Thus the luminous emptiness of Turrell’s Aten Reign
affords a space for developing meditative consciousness in relation to contemporary art. Turrell’s
Aten Reign is a creative atmosphere that is simultaneously about voidness, revelation, perception,
space, metaphysics, mysticism, and sensuous empirical participation. Considering Aten Reign’s
uncommon composition, we have come to understand how his use of color is transposed into an
artistic representation of emptiness. Turrell has done away with the two-dimensional and threedimensional art object in favor of an immersive experience instead. Our engagement with the
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Aten Reign art-void affirms art’s capacity to express another interpretation of emptiness, distinct
from what we saw in the work of Reinhardt and Martin.
Explosion into Voidness | Impermanence | Cai Guo-Qiang
In the previous chapter on Cai Guo-Qiang’s The Century with Mushroom Clouds: Project
for the 20th Century (1996) I analyzed the impermanent and dreamlike appearance of the
gunpowder cloud as a metaphor for the temporality of existence and the inevitability of
emptiness. In conjunction with Cai’s artistic formulation I also considered the whimsical nature
of the Daoist mindset as a poetic, paradoxical, and ‘free-form’ approach to thinking, thus
invoking the Daoist notion that “what we gain is Something, yet it is by virtue of Nothing” (Lao
Tzu 15). As such, we come to realize for ourselves—through words without words—the Daoist
principles of nonverbal communications and the circumstances of Cai’s The Century. I have
suggested that our ontological understanding of the gunpowder cloud witnessed in The Century
resonates with our comprehension of the objective thing as a “no-thing.” Thus the emptiness or
“no-thing-ness” of Cai’s passing cloud points in the direction of the emptiness of all expression,
which can only be realized through our contemplation of a purported selfhood or “thing-ness” to
begin with. As Garfield comments: “Any identity over time is hence a fiction, at best a
continuum of states and processes that are similar to one another and causally connected.
Impermanence hence has profound implications for ontology” (2015, 45). Accordingly, the
vision of the lone figure in The Century as he engages with the impermanent, empty “no-thingness” of the transient gunpowder cloud invites our meditative encounter with finitude. By
looking deeply into this artwork—and, consequently, ourselves—we discover the inevitable
emptiness of everything around us since: “No matter how conventionalized and stratified
emptiness might become in Buddhist traditions, they can be countered by realizing the emptiness
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of their own self-nature in self-observation” (Nelson 234). This self-observation is at the core of
contemplative practice.
I have also argued that Cai’s artistic presentation of these abiding themes allows us to
expand our understanding of the ‘non-self’ in the process of contemplating the emptiness or “nothing-ness” of his gunpowder cloud. As Cheng writes: “Through emptiness, man’s heart can
become the model or mirror for itself and the world, because in possessing emptiness and being
identified with original emptiness, man finds himself at the source of images and forms” (1994,
53). By recognizing the emptiness of both the subjective and the objective through these distinct
expressions of emptiness in art, we can gain ‘real-time’ insight that is grounded in these
imaginative embodiments of voidness. Cai’s The Century suggests that our contemplation of
impermanence is a means for understanding the momentary nature of our presence. Embracing
the non-dual Daoist worldview of emptiness in tandem with our understanding of this work of
art, we can see precisely how the world is formed from the void and thus how the void forms the
world.
Final Words
I have suggested that our contemplative engagement with these select art-voids can
inspire a transformation of thinking and perceiving that simultaneously opens up space for the reevaluation of what it means to be a being within emptiness. I, like many other meditation
practitioners, believe that a regular confrontation with emptiness through contemplative
practice—and in relation to art especially—invites a re-examination of worldly conditions and a
re-thinking of one’s ‘beingness’ in the world. As suggested by Mazis: “This is emptiness, not as
a loss of being, but as a gain in the intertwining or interdependence of all” (190). Thus the
dynamic interplay between these select art-voids and the related themes that I have explored
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herein yields insight into our being as becoming, as time, as impermanence, as emptiness and
“no-thing-ness”—and these are the core features of our lives from beginning to end. The four artvoids included in this research offer profound artistic representations of these interconnected
concepts.
In closing, I must again call upon the term ‘paradoxical’ with respect to the various
artworks that I have considered and the nature of their representative expression of emptiness or
“no-thing-ness.” Each of the artworks that I have explored is a creative manifestation to behold,
but also an aesthetic manifestation that bewilders. Each of these artworks extends our thinking
about emptiness in a contemporary artistic context: a bottomless black nothingness, a pure white
expanse, an all-out color infusion without an object, and a dreamlike manifestation symbolic of
the fleeting world. On the one hand, there is an artistic ‘thing’ that we have encountered. On the
other hand, we have discovered something ‘beyond’ the aesthetic manifestation that has
broadened our understanding of what is actually encountered in these works of art: imaginative
embodiments of emptiness that inspire contemplative engagement and thus a transfiguration of
our understanding of reality.
**
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CODA
Contemplative Practice and Four Art Voids
**
If we lose ourselves in contemplation of the infinite greatness of the universe in space and time,
meditate on the millennia of years that have passed and are yet to come, or if the night-sky
actually brings before our eyes countless worlds, and so forces upon our consciousness
the immensity of the universe, we feel ourselves reduced to nothing; as individuals,
as bodies vitalised, as transient phenomena of will, we feel ourselves
like drops in the ocean, dwindle and disperse into the void.
-Arthur Schopenhauer
The World as Will and Idea
Meditation is the art of fully conscious living.
What we make of our life—the sum total of thoughts,
emotions, words, and actions that fill the brief interval between
birth and death—is our one great creative masterpiece.
-Culadasa, The Mind Illuminated
**
Meditation | Contemplative Practice
The preceding pages have been an exploration of four works of art and their unique
expressions of emptiness. In this section I transition from a scholarly voice to the voice of a
teacher and practitioner of meditation in relation to these artworks. Herein I offer a brief guided
meditation for engaging with each of the four works of art as opportunities to promote states of
awareness and reflective contemplation. Although the focus of this project has been
contemplative practice in relation to art, the “art of meditation” itself can happen at any time:
while sitting, standing, walking, dancing, or lying down as primary examples. Perhaps the most
common conception of meditation practice is that of a lone figure sitting cross-legged in the lotus
position with eyes closed in a state of concentration. While that posture is indeed the classic
meditation position (known as zazen), there are, in fact, a great multiplicity of meditation
practices and styles, including open awareness, focusing on an object, physical acts of yoga,
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Tantric practices, mantra chanting, visualization, dynamic movement, and prostrations or
circumambulation around a stupa or holy object, among other methods. In the culture of India
and in classical Buddhist traditions, for example, sculptures and paintings have long been
regarded as objects of concentration for ritual and meditation.60 Art as a catalyst for deeper
thinking and contemplative engagement provides an uncommon opportunity to confront the
unruly nature of the mind.
In order to tame our relentless inner circus-show of discursive thoughts, we can withdraw
the senses roving from one object to the next, and meditation can assist with “pulling the plug”
on the compulsive habits of the mind. In the case of artworks, the artistic object can serve as a
conceptual vehicle for engaging the intensity of the senses and can thus transpose into a kind of
alternative avenue of understanding that is capable of disclosing amplified dimensions of reality.
Art is often an “illusion” or “tool” that effectively reveals illusion. And while many people think
of meditation as the emptying of the mind, some meditation practices opt for the mind to reveal
its tendency toward chaos, grasping, and reification. As a balance to all variety of mental
formations and desires, meditation can be experienced as an impartial interior space that is
accepting of all the mental objects as temporary guests that enter into awareness—and art is
among the most energizing visitors as such.
Why should one meditate? There are numerous benefits to long-term meditation practice,
including the retraining of attention, increased awareness, greater compassion for self and others,
a deeper level of openness, and greater sense of clarity and connectedness with respect to the
nature of reality. The spacious silence of a daily meditation practice offers one the necessary
pause from daily life to reflect and reclaim one’s mind. This process of reflection invariably
points the conscious mind toward itself, thus allowing for a more profound understanding of our
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place in the universe to emerge from within. I suggest that through our focused engagement with
emptiness in art, we can reach that kind of moment “where the conceptual content fades away
and one’s vision of voidness becomes so immediate and clear that it seems as though there is no
distinction between the voidness and the mind that is concentrating upon it” (Rabten 38).
Buddhist meditation—along with other meditation lineages from around the world—is primarily
about a transformation from our habitual grasping to an awakened awareness. I now turn to the
four artworks and their distinct presentations of emptiness that I believe are, effectively, objects
of meditation that can lead to a transformation of awareness. Here I integrate my scholarly work
toward a series of four reflective meditations that may invite the reader to experience the art in
ways that can be expansive, providing the kind of interaction with art that has motivated this
project as a whole.
**
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Meditation | Ad Reinhardt’s Black Void
**
Take a moment to find a comfortable posture.
Focus on your breathing as the natural calming factor that regulates your awareness.
Imagine in the beginning there was only the realm of the unborn, the void, the limitless universe
stretching beyond the beyond, the vast unformed expanse of the unknown.
Impossible to grasp, pure nothingness, a womb of silence—black as boundless emptiness.
This impenetrable hue expresses its ageless message concerning creation: from me you emerged
and to me you will return.
Every living being will greet this blackest of black at some untold hour.
Each of us must embrace this black and the part of us that does not belong to us, the part that we
must ultimately give back.
We surrender our rational mind to this beautiful and bottomless black—it is our immortal home,
always within and without, always the endless night of the non-arisen.
We give ourselves over to the power of the limitless black void, our eternal home in the universe.
We rest in this all powerful knowledge: the black void of emptiness for all time.
**
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Meditation | Agnes Martin’s White Void
**
Take a moment to find a comfortable posture.
Focus on your breathing as the natural calming factor that regulates your awareness.
After our exploration of the black void, imagine now a sudden break across the dark horizon that
allows for the blazing clear light of the void to burst forth from the cosmos with the promise of
existence, life, and manifestation.
From the divine source our consciousness is born, offering unlimited loving brilliance and
awareness.
The dawn of a new day, the color of pure possibility—white as the open door unto a world of
positive, unified totality.
The welcoming white light of reification—let there be something rather than nothing.
Arising, emergence, boundless creation, warmth, and acceptance into existence.
Emerging from the black of father void, the mother as life-giving white light is the great open
realm of illuminating energy that carries us forward into the world of conditioned existence.
Here all things manifest within the expanse of the white void, the all-giving creator.
**
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Meditation | James Turrell: Empty Experience
**
Take a moment to find a comfortable posture.
Focus on your breathing as the natural calming factor that regulates your awareness.
While the compelling yin-yang, black-white balance holds the universe in place, within that
mighty dance of opposites a world of sundry design and exciting earthy phenomena comes to be
through infinite color combinations.
The world thus becomes, takes shape, and is realized through an endless display and play of
infinite material manifestations that morph into our lived reality.
Although each elemental color in its objectified state is a distinct embodiment, our experience of
chromogenic shape and illusory objectivity eventually dissolves, each thing into the other, all
unified in the totality of emptiness.
See this morphing and blending of color as the splendid realization of all reality and our
fantastical realm of life.
We thus realize the invisible through a visibly dynamic dance of vast interconnectedness that
simultaneously reveals the magnificent secret of emptiness as it twinkles before our very eyes.
**
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Meditation | Cai Guo-Qiang: Impermanence as Emptiness
**
Take a moment to find a comfortable posture.
Focus on your breathing as the natural calming factor that regulates your awareness.
The cosmic theater of black and white as opposites and the dazzling colored prism of all
phenomenal possibilities becomes the stage on which we participate in human form.
Suddenly we are a sentient creation, flesh and blood—a sentient, conscious being.
We exist for a time and the world supports us—we endure as a fleeting gesture of expression.
What am I? Why am I? What is this life of mine?
Within the dreamlike illusion of subjectivity, we ultimately stand alone, our back to reality,
facing the unknown void and the emptiness of ourselves and the possibility of our soon-to-be
“no-thing-ness.”
We are fragile, like a cloud, born to vanish, empty of intrinsic substance.
This is the greatest gift of all—to be for a time. Within this dreamlike world we realize ourselves
only to discover the bottom drops out: we are not actually here in the first place.
We are only ever the manifestation of emptiness within relativity, the magic trick of our singular
expression within voidness and destined to embrace voidness again.
**
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ENDNOTES
1

Philosophical vacuity is a common theme among Asian philosophical traditions including
Daoism (notably the concept of wu wei as “effortless action”), Buddhism, and some aspects of
Confucianism. One could interpret the Dao de Ching as a suite of variations on the prevalence of
nothingness. This predates the Heart Sūtra and its Buddhist philosophy concerning “form is
emptiness, emptiness is form” by half a millennium. For additional information see Lao Tzu, Tao
Te Ching (1963).
2
Gay Watson’s work focuses on the dialogue between Buddhist thought, psychotherapy, and the
Mind Sciences. Watson considers the “healing potential” of ancient Greek philosophies—
including the writings of Heraclitus, Democritus, the Stoics, Epicureans, and Pyrrhonian
Sceptics—that resonate with teachings of emptiness (in contrast with philosophies of presence).
These philosophies were most concerned with human well-being (eudaemonia) and with the
therapeutic intention and living practice of philosophy over the rigors of pedantic theory (Watson
2014, 63). In other words, it was thought that ‘good’ philosophy should work to heal the soul and
alleviate human suffering. The idea that healing can occur through philosophy—and that
emptiness can serve as a healing agent—is of great interest to my pursuit of these topics.
3
In this particular passage, Hegel speaks about the world of appearance and he seems to tear
asunder the very threads of purported reality when he writes: “The truth of the sensible and the
perceptual lies, however, in being appearance” and he goes on to suggest that “We distort the
proper meaning of this” (Hegel 2003, 83).
4
For more on Heidegger’s explication of In-der-Welt-sein as a ‘unified phenomena’ see Being
and Time, Chapter Two, especially pp. 53-62.
5
Sartre’s existential musings culminate in his 1943 magnum opus Being and Nothingess (L Être
et le néant), which influenced an entire generation and remains among the most important
existential works of modern philosophy.
6
The beauty of Tibetan Buddhist art is that it inspires us to cultivate mindfulness of emptiness
(śūnyatā) as it further illustrates that beauty is also empty. Yet emptiness in this context does not
have to mean the renunciation of art as a guiding vehicle for transcendence. The practice of
visualization and the use of the imagination as ‘skillful means’ are fundamental to realizing a
state of oneness with the deities and energies introduced to us through the vehicle of Buddhist
art. The richness of the Tibetan Buddhist aesthetic canon reflects the abundance of emptiness as
appearance and the myriad ways in which our world comes into being.
7
For more on this rich realm of study see Steven M. Kossak et al., Sacred Visions: Early
Paintings from Central Tibet (1998). The art of Tibet reflects the confluence of Eastern
aesthetics and ideas. Chinese artistic traditions, for example, would eventually inspire a hybrid of
cultural and artistic traditions with Tibetan art, notably ancient Chinese motifs such as cloud,
rock, and water images. Tibetan art abounds with breath-taking allegory and mystery. The
stirring, energetic figures and images of Tibetan Buddhist art are numerous: bodhisattvas, arhats,
gurus, sages, and lamas exhibit compassion; fierce warriors trample monsters underfoot; multiheaded and multi-armed gods and goddesses encircled in flaming halos are adorned with skull
necklaces; smiling yogis and yoginis demonstrate sacred mudras; raving demons dance in
wicked delight; wrathful deities wield diamond thunderbolts; ravishing beauties twist in sensual
motion; meditating Buddha’s spread boundless love; animals prance about in their beastly
incarnations; flourishing lotus thrones carry celestial holy men across the universe; and densely
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colorful landscapes and mythical mandala’s unfold in a rainbow of light and blissful
enlightenment.
8
Mandalas are perhaps the most splendid example of spiritual guidance found in art. For
centuries these images of the universe of awakened beings have been used mainly for meditation
and refelection. The mandala is one of the principle layouts used in Tibetan art and it consists of
a circle with divisions radiating out from the center.
9
There is much to say about meditation that is beyond the scope of this project. Meditation is an
ancient, broad tradition with hundreds of lineages and techniques that can be understood through
Eastern and Western canons. There is a diverse history of meditation practices in connection
with major religions, theologies, and philosophies from around the globe and major meditation
traditions include Hindu Bhakti (India), Jewish Kabbalah (Israel), Zen Buddhism (Japan),
Transcendental Meditation (India), Taoism and Qigong (China), Yoga (India), Ashtanga Yoga
(India), Kundalini Yoga (India), Integral Yoga (India), Theravada Buddhism (South East Asia),
Tibetan Buddhism (Tibet), Sufism (Middle East), Christian Hesychasm and Christian mysticism
(Middle East) as primary examples.
10
In the culture of ancient India, meditation practice was associated with religious people and
wandering ascetics, and their goal for meditation was to transcend the limitations of human life.
As another example, the Jewish esoteric tradition of the Kabbalah involves a deep contemplation
of philosophical principals, names of God, symbols, prayers, and the sacred Tree of Life as an
archetype that connects all forms of creation. Despite their cultural differences, however, as
scholar Daniel Goleman argues, the basic tenet for meditation is the common endeavor of
positive personal evolution through focused mental attention. According to Goleman as stated in
The Meditative Mind (1988): “In some respects, every method of meditation is like all the others,
like some others, and like no other. The first level is that of the most general commonalities,
disregarding the idiosyncratic variations of technique, emphasis, or belief of any one system. At
this most universal level, all meditation systems are variations on a single process for
transforming consciousness. The core elements of this process are found in every system, and it
specifics undercut ostensible differences among the various schools of meditation” (102). Here
Goleman stresses the importance of a “single process” of transforming consciousness with
respect to meditation, and I extend this notion to my consideration of meditation and art.
11
Although this project does not specifically address Kant’s aesthetic theory, his writing on
aesthetics and the sublime provide a Western touchstone that resonates deeply with explorations
of emptiness in art and contemplative practice. Kant’s work is especially resonant in his Critique
of Judgement (1790). In the chapter on “The Analytic of the Sublime,” for example, Kant states:
“the feeling of the sublime is a pleasure that only arises indirectly, being brought about by the
feeling of a momentary check to the vital forces followed at once by a discharge all the more
powerful, and so it is an emotion that seems to be no play, but a serious matter in the exercise of
the imagination” (2007, 75-76). He goes on to say: “Consequently it is the attunement of the
spirit evoked by a particular representation engaging the attention of reflective judgment, and not
the object, that is to be called sublime” (2007, 81). According to Kant (emphasis his): “The
foregoing formulae defining the sublime may, therefore, be supplemented by yet another: The
sublime is that, the mere capacity of thinking which evidences a faculty of mind transcending
every standard of the senses” (2007, 81). Once again we are faced with amusing contradictions
with respect to the crux of the matter at hand: according to Kant, the physical sense of ‘seeing’
(as a “standard of the senses”) something that could be considered ‘sublime’ thus inspires our
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capacity to expand beyond that very sensibility of seeing. I suggest that Kant’s ideas about the
sublime are resonant with ideas of emptiness in art as I am exploring here in that his account of
the sublime is precisely that which we cannot grasp and yet is made possible through an aesthetic
encounter. Although the parameters of this project hinder me from exploring Kant’s ideas at
greater length, the major point concerning Kant’s distinct contrast between aesthetic ideas and
rational ideas is notable with respect to my own interpretation of emptiness in art. Specifically, I
am thinking of his notion of the sublime as a feeling of superiority concerning our power of
reason as a supersensible faculty over nature. In other words, the sublime could also be
considered as “the ability to conceive great thoughts” (Malm 5) and can be anything magnificent,
incredible, or even terrifying. In this case, I suggest the terms ‘sublime’ and ‘emptiness’ might be
understood as analogous, since the magnitude of emptiness can indeed be a daunting prospect.
Contemporary scholars such as Christopher Huck (a fellow IDSVA classmate) highlight the
untenable difference between these two concepts. In his unpublished dissertation “THE EMPTYSUBLIME: From ‘Je ne sais quoi’ to ŚŪNYATĀ” (2020), for example, Huck argues that: “the
historical proposition of the sublime is burdened by several not-insignificant epistemological and
ontological problems, which reveal unresolvable incoherencies and contradictions” (vii).
Working within a methodology of dialectic inclusivity, Huck’s investigation of the sublime
“extends into the Madhyamaka project of the second-century CE Indian philosopher Nāgārjuna,
revealing an elegant elucidation of the ‘sublime’ through the view of emptiness, or śūnyatā”
(vii). For further reading on the sublime, see Robert Doran’s The Theory of the Sublime from
Longinus to Kant (Cambridge UP, 2017).
12
Some scholars suggest that aniconic art in early Buddhist traditions was not motivated by a
rejection of images or a prohibition of representing the Buddha in human form. Instead, as
Klemens Karlsson argues: “the absence of images of the Buddha was due to the fact that early
Buddhist visual symbols belonged to a shared sacred Indian culture. In this sacred culture, one
tended to depict auspicious symbols to protect themselves, but also to popularize and strengthen
the Buddhist movement.” For more see Klemens Karlsson, “The Formation of Early Buddhist
Visual Culture,” Material Religion, vol 2, no. 1,1996, p. 69.
13
The contemporary Buddhist psychologist Mark Epstein, for example, discusses the
“interpenetrating reality” and “intersubjectivity” of the observer and the observed in his essay
“Sip My Ocean: Emptiness as Inspiration” (2004). His consideration of Buddhism’s wealth of
intellectual and creative offerings is well encapsulated by this statement: “[Buddhism] has a
process, conveyed through meditation, that affirms something essential about the making, and
experience, of art. For Buddhism, in it renunciation of memory, desire, and the primacy of
conceptual organization, drove its practitioners deeper and deeper into themselves, affirming (at
the same as it challenged) their subjectivity and individuality. The questioning of the self as
object did not leave Buddhists floating in a boundaryless cosmic ooze. Even as it stripped away
identity, Buddhist meditation affirmed a reservoir of self (a selfless reservoir) that is intensely
private, and potentially very creative” (30). As beautifully stated by Epstein, the process of
making art and the experience of being with art as a form of meditation is both an intimate and
an infinite occurrence that bonds us with self and universe simultaneously.
14
Reinhardt focused exclusively on his signature “Black Paintings” from 1953 until his death in
1967.
15
Since my experience with Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting series during that fortuitous museum
visit I discovered Reinhardt’s personal writings on the nature of his own work. As suggested by
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the late art historian and critic Thomas McEvilley, Reinhardt’s writings express “allusions to the
locutions of Buddhist texts” and the reductionisms of his painting style “was in part an attempt to
express the Taoist/Buddhist doctrine of the absolute as dynamic emptiness” (1982, 53).
16
I suggest Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting serves as a creative realm of inquiry with respect to
the purportedly separate entities of subject and object and proposes the catuṣkoṭi or tetralemma
concept in the most metaphorical sense. This term features prominently in the logicoepistemological tradition of India. The word catuṣkoṭi contends that with respect to any
conceivable logical proposition, there are four possible outcomes. The Sanskrit term catuṣkoṭi
denotes a suite of four-valued logical formulations whose principles are exactly: t (true only), f
(false only), b (both true and false), and n (neither true nor false) (Priest 2009, 98).16 I propose
these four possibilities of catuṣkoṭi are clearly demonstrated by Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting.
First, the asserted truth of this artwork is that it exists as a “real” thing, a physical painting (t).
The purported falsity of this artwork is that it demonstrates voidness, as if it were a black hole,
therefor it tends to present itself as a “no-thing” (f). It is both an artwork and an ironic negation
of an artwork (b). It is also not not a painting and not not nothingness (n).
17
I believe Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting as ‘oneness’ affirms: “[t]he formless [as] the womb of
form, the ambience, the medium, in which form arises and into which it dissolves” (Laycock
1994, 29). Accordingly, the black of Abstract Painting actualizes the metaphorical empty “womb
of form” and the inconceivable “no-thing-ness” of reality while demonstrating the fullness of
emptiness as the potential for all things in the universe to actualize their Nāgārjunian ‘nonarisen’ existence in the first place.
18
Here I cite a parallel concept with respect to the history of art, specifically Hegel’s notion of
actuality as a form of ‘inward movement’ or ‘ending’ and the ultimate motivation of the
dialectical process. He writes: “in its essential nature the truth is subject: being so, it is merely
the dialectical movement, this self-producing course of activity, maintaining its advance by
returning back into itself” (Hegel 2003, 38). How does this happen? I suggest the concept of
Hegelian ‘self-othering’ endows our temporal presence. Hegel writes: “The living substance,
further, is that being which is truly subject, or, what is the same thing, is truly realized and actual
(wirklich) solely in the process of positing itself, or in mediating with its own self its transitions
from one state or position to the opposite. As subject it is pure and simple negativity … True
reality is merely this process of reinstating self-identity, of reflecting into its own self in and
from its other, and is not an original and primal unity as such, not an immediate unity as such. It
is the process of its own becoming, the circle which presupposes its end as its purpose, and has
its end for its beginning” (Hegel 2003, 10). In the case of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, I
suggest the act of “reinstating self-identity” through the “other”—in this case the work of art—
makes possible this moment of active becoming as described by Hegel. This is achieved by
engaging with the meditative shunyata of the artwork itself. Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting
supports the Hegelian notion of the ‘return to self’ as a paramount aspect of the subjective
process of ‘other-ing’ in relation to art. Hegel’s ruminations on nothingness with respect to
human consciousness and the “portentous power of the negative” (2003, 18-19) as revealed in
his masterwork The Phenomenology of Mind/Spirit (Phänomenologie des Geistes) (1807) has
been a great insight for me. Although Hegel is not a primary voice in this project, his ideas about
the void are prominent in my understanding of emptiness from the Western perspective. Hegel
offers a fitting description of emptiness as a certainty of our lived existence. He writes:
“Nothing, however, is only, in fact, the true result, when taken as the nothing of what it comes
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from; it is thus itself a determinate nothing, and has a content. The scepticism which ends with
the abstraction ‘nothing’ or ‘emptiness’ can advance from this not a step farther, but must wait
and see whether there is possibly anything new offered, and what that is—in order to cast it into
the same abysmal void” (2003, 48). Speaking of the mind’s tendency to “avoid the void” for fear
of non-existence, Hegel goes on to say: “this complete vacuity, which is even called the holiest
of holies, the inner sanctuary, there may yet be something, we should be driven to full it up with
dreamings, appearances, produced by consciousness itself … even dreams are something better
that its own barren emptiness” (2003, 83). Statements such as these have been invaluable to my
personal scholarship.
19
I suggest Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting behaves as a Nāgārjunian ‘conventional means’ that
can be viewed as an artistic response to Heidegger’s “How is it.” While Nāgārjuna “relentlessly
analyzes phenomena or processes that appear to exist independently and argues that they cannot
so exist” (Garfield 1995, 88), Heidegger as a “poet of emptiness” (Glass 25) explores concepts of
being and “no-thing-ness.”
20
While existential thinkers such as Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Sartre pull back the façade of the
everyday to reveal the barren soul of nothingness lurking within our civil circumstances, artists
such as Reinhardt have done the same through the medium of paint. Heidegger’s probing of
Dasein celebrates the inconclusive nature of being that also communicates a distinct
“disclosedness” (Erschlossenheit) of the inherently empty nature of our workaday life, the same
way that Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting admits the extinction of worldly pleasures.
21
Garfield reminds us that Nāgārjuna “argues that emptiness itself is empty. It is not a selfexistent void standing behind a veil of illusion comprising conventional reality, but merely a
characteristic of conventional reality. And this … is what provides the key to understanding the
deep unity between the two truths” (1995, 91). Thus through our direct engagement with this
artistic object we can determine for ourselves that the veritable dematerialization and ‘non-being’
of Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting actually occurs through the very tangibility, materialization,
and being-ness of this work, invoking the paradoxical “two truths” concept of reality as
previously discussed, that of conventional reality (saṃvṛtisatya) and ultimate reality
(paramārthasatya).
22
The history of art has experienced a tremendous metamorphosis with the development of
world civilization, and we can thus behold art as both an outstanding symbolic mode of
representation across the ages and an evolving representation of the “two truths.” In the Western
tradition, for example, Plato equated the subjective sensations produced by art with the
unpredictable and illogical power of emotions and feminine consciousness, fostering
unfortunate—and misogynistic—ideas about the artist as duplicitous. Centuries later Nietzsche
overturned this idea, declaring “truth as a woman” who will not be possessed by dogmatic
philosophers and art as “saving sorceress” and expert at healing: “She alone knows how to turn
these nauseous thoughts about the horror or absurdity of existence into notions with which one
can live” (Freeman 60). Nietzsche’s forthright statement declares the enlivening energy of art as
that which affords humanity an alterative intelligence and perspective on our universal
experience, thus the ‘conventional’ and the ‘ultimate’ as “two truths” represented through art.
23
For more on Heidegger’s explication of In-der-Welt-sein as a “unified phenomena” see Being
and Time ([1927] 2010), Chapter Two, especially pages 53-62.
24
A significant aspect of this project is a “cross-cultural” (i.e. comparative) exploration of
philosophy and art. Both Heidegger and Reinhardt were interested in and knowledgeable of East
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Asian thought and aesthetic traditions. Heidegger was familiar with Eastern thought and art, and
several contemporary sources discuss his relationship with Asian philosophy at length (for more
on Heidegger’s interest and exploration of Asian philosophy see Parkes, 1987). During the
1950s, for example, Heidegger became deeply involved with the art of Zen Buddhism, which
had a profound effect on his path of thinking (Young 2001, 21). At its purest, Zen Buddhist art
tends to strip a subject down to its simplest element, a reflection of the simplicity of Zen thought
and practice. I suggest that Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting exhibits a purely Zen-like austerity.
25
Robert Thurman’s translation of Nāgārjuna’s interpretation of emptiness, for example,
suggests that “emptiness is presented as the key to the viability of things” and that emptiness thus
functions not as the ending of things, rather as “their relatedness, their interactiveness, and also
their provability and knowability” (Thurman 1984, 157-158).
26
In the Buddhist canon, the awakening or awakened mind (bodhichitta) seeks enlightenment in
order to experience freedom on behalf of all beings: “It is a mind that is filled with great
compassion, and because of that, sees that we need enlightenment to best serve others. That
needs a full realization of emptiness” (Tsering xii).
27
I propose Martin’s The Islands I-XII is the necessary aesthetic counterbalance to Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting and functions as a conceivable Daoist affirmative yin to Reinhardt’s nullifying
yang. In Chinese philosophy, the opposing forces of yin and yang are defined by their
interdependent nature; taken together, however, yin and yang are ultimately understood as two
aspects of a totalized whole, bound together by their mutual opposition. For more on yin-yang
dynamics see Wang (2012).
28
For additional information on the Agnes Martin retrospective held at the Guggenheim
Museum, NY in 2016 see: https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/agnes-martin.
29
During that particular visit I took note of the wall caption for the work that stated: “The subtle
differences between [the 12 paintings] invite comparison and contemplation. Martin practiced
meditation and was well read in Asian philosophy. The sparse surfaces of these paintings might
relate to her interest in the empty mind, the goal of Zen meditation.”
30
The Dia Art Foundation in New York, for example, has made a sustained commitment to
Agnes Martin’s work and she is one of the only women artists permanently on view at the
Dia:Beacon location in Beacon, NY (Peiffer 48).
31
One might argue that Martin’s isolationist behavior reflects that of a seeking devotee or
‘modern mystic’ of sorts. For example, her unrealized plan for a Zen garden and her desire to
live a life that would include “trying not to talk for three years” reveal her dedication to a
spiritual path (Peiffer 49).
32
Unfortunately, the women art critics and women artists of the era did not always respect Agnes
Martin. Haskell writes: “Feminist art historians, too used to defending slighted female artists—
belatedly giving voices to women long muzzled with better tales to tell—have seemingly felt
unneeded in the case of Agnes Martin, who shaped a resoundingly successful artistic career on
precisely her own rather exceptional and demanding terms. It follows that Martin was not
included in the collections of interviews with women artists compiled by feminist critics; that she
has generally been omitted from exhibitions that showcased women artists; and that she has
received barely a nod in feminist art histories” (133). She goes on to say that: “Martin has been
tacitly viewed by some feminists as a kind of sellout, in other words, an artist who used a
paradigmatically masculine vocabulary in order to pass as one of the boys, that is, a mainstream
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modernist” (133). These are indeed unfortunate ideas about one of the greatest women painters
in the history of contemporary art.
33
Some theorists suggest that Martin’s work reveals a so-called ‘female’ understanding of the
void. Referencing the work of author and professor of women’s studies Susan Gubar, Chave
considers the ‘trope’ of the void that has been addressed by women who aim to “expose how
woman has been defined symbolically in the patriarchy as a tabula rasa, a lack, a negation, an
absence” (140), where the absence is associated not only with the supposedly missing penis, but
also with the void of the womb. Gubar shows how certain female writers would come to turn that
void, “the blank place, a female inner space,” with all its “uniquely female powers into
creativity,” into a different kind of image, one that “represents readiness for inspiration and
creation, the self conceived and dedicated to its own potential divinity.” (140) Indeed, Martin’s
empty white canvas—poised to receive—embodies the “readiness for inspiration and creation”
that Gubar speaks of, yet the so-called “blank” space of the feminine is not necessarily a
negation or lack.
34
A koan is a pithy, inscrutable phrase meant to provide an alternative view as to bring
enlightenment. In the Zen Buddhist tradition, a koan is meant to penetrate one’s ‘ordinary’
thinking and reveal something greater as such.
35
Martin was not the only artist of her time to address concepts of reverential absence and
quietude with regard to art creation and the aesthetic gesture. Contemporaneous figures such as
John Cage and Susan Sontag also explored the powers of silence in their work. Cage’s infamous
composition 4’33” presents the absence of deliberate sounds as a work of art in itself and
represents a kind of ‘ultimate renunciation’ in art (1952). For more about this piece see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4’33. Susan Sontag’s essay “The Aesthetics of Silence” (1967) is
another important work that explores the idea of art as a ‘spiritual project.’ In her essay Sontag
writes that art is also an antidote to consciousness, having “evolved from consciousness itself,”
art must “tend toward anti-art, the elimination of the ‘subject’ (the ‘object,’ the ‘image’), the
substitution of chance for intention, and the pursuit of silence.” For excerpts from that essay see
Sontag (1996/2002).
36
For additional information on Tsimtsum see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tzimtzum.
37
Chave writes about the tradition of associating the blank page with a kind of “beautiful
daughter,” the archetype of a pure female virgin. She goes on to consider “a blank page that
awaits the creative fluids of the phallic pen, fluids which will endow it, or rather her, with her
only identity” (139). This presents a curious subtext with respect to the feminist aspects of
Martin’s pristinely ‘desexualized’ art. Chave states: “But if we think of Martin as having
purposely produced blank pages … the appearance of a blank sheet … becomes radically
subversive, the result of one woman’s defiance … Not a sign of innocence or purity or passivity,
this blank page is a mysterious but potent act of resistance’” (139).
38
For more information see the official website for the James Turrell Aten Reign (2013)
exhibition at the Guggenheim Museum, NY: http://web.guggenheim.org/exhibitions/turrell/.
39
Here we recall Rosalind Krauss’s comment from the prior chapter on Agnes Martin’s show at
the Guggenheim Museum regarding the distinctly different viewing distances that allow for an
even greater opportunity to explore the work (Princenthal 230). The significant difference,
however, is that Turrell’s Aten Reign encompassed the entire Guggenheim Museum rotunda as a
single installation.
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40

Trotman writes that Turrell’s Aten Reign attuned with the original design of the Guggenheim
Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright in that “a shadow of Wright’s ideas of inner harmony can be
detected in Turrell’s concept of wordless thought” (42).
41
Hilla Rebay “fervently believed that the translation of spiritual impulses and wordless feelings
into nonfigurative art was the creation of a visual language that would transcend boundaries for
the betterment of humankind.” For additional commentary see:
https://www.guggenheim.org/history/hilla-rebay.
42
For additional commentary see: https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/james-turrell.
43
Nat Trotman, one of the principal curators of the James Turrell Aten Reign exhibition at the
Guggenheim Museum as previously mentioned, describes the installation as “a series of rings
lined with LED (light-emitting diode) fixtures, the installation surrounds a core of daylight with
rich color in five concentric ellipses that echo the banded pattern of the museum’s helical
architecture” (36). As stated by Trotman, although elaborate the underlying system that
supported this work was put in place to inspire a simple experience: “to allow visitors to perceive
the existing space in an entirely new way” (36). Trotman’s description further illustrates Aten
Reign’s power to reshape our perception.
44
Roden Crater is a large-scale, site-specific artwork located in the Painted Desert region of
Northern Arizona. This unprecedented project exists within a volcanic cinder cone. Under
construction since the 1970s, this work represents the culmination of the artist’s lifelong research
into the fields of human vision and psychological perception. Turrell designed Roden Crater as a
controlled environment for the experience and contemplation of natural light. Speaking of
Turrell’s Roden Crater project, for example, Goodwin states the “site and its spaces within are a
realization and extension of Merleau-Ponty’s accounts of the reversible touching/touched,
seeing/seen relationships” (255).
45
The concept of ‘perceptualism’ in art brings together ideas about art and psychology, thus
highlighting the artist as philosopher and the relationship between the two. Artists who practice
‘perceptual art’ are recognized for their ability to engage the viewer with multi-sensory
experiential stimuli, and sometimes the viewer is unknowingly a participant in the actual creation
of the artwork itself. The American artist Robert Smithson (1938 – 1973) is considered to be a
leading perceptual artist best known for his land art and his magnum opus earthwork sculpture
Spiral Jetty (1970). Located on the northeast shore of the Great Salt Lake near Rozel Point in
Utah and constructed of mud, salt crystals, and basalt rocks, this 1,500-foot-long, 15-foot-wide
coil in the middle of a salt flat is a singular example of ‘perceptual art’ in the world. I
experienced this piece firsthand when I visited Smithson’s Spiral Jetty in October 2017 while on
a solo ‘art pilgrimage’ to see the work. Spiral Jetty is indeed an unparalleled piece and an
extraordinary experience in perception—the total lack of sound, the illusory vision of a hazy
horizon, the far-flung-ness and sheer loneliness of that locate—these factors contribute to a sense
of sensory suspension with respect to time and place. My personal engagement with Smithson’s
Spiral Jetty fundamentally altered my understanding of the ‘art object’ and was the impetus for a
highly personal ‘perceptual art experience’ outside of the norm. For more on Smithson’s work
see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Smithson, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_Jetty,
and https://www.diaart.org/visit/visit-our-locations-sites/robert-smithson-spiral-jetty.
46
These days ‘interactive art’ is becoming increasingly popular among mainstream audiences
who seek entertainment at the cross-section between art and spectacle. Often billed as a
‘blockbuster’ kind of experience, ‘interactive art’ installations invite the viewer to walk into, on,
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over, or around the installation, thus they are a part of the artwork itself. These elaborate
‘interactive’ installations are often feats of engineering that combine space, science, technology,
digital graphics, virtual designs, electronic features, and some aspect of live performance such as
sensors that respond to human motion. In this way, viewers participate by providing input that
determines the outcome of the work itself. One such popular example was the Rain Room (2013)
installation at the Museum of Modern Art, NY (MoMA). In the Rain Room’s immersive
environment, a carefully choreographed downpour of falling water was made to pause whenever
a human body was detected, offering visitors the experience of controlling the rain through their
engagement with the piece. This installation thus provided an impromptu stage for visitors to
become performers while simultaneously creating an intimate atmosphere for contemplation. For
more see: https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1352.
47
Trotman writes that just as Allan Kaprow expanded the terms of Abstract Expressionist
painting into environmental and performative Happenings in the 1960s, so too, did Turrell
expand the formal language of Minimalism into an explicitly time-based format that fully
incorporates the audience (32).
48
Turrell is well known for his Ganzfeld (“entire field”) artworks—immersive, seamless
environments that cast visitors into disorienting expanses of color that lack perceptible limits
(Trotman 35). For additional images of Turrell’s Ganzfeld pieces see:
http://jamesturrell.com/work/type/ganzfeld/.
49
All three essays, with commentary, are collected in Johnson 1993.
50
Speaking of the ‘drama’ that plays out in the human body in relation to the world in the
Phenomenology of Perception (1962), for example—and of ‘losing’ himself in that drama—
Merleau-Ponty writes: “I am my body, at least wholly to the extent that I possess experience, and
yet at the same time my body is as it were a ‘natural’ subject, a provisional sketch of my total
being. Thus experience of one’s own body runs counter to the reflective procedure which
detaches subject and object from each other, and which gives us only the thought about the body,
or the body as idea, and not the experience of the body or the body in reality” (1964, 231). Here
Merleau-Ponty advocates for a recovery of primal knowledge through the existential nature of
the human subject and, above all, its bodily nature and kinesthetic sense of experience. I suggest
this kinesthesia is relevant to the all-body encounter of literally walking into Turrell’s Aten Reign
unusual presence as a ‘visible’ yet intangible artwork. Here we can also understand that all of
these human processes are, in fact, also empty of any permanent essence.
51
Although Nāgārjuna and Merleau-Ponty provide distinct modes of engaging with these
themes, I suggest there are, in fact, correlations in their philosophic technique. Similar to my
experience of reading Nāgārjuna’s text in which his analysis of all ‘things’ brings us around to
the ‘non-arising’ or ‘unborn’ aspect of all ‘things’ in their radically deconstructed state, I also
find myself dissolving within the intellectual gymnastics of Merleau-Ponty’s ruminations on the
nature of ‘meaning’ (i.e. truth) with respect to the dialectical movement that brings us back to
ourselves. I believe Merleau-Ponty’s graceful yet uncompromising philosophical style does, in
fact, offer a kind of contemplative method that highlights our emptiness within emptiness. In his
essay “Reflection and Interrogation” in The Visible and the Invisible (1968), for example,
Merleau-Ponty writes: “The secret of the world we are seeking must necessarily be contained in
my contact with it. Inasmuch as I live it, I possess the meaning of everything I live, otherwise I
would not live it; and I can seek no light concerning the world except by consulting, by making
explicit, my frequenting of the world, my comprehending it from within” (1968, 32). Here I
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believe Merleau-Ponty is expressing the core truth of his famed ‘perception’ point of view,
namely that our constant “seeking” of a (visible) world merely brings us to the reality of
“comprehending it from within” as a mode of living that is ultimately without language
(invisible) and without any lasting substance since it is based in our subjective experience of the
objective world, and this is the heart of the matter at hand—everything everywhere is empty of
permanence. He goes on to say: “My access to a universal mind via reflection, far from finally
discovering what I always was, is motivated by the intertwining of my life with the other lives,
of my body with the visible things, by the intersection of my perceptual field with that of the
others, … I was able to appeal from the world and the others to myself and take the route of
reflection, only because first I was outside of myself, in the world, among the others, and
constantly this experience feeds my reflection” (1968, 49). With these particular lines I suggest
Merleau-Ponty—through his consideration of a “universal mind via reflection” that leads him
back to consider his own experience—is, in fact, discussing how the ‘visible’ world naturally
conjures the power of the ‘invisible’ world of inner thought—and the omnipresent nature of
emptiness—that is our ultimate private mystery with the universe.
52
For additional information see: https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/cai-guo-qiang-i-wantto-believe-2
53
The literature on this performance indicates that Cai exploded a small handheld device—a
cardboard tube filled with gunpowder—that erupted into a puffy cloud above his head (Munroe
36).
54
In Chinese culture fireworks are an important part of ceremonial occasions and customary
celebrations such as the birth of a child or a wedding. Cai comments: “Gunpowder, on a cultural
and political level, is very ingrained. It’s a very natural thing to draw from” (Abbott et al.).
55
Cai’s contribution to the Beijing Olympic games in 2008, for example, included fireworks for
the opening and closing ceremonies. Considered a spectacle of unprecedented mass outreach, the
estimated audience was four billion television viewers. This event was considered one of the
most visible and important projects within the contemporary Chinese art establishment (Munroe
23).
56
Locations for Cai’s projects have included China’s Great Wall; a German military base;
Venice’s Grand Canal; a working power plant in Johannesburg; four construction cranes in
Vienna’s Museumquartier [sic]; a nuclear test site; and Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970),
Great Salk Lake, Utah (Friis-Hansen et al., 38-39).
57
According to Britannica, the term “Orientalism” is a Western scholarly discipline of the 18th
and 19th centuries that encompassed the study of the languages, literatures, religions,
philosophies, histories, art, and laws of Asian societies, especially ancient ones. Such scholarship
also inspired broader intellectual and artistic circles in Europe and North America and thus the
term Orientalism may also denote the general enthusiasm for things Asian or “Oriental.”
Orientalism was also a school of thought among a group of British colonial administrators and
scholars who argued that India should be ruled according to its own traditions and laws, thus
opposing the “Anglicanism” of those who argued that India should be ruled according to British
traditions and laws. In the mid-20th century, Orientalists began to favor the term Asian studies to
describe their work, in an effort to distance it from the colonial and neocolonial associations
of Orientalism. More recently—mainly through the work of the Palestinian American scholar
Edward Said—the term has been used disparagingly to refer to the allegedly simplistic,
stereotyped, and demeaning conceptions of Arab and Asian cultures generally held by Western
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scholars. For additional see: https://www.britannica.com/science/Orientalism-cultural-field-ofstudy.
58
I suggest the celebrated Kyoto-school philosopher Nishitani and his writings about emptiness
resonate with Cai’s The Century in a special way. The exquisite presence of boundless sky as
observed in this photograph conjures Nishitani’s ideas about the sky as a universal phenomenon
experienced by all conscious beings. The affective nature of the sky can be understood, for
example, by way of Nishitani’s identification of the sky as paradigmatic of emotive-cumvolitional emptiness versus that of doctrinal formulations of emptiness (Deguchi 313-14). In
other words, while doctrinal formulations about emptiness provide insight through scholarly text
and written commentary, the ‘real-life’ experience of emptiness as pure feeling and free will is
considered to be a kind of artistic image that functions as the counterpart expression of doctrinal
emptiness.
59
For more on his definition of alētheia see Heidegger’s essay “On the Essence of Truth” in
Basic Writings (1977), especially pp. 115-138.
60 In Indian culture, for example, the concept of “seeing” (darhsan) art, images, sculptures, and
other artistic forms are a fundamental aspect of rituals, worship, and meditation. Scholar Diana
Eck writes: “Two principle attitudes may be discerned in the treatment of images. The first is
that the image is primarily a focus for concentration, and the second is that the image is the
embodiment of the divine. In the first view, the images is kind of yantra, literally a “device” for
harnessing the eye and the mind so that the one-pointedness of thought (ekāgrata) which is
fundamental to meditation can be attained. The image is a support for meditation” (45).
**
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